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1PREFACE

PREFACE

It is my great pleasure to share our research highlights based on the Photon Factory (PF) users’ 
program during the fiscal year 2017. The achievements described here were made before I was ap-
pointed as Director of the Institute of Materials Structure Science (IMSS), KEK, from April FY2018. 
IMSS is in charge of neutron, muon, and slow positron facilities as well as the photon science facility 
(PF), which has been a key X-ray facility in Japan for more than 35 years.

Since the PF users’ program started in 1983, more than 17,000 research papers have been published. We are 
proud to have produced a considerable number of papers describing breakthroughs in broad research areas of physi-
cal, chemical, biological, medical, materials, earth and environmental sciences. I hope that several examples of the 
excellence and diversity in scientific studies carried out at the PF in FY2017 can be found in this latest issue of PF 
Highlights.

We have several review committees for our projects in photon science. In order to review our own design of a future 
storage ring with sub-nmrad emittance after the present PF, a meeting of the PF Machine Advisory Committee (PF-
MAC) was held on April 5–6, 2017. Mike Borland (APS) kindly chaired the meeting, and S. Leemann (ALS), T. Tanabe 
(NSLS-II), R. Walker (Diamond), M. Katoh (UVSOR) and Z. Zhao (Shanghai) joined the PF-MAC. Because most of 
the MAC members are deeply involved in the construction or upgrade projects at the existing light sources (e.g. APS-
U, ALS-U, NSLS-II, MAX-IV, and Diamond upgrade projects), their detailed suggestions and proposals on the lattice 
design, beam dynamics, magnets, RF, vacuum, diagnostics, facilities and even beamlines are essential and thought-
provoking for PF staff. We deeply appreciate their hard work to summarize the report, and we are now starting some 
R&D projects following crucial suggestions from the PF-MAC for our future.

In FY2017, several projects to upgrade and refurbish the PF beamlines were carried out to open new fields for us-
ers. One of them was started at BL-19, which is being completely replaced by a new undulator beamline for spectros-
copy and scattering in the energy range of 100 to 2000 eV, especially targeting nano-scale soft X-ray spectro-micros-
copy. This upgrade project is mainly supported by two projects: “Promotion of Industrial Innovation using Beamlines of 
Synchrotron Radiation” (Special Project Budget for Research Enhancements, MEXT) and “Aquaplanetology” (Grant-
in-Aid for Scientific Research on Innovative Areas, JSPS). One of the most important targets of the new BL-19 is the 
study of “heterogeneity of chemical states and its change,” which is important for designing and producing actual ma-
terials for batteries, catalysts, magnets, composite structural materials and so on. The beamline also provides crucial 
information on the history of materials, which is essential to investigate the history of planets using specimens returned 
by HAYABUSA-2 as well as to consider the life cycle of materials and their relationship with the earth’s environment. 
The new beamline BL-19 is expected to be opened to users from FY2019.

Finally, with great sadness we report the passing away of Professor Emeritus Tadashi Matsushita on July 7, 2017 
at the age of 72. He was a former director of PF and deputy director of IMSS. He joined PF as a key staff member in 
1980, and led crucial projects such as R&D of X-ray optics, construction of beamlines, upgrading of the PF, and so on. 
In our community, the fixed-exit double-crystal X-ray monochromator based on his original design is widely known as 
the “Matsushita monochromator.” After his official retirement, he returned to his own research and once again enjoyed 
his work at the PF. We would like to extend our deepest sympathies to his family.

Nobuhiro Kosugi
Director of IMSS
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 1   Materials Science               

Impurity Position in a Mn-Doped Bi2Te3 Topological Insulator 
Investigated by X-Ray Fluorescence Holography

Mn Kα X-ray fluorescence holography (XFH) measurements were carried out on a single crystal of a Bi2Te3Mn0.1 topo-
logical insulator at 100 K to search for impurity sites of Mn atoms. Three-dimensional atomic images were reconstructed 
using an L1-regularized linear regression. The possible Mn impurity sites are twofold: an interlayer site with an octahe-
dral symmetry and a substitutional site of Bi or Te. This finding for the impurity sites can be obtained only by using XFH 
measurements, not by the usual diffraction or XAFS experiments.

Since Laue’s discovery of diffraction by crystals [1], 
this method has been the standard for structural char-
acterizations of materials for a long time. Diffraction can 
clarify the long-range periodicity of averaged crystal 
arrays by using the interference phenomena of waves 
scattered by atoms. One of the serious disadvantages 
of diffraction for structural characterizations is the diffi-
culty of determining impurity sites in a crystal due to the 
lack of periodicity for the impurity sites.

X-ray fluorescence holography (XFH) is a newly de-
veloped technique for atom-resolved structural charac-
terizations, and enables three-dimensional (3D) atomic 
images to be drawn around a specific element emitting 
fluorescent X-rays [2]. Due to the interference between 
the direct incident X-rays (reference wave) and those 
scattered by the surrounding atoms (object wave), the 
fluorescent X-ray intensity slightly modulates with the 
angle of incident X-rays by some 0.1%, from which 3D 
images of the neighboring atoms can be obtained by 
simple Fourier-transform-like approaches without any 
special models. Thus, this technique can be used to find 
impurity sites in a crystal.

Bi2Te3 has recently attracted much attention as a 
topological insulator, which is obtained by adding tran-
sition metals such as Fe and Mn [3]. Undoped Bi2Te3 

has a layer structure with a hexagonal form. Most re-
searchers believe that the plausible site for Mn is in an 
interlayer position, but no experiments can exclude the 
interstitial sites or substitutional sites with the Bi or Te 
atoms. To answer this question, we carried out Mn Kα 
XFH experiments on a single crystal of a Bi2Te3Mn0.1 to-
pological insulator to search for the impurity sites of Mn 
atoms [4]. The XFH experiments were carried out at BL-
6C at 100 K. The details of the experimental technique 
are given elsewhere [2]. The obtained holographic data 
were analyzed using a sophisticated algorithm of an L1-
regularized linear regression (SPEA-L1 algorithm [5]) 
representing a sparse modeling approach.

Figure 1 shows 3D atomic images around an Mn 
impurity atom. The dashed lines indicate the hexagonal 
structure on the (001) plane when the Mn impurity atom 
is substitutionally replaced with a Bi or Te atom. Large 
images are seen inside the hexagonal positions on the 
(001) plane at z = 0 nm. Small but prominent atomic 
images are also observed at z = ±0.13 nm. Note that 
these images do not form a hexagonal shape, but have 
a threefold rotational symmetry. It should also be noted 
that the directions of the triangle images at z = ±0.13 
nm differ from each other.

Figure 1: 3D atomic images around an Mn impurity atom. The figure is taken from Ref. [4].
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From the obtained atomic images around the Mn 
impurity atom, two models can be proposed for the 
Mn impurity sites. The triangle images at z = ±0.13 nm 
are suitable for the atomic configuration as shown in 
Fig. 2(a), where the Mn impurity enters an interlayer 
site with an octahedral arrangement with six Te atoms. 
The other prominent images with hexagonal shape at 
z = 0 nm are a substitutional site replaced with a Bi or 
Te atom as shown in Figs. 2(b) and (c), viewed parallel 
and perpendicular to the c axis, respectively.

Figure 2: Structural models for the Mn impurity in Bi2Te3 crystal. The figure is taken from Ref. [4].

Figures 2(b) and (c) illustrate the position of the Mn 
atom at the Te site of the layer surface. However, due 
to the same hexagonal arrangements around the Bi and 
Te neighboring atoms, the same model is applicable for 
the Bi site. The neighboring element can be identified 
with a resonant approach to XFH using the anoma-
lous atomic form factor near an absorption edge of the 
neighboring element; such work is now in progress.

REFERENCES
[1] W. Friedrich, P. Knipping and M. Laue, Ann. Phys. 41, 971 

(1913); M. Laue, Ann. Phys. 41, 989 (1913).
[2] K.  Hayashi ,  N.  Happo, S.  Hosokawa, W. Hu and 

T. Matsushita, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 24, 093201 (2012).
[3] H. -J. Kim, K. -S. Kim, M. D. Kim, S. -J. Lee, J. -W. Han, 

A. Ohnishi, M. Kitaura, M. Sasaki, A. Kondo and K. Kindo, 
Phys. Rev. B 84, 125144 (2011).

[4] S. Hosokawa, J. R. Stellhorn, T. Matsushita, N. Happo, 
K. Kimura, K. Hayashi, Y. Ebisu, T. Ozaki, H. Ikemoto, 
H. Setoyama, T. Okajima, Y. Yoda, H. Ishii, Y. -F. Liao, 
M. Kitaura and M. Sasaki, Phys. Rev. B 96, 214207 (2017).
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 1   Materials Science               

Thickness Dependence and Critical Thickness of Charge 
and Magnetic Orderings in Antiferromagnetic Perovskite 
La1/3Sr2/3FeO3 Thin Films

Critical thickness is a characteristic parameter of thin films. There are some reports on the thickness dependence of fer-
romagnetic oxide thin films. In this study, we examined antiferromagnetic perovskite thin films and evaluated the spatial 
structure of ordered states. We used perovskite La1/3Sr2/3FeO3 thin film and systematically varied the thickness. We 
used the X-ray diffraction technique and observed the change of correlation length around the critical thickness. Our re-
sults show that the correlation lengths of charge and magnetic orderings have different dependencies on thickness and 
the orderings disappear when two correlation lengths take similar values. These results suggest that spatial correlation 
is closely related to critical thickness.

 Transition metal oxides exhibit various phenomena 
including giant magnetic resistance or superconductivi-
ty. These functionalities of oxides suggest that transition 
metal oxides have the potential to be used for electronic 
devices. Accordingly, oxide thin films should be studied 
intensively. The geometrical limitation originating from 
the thickness of a thin film affects the nature of the thin 
film and we examined the effect in this study. The criti-
cal thickness of ordered states is one of the most char-
acteristic parameters of thin films. Antiferromagnetic 
perovskite La1/3Sr2/3FeO3 thin film includes high-valent 
Fe5+ (d5L2) and there are many previous reports on 
spectroscopic [2] and diffraction [3] studies. We exam-
ined the effects of thickness on charge and magnetic or-
dered states when varying the thickness of the samples.

 The orderings are shown in Fig. 1(a). La1/3Sr2/3FeO3 
thin film shows charge ordering of Fe3+-Fe5+-Fe3+ along 
the [111] direction below the transition temperature of 
~190 K. At the same temperature, long-range antifer-

romagnetic ordering of Fe3+↓-Fe5+↓-Fe3+↓- Fe3+↑-Fe5+↑-
Fe3+↑ is realized due to antiferromagnetic coupling 
between Fe3+-Fe3+ and ferromagnetic coupling between 
Fe3+-Fe5+. This transition is accompanied by a resistiv-
ity jump. The thickness effect of the resistivity jump was 
clarified by Minohara et al. and they showed that the 
resistivity jump remains around 13 nm and there is less 
dependence on substrate direction [4].

We used the X-ray diffraction technique in order to 
capture spatial information on the orderings in ultra-thin 
films. Hard X-ray diffraction was carried out at BL-4C for 
charge ordering. The X-ray energy was 12.4 keV and 
the samples were La1/3Sr2/3FeO3 (5, 15, 17, 78 nm)/Sr-
TiO3(111) thin film. Resonant soft X-ray diffraction was 
used for detecting magnetic ordering at BL-19B. The 
X-ray energy was tuned to the Fe 2p absorption edge 
and the samples were La1/3Sr2/3FeO3 (5, 15, 34, 78 nm)/
SrTiO3 (111) thin films.
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Figure 1: (a) Charge and magnetic ordering in La1/3Sr2/3FeO3. (b) Diffraction peak from charge ordering around [4/3 4/3 4/3] and magnetic 
ordering around [1/6 1/6 1/6].
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The charge ordering peak disappeared around 
15 nm and the magnetic ordering peak also disap-
peared in the range of 5–15 nm as shown in Fig. 1(b). 
These results are consistent with previous reports of 
resistivity measurements. We examined the correlation 
length, which is defined as the inverse of peak width. 
The obtained correlation length is plotted as a function 
of thickness (t ) in Fig. 2(a). The correlation length of 
magnetic order (ξmag) is proportional to thickness; how-
ever, the correlation length of charge orderings (ξch) is 
more robust to change of thickness. This relationship 
is schematically depicted in Fig. 2(b). The correlation 
length of magnetic ordering is limited by thickness and 
charge, and magnetic orderings disappear when the 
correlation length of magnetic orderings reaches that 
of charge ordering. The thickness at that time gives the 
critical thickness.

We examined surface states because critical thick-
ness sometimes arises from the surface state. We 
employed surface sensitive grazing incident resonant 
soft X-ray diffraction for studying the surface states of 
La1/3Sr2/3FeO3 thin film. The grazing incident measure-
ment was performed at BL-19B under experimental 
conditions similar to those of normal resonant soft X-ray 
diffraction as described above except for the orienta-
tion of the sample. The samples were La1/3Sr2/3FeO3/
SrTiO3(110) thin films and the modulation vector of 
magnetization ordering lies in-plane. X-ray probing 

depth was around 2 nm due to the small incident angle. 
Transition temperature and correlation length are of the 
same order as the abovementioned results. This indi-
cates that the picture of critical thickness obtained from 
the thickness dependence of the diffraction peak comes 
from the intrinsic geometrical limitations of thickness.

Figure 2: (a) Correlation lengths of charge (ξch) and magnetic (ξmag) ordering in La1/3Sr2/3FeO3 are plotted as a function of thickness. (b) Thick-
ness dependence of correlation lengths is depicted schematically.

REFERENCES
[1] K. Yamamoto, Y. Hirata, M. Horio, Y. Yokoyama, K. Takubo, 

M. Minohara, H. Kumigashira, Y. Yamasaki, H. Nakao, 
Y. Murakami, A. Fujimori and H. Wadati, Phys. Rev. B 97, 
075134 (2018).

[2] H. Wadati, D. Kobayashi, H. Kumigashira, K. Okazaki, 
T. Mizokawa, A. Fujimori, K. Horiba, M. Oshima, N. Hamada, 
M. Lippmaa, M. Kawasaki and H. Koinuma, Phys. Rev. B 71, 
035108 (2005).

[3] J. Okamoto, D. J. Huang, K. S. Chao, S. W. Huang, 
C.-H. Hsu, A. Fujimori, A. Masuno, T. Terashima, M. Takano 
and C. T. Chen, Phys. Rev. B 82, 132402 (2010).

[4] M. Minohara, M. Kitamura, H. Wadati, H. Nakao, R. Kumai, 
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 1   Materials Science               

Multiferroic Properties of 






 -Al2O3-Type GaFeO3 Epitaxial Thin 
Films

In this study, high-quality GaxFe2–xO3 (x = 0–1) epitaxial films were fabricated and their properties were systematically 
investigated. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism revealed that the large magnetization at x = 0.6 is derived from Fe3+ (3d 5) 
at octahedral sites. The controllable range of the electric coercive field, magnetic coercive field, and saturated magneti-
zation values at room temperature (400–800 kV/cm, 1–8 kOe, and 0.2–0.6 μB/f.u., respectively) is very wide and differs 
from those of well-known multiferroic BiFeO3. Furthermore, the GaxFe2−xO3 films exhibit room-temperature magnetoca-
pacitance effects, indicating that adjusting the Curie temperature (TC) near room temperature is useful to achieve large 
room-temperature magnetocapacitance behavior.

 

 
 
 
 

                                -Al2O3-type structured GaxFe2-xO3 has attracted 
much attention due to the coexistence of ferroelectric 
and ferrimagnetism at room temperature. The 

 
 
 
 

                                -Al2O3-
type structure consists of three oxygen octahedral sites 
and one tetrahedral site. The origin of ferroelectricity 
is a non-centrosymmetric displacement of cation and 
oxygen along the c-axis direction. The origin of ferri-
magneticity is a different magnetic moment from oxygen 
octahedral and tetrahedral sites. Although the existence 
of ferroelectricity depends on their space group (the 
space group of 

 
 
 
 

                                -Al2O3 is Pna21), the magnetic moment 
strongly depends on the constituent cations in octahe-
dral and tetrahedral sites. Therefore it is very important 
for understanding magnetic properties to investigate the 
cation conditions such as valence, coordination number 
and occupancy in each site. In this study, we systemati-
cally investigated the detailed crystal structure and mul-
tiferroic properties of GaxFe2-xO3 epitaxial thin films [1].

The relation between the magnetic properties and 
cation sites was investigated using X-ray absorption 
spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray magnetic circular dichro-
ism (XMCD) measurements. For the measurements, 
the x = 0.6 film was used because of its high magnetiza-
tion. Figure 1(a) shows the Fe L-edge XAS spectrum of 
the x = 0.6 film together with that of α-Fe2O3 as a refer-
ence of Oh Fe3+ [2]. The spectrum of the film shows Fe 
L3 and L2 peaks, which have very similar peak shapes 

and positions as those of α-Fe2O3, confirming the triva-
lent state of Fe in the x = 0.6 film. In the Fe L3 peak, two 
peaks are observed at 708.7 and 710.2 eV. Because 
the peak at 708.7 eV is due to Oh Fe3+ sites [3], it is sug-
gested that the Fe ions are mainly located at Oh sites in 
the film. Notably, the film has three Oh sites (Fe1, Fe2, 
and Ga2) and one Td site (Ga1) [Fig. 1(c)]. Figure 1(b) 
shows the XMCD spectrum of the x = 0.6 film. At the Fe 
L3-edge, there are sharp negative (A), positive (B), and 
negative (C) peaks at 708.6, 709.6, and 710.4 eV, re-
spectively. The A and C peaks are derived from Fe3+ at 
Oh sites, while the B peak is due to Fe3+ at the Td site [4, 
5]. The A and C peaks show negative values, confirm-
ing that the inner product between the applied magnetic 
field and total magnetic moment of Fe at the Oh sites is 
positive. The B peak is positive, indicating that magnetic 
moment of Fe at Td Ga1 sites is antiparallel to the ap-
plied magnetic field. This is reasonable because mag-
netization is represented as (MFe2 + MGa2 − MFe1) − MGa1. 
It is noted that the absolute intensity of the B peak is 
much smaller than those of the A and C peaks, indicat-
ing that the Fe ions are mostly located at Oh sites (Fe1, 
Fe2, and Ga2). This is the main reason why the x = 0.6 
film exhibits a large magnetization.

We investigated the dielectric and magnetocapaci-
tance (MC) properties of the GFO epitaxial films. Figure 
2(a) shows the dielectric constants for the x = 0.8 film 

Figure 1: Fe L-edge (a) XAS and (b) XMCD (µ+ − µ-) spectra of Ga0.6Fe1.4O3 thin film measured at 35 K under H of 50 kOe. The XAS 
spectrum of  

 
 
 
 
 

 -Fe2O3 is included for comparison [2] (c) Schematic illustration of GaFeO3 crystal structure.
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S. Yasui1, T. Katayama2, Y. Hamasaki3, and M. Itoh1 (1Tokyo 
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as a function of frequency. The real part of the relative 
dielectric constant (

 
 
 
 
 

’ ) suddenly decreases from 8.3×102 
to 1.1×102 as the frequency increases from 1 to 100 kHz 
at 300 K, while the imaginary part of the relative dielec-
tric constant (

 
 
 
 
 

 
’’ ) has a peak at 7 kHz, confirming the 

existence of a relaxation process. Figure 2(c) shows 
the temperature dependence of the relaxation frequen-
cies for the film. The relaxation frequency increases 
with temperature according to the Arrhenius plot with 
an activation energy (Ea) of 0.36 eV. Since both Ga and 
Fe vacancies have negligible mobility at such low tem-
peratures, the relaxation process probably originates 
from oxygen ion related defects such as oxygen vacan-
cies. Taking into account that oxygen-vacant BaTiO3-

 
 
 
 
 

                             
films exhibit dielectric relaxation via oxygen vacancies 
at a few kHz near room temperature with Ea of 0.39 eV 
[6], the relaxation in this study is attributed to dielectric 
relaxation through oxygen vacancies, which is coupled 
with Fe2+ ions.

The GFO films exhibit MC behaviors at room tem-
perature. Figure 2(b) shows the frequency dependence 
of the MC values at 300 K, where MC is calculated to 
be (

 
 
 
 
 

’ (H = 9 T) −

 
 
 
 
 

’ (0 T))/

 
 
 
 
 

’ (0 T) and H is applied to the 
in-plane direction. MC strongly depends on frequency. 
It has a negative peak near the relaxation frequency 
and becomes smaller when tan

 
 
 
 
 

                              (= 

 
 
 
 
 

 
’’ / 

 
 
 
 
 

’  ) is small. 
Figure 2(d) shows MC and the magnetoresistance (MR) 
for the x = 0.8 film measured at 300 K as a function of 
H. As the absolute value of H increases, MC decreases 
while MR increases almost linearly (i.e., the film exhibits 
negative MC and positive MR behaviors). The positive 
MR value suggests that the antiferromagnetic interac-
tion between Fe3+ ions decreases electron transfer 

between the ions. Considering that 

 
 
 
 
 

’ is affected more 
strongly by the transport property when tan

 
 
 
 
 

                              is larger, 
these results indicate that the negative MC effect in the 
GFO films is mainly derived from the positive MR be-
havior. Figure 2(e) shows the temperature dependence 
of the MC values for the x = 0.6 and 0.8 films. For the x 
= 0.8 film, the absolute value of MC has a maximum at 
the magnetic phase transition temperature (TC = 290 K), 
indicating that adjusting TC near room temperature is 
useful to achieve a large room-temperature MC behav-
ior.

Figure 2: Frequency dependence of (a) real (

 
 
 
 
 

’ , red circle) and imaginary (

 
 
 
 
 

 
’’ , blue square) parts of the dielectric constant, and (b) 

magnetocapacitance [MC = 

 
 
 
 
 

’ (H) − 

 
 
 
 
 

’  (0 T)] / 

 
 
 
 
 

’ (0 T)] at H = 9 T for the Ga0.8Fe1.2O3 film measured at 300 K. (c) Temperature dependence of 

the relaxation frequencies for the Ga0.8Fe1.2O3 film. (d) Magnetic field (H) dependence of MC (red circle) and magnetoresistance (MR, black 
triangle) for the Ga0.8Fe1.2O3 film at 300 K. H is applied to the in-plane direction. (e) Temperature dependence of the maximum MC value at 90 
kOe for the GaxFe2-xO3 (x = 0.6 and 0.8) films.
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Weak Ferromagnetic Ordering in Brownmillerite Ca2Fe2O5 and its 
Effect on Electric Field Gradients

Brownmillerite Ca2Fe2O5 (CFO) is orthorhombic 
(Pnma) at room temperature [1-3]. The Fe ions are sur-
rounded in the octahedral or tetrahedral oxygen coordi-
nation (FeO4 or FeO6). In this report, we define Tetra as 
FeO4 and Octa as FeO6. With increasing temperature, 
CFO undergoes a phase transition from Pnma to Icmm 
at 963 K [2]. CFO is antiferromagnetic below TN ~ 730 K 
[1, 2, 4-6]. Although many studies have already been 
reported, the following issues remained unclear.
(1) The magnetic structure in CFO: Some studies re-
ported that CFO was pure antiferromagnetic, whereas 
other studies stated that it was weakly ferromagnetic. 
Other works reported that its weak ferromagnetic be-
havior came from the secondary iron oxide phase [7]. In 
order to solve the issue, this study investigated the field 
cooling effects on magnetization in CFO. In addition, we 
performed combinational analysis of the crystal struc-
ture and 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy.
(2) Correlation between magnetic and electrical proper-
ties: A recent study reported that CFO shows magne-
toresistance (MR) of ~12% at room temperature [8]. 
Magnetoresistance means a strong correlation between 
electrical and magnetic properties. We investigated 
whether an anomaly of electrical conductivity is present 
near TN. Based on the results of the temperature de-
pendence of the electrical conductivity, crystal structure, 

and Mössbauer parameters, this study investigated the 
correlation between magnetic ordering and electrical 
properties.

Figure 1 shows the Mössbauer spectra investigated 
at 287 and 750 K. Two different spectra of magnetically 
ordered phases were observed at 287 K. The two dif-
ferent spectra correspond to two different Mössbauer 
parameters, coming from the Tetra and Octa. At 750 K, 
the spectra changed from magnetically ordered phases 
to doublets, because of the magnetic transition. We 
investigated the magnetic structure based on the Möss-
bauer spectra obtained at 287 K. For a precise analysis, 
first, we evaluated the principal axes of the electric field 
gradient (EFG). The EFG tensor for each Fe site can 
be calculated based on the crystal structure. The crystal 
structure of CFO was investigated by synchrotron radia-
tion X-ray powder diffraction (SXRPD) at room tempera-
ture at BL-4B2. Based on the EFG principal axes, other 
Mössbauer parameters were appropriately refined [9].

Figure 2 illustrates a scheme of the magnetic 
structures at 287 K from the refinement. The magnetic 
moments for each Fe site are canted against the crys-
tallographic axes. This cant causes a net spontaneous 
magnetic moment along the c-direction. We also con-
firmed that spontaneous magnetization appeared below 
TN, after the field cooling treatment. If the spontaneous 

Mössbauer spectroscopy analysis showed that the magnetic moment is slightly canted against the a-axis for Ca2Fe2O5 

(CFO). The Dzyalosinskii–Moriya (DM) interaction possibly causes canted magnetic ordering. The electric field gradient 
(EFG) refined from Mössbauer spectroscopy at 287 K is larger than that at 750 K, which is higher than TN. This sug-
gests that the EFG remarkably changes below TN. A possible reason for the change in EFG is local electric polarization 
induced by the DM interaction. As a result, strong correlations among magnetic ordering and electrical properties ap-
pear in CFO.

Figure 1: Mössbauer spectra investigated at (a) 287 K and (b) 750 K. The open squares indicate the investigated spectra. The solid or 
dashed lines are obtained by refinement.
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magnetization is due to other iron oxides, the critical 
temperature at which spontaneous polarization appears 
would be different from the TN of CFO. Thus, the spon-
taneous magnetization is not due to contamination, but 
to the canted magnetic moments in CFO itself.

The value of e2qQ/2 evaluated from the Mössbauer 
spectroscopies showed a remarkable difference be-
tween 287 K and 750 K. This difference of e2qQ/2 is 
unusual for other iron oxides. In general, e2qQ/2 is inde-
pendent of temperature as long as no structural phase 
transition appears. We suppose that the difference is 
caused by the local electric polarizations induced by the 
Dzyalosinskii–Moriya (DM) interaction. As indicated in 
eq. (1), the Dzyalosinskii vector Dij depends on a unit 
vector rij along the line connecting magnetic moments 
and an O2− displacement d from the connecting line [10]:

      𝑫𝑫ij = 𝒅𝒅 × 𝒓𝒓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖          (1)

Fe1

14º

Dij // -b

O3
Dij // b

Magnetic moment on the Tetra

Electric polarization on the Tetra
Dij on the Tetra

a

cb

15º

Fe2

+ −

++

+

(a) (b)

O1

Magnetic moment on the Octa

Electric polarization on the Octa

Dij on the Octa

Dij // ~b

Dij // ~-b

The presence of Dij encourages the displacement 
of O2− ions. This displacement may result in a local 
electric polarization perpendicular to the line connecting 
magnetic ions. In the case of CFO, local electric po-
larizations P are induced along the [101] directions for 
the Tetra and approximately the [101] directions for the 
Octa, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The local electric polariza-
tion P is a possible reason for the remarkable difference 
in EFG (e2qQ/2). The Arrhenius plots of total electrical 
conductivity show a kink around TN ~ 730 K, suggesting 
that the EFG modulated by the DM interaction affects 
the hole conductivity. When a part of the weak fer-
romagnetic domains aligns with the applied magnetic 
field, the EFG also changes, and thus contributes to 

electrical conductivity. This is a possible reason for the 
MR observed in a recent study [8].

Figure 2: Scheme of the magnetic structures at 287 K on (a) the (0 4 0) and (b) the (0 0 0) plane, estimated from the refined Mössbauer 
parameters. The magnetic moments on Fe1 (Tetra) are canted against the a-axis on the a–c plane. The magnetic moments on Fe2 (Octa) are 
slightly canted against the a–c plane as well as the a-axis. The notation “+” indicates that the moments are canted to the +b-direction against 
the a–c plane. The notation “-” is the opposite direction. The local electric polarizations are directed along <101> for the Tetra, and along 
approximately <101> for the Octa.
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Observation of Dirac-Like Energy Band and Ring-Torus Fermi 
Surface in Topological Line-Node Semimetal CaAgAs

By using high-resolution angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, we experimentally demonstrated that hexagonal 
pnictide CaAgAs is a new family of topological line-node semimetals exhibiting an ideal bulk-band structure in which a 
linearly dispersive Dirac-like band solely crosses the Fermi level to form a single line node. Such intriguing spectral sig-
nature is in good agreement with our first-principles band-structure calculations that predict a ring-torus Fermi surface 
and a ring-shaped line node protected by mirror reflection symmetry. The result strongly suggests that CaAgAs pro-
vides an excellent platform to study the relationship between low-energy electron dynamics and line nodes in topologi-
cal semimetals.

Topological semimetals, such as Dirac semimetals 
(DSMs) and Weyl semimetals (WSMs), have recently 
attracted particular attention since they exhibit many ex-
otic physical properties such as extremely high mobility, 
gigantic linear magnetoresistance, and chiral anomaly 
[1-4]. These physical properties are governed by the 
Dirac-cone energy band showing linear dispersions in 
all the momentum (k) directions (kx, ky, and kz), charac-
terized by crossing of the bulk valence band (VB) and 
conduction band (CB) at discrete points (Dirac points) 
in k space as seen in Fig. 1(a). Such peculiar electronic 
structure can be viewed as a sea of massless Dirac or 
Weyl fermions associated with the protection of band 
degeneracy by specific symmetries of the crystal.

  While DSMs and WSMs are characterized by the 
crossing of bulk bands at the discrete points in k space 
(point nodes), there exists another type of topological 
semimetal characterized by the band crossing along 
a one-dimensional curve in k space (line node), called 
line-node semimetal [LNSM; see Fig. 1(a)]. LNSMs are 
expected to show unique physical properties different 
from those of DSMs and WSMs, such as a flat Landau 
level, the Kondo effect, long-range Coulomb interaction, 
and peculiar charge polarization and orbital magnetism. 

Despite many theoretical predictions of LNSMs in vari-
ous material platforms, there have been relatively few 
experimental studies on LNSMs.

  Recently, it was theoretically proposed by Yamak-
age et al. that noncentrosymmetric ternary pnictides 
CaAgX (X = P, As) are candidates of LNSMs [5]. These 
materials crystallize in the ZrNiAl-type structure with 
space group P6

__

2m (No. 189). First-principles band-
structure calculations have shown that, under negligible 
spin–orbit coupling (SOC), CaAgX displays a fairly sim-
ple band structure near the Fermi level (EF) with a ring-
like line node (nodal ring) surrounding the Γ point of the 
bulk hexagonal Brillouin zone (BZ) [bulk BZ is shown in 
Fig. 1(d)]. The line node is associated with the cross-
ing of bulk CB and VB with Ag s and P/As p character, 
respectively, and is protected by the mirror reflection 
symmetry of the crystal. To elucidate the LNSM nature 
of CaAgX and its relationship to physical properties, we 
performed high-resolution angle-resolved photoemis-
sion spectroscopy (ARPES) of CaAgAs single-crystal 
[6]. By utilizing variable photons from synchrotron radia-
tion, we established the bulk VB structure in the three-
dimensional bulk BZ.

(a) Dirac/Weyl 
semimetal

Line-node 
semimetal

(b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: (a) Schematics of Dirac/Weyl semimetal and line-node semimetal. (b) Normal-emission spectra from the (112
__

0) plane of CaAgAs. 
(c) Band mapping along the ΓM line (cut A) obtained from (b), together with the calculated band dispersions (red curves). (d) Bulk BZ and 
measured k cuts.
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  Figure 1(b) displays the EDCs at the normal emis-
sion measured with various photon energies in the soft 
X-ray region. To visualize the experimental band disper-
sion more clearly, we plot in Fig. 1(c) the band structure 
obtained from the second derivative of the ARPES 
intensity. One can immediately recognize that the over-
all experimental band dispersion shows reasonable 
agreement with the calculated bulk bands (red curves); 
this confirms that the cleaving plane is (112

__

0). The hole-
like dispersion approaching EF around the Γ point is 
well reproduced by the calculations, and therefore it is 
assigned as the topmost VB with the As 4p orbital char-
acter.

  Figure 2(a) and (b) show the ARPES intensity at 
EF along the ΓKM and ΓAKH planes, respectively. A 
bright intensity pattern surrounding the Γ point can be 
clearly seen. It is also obvious from Fig. 2(b) that no 
Fermi surface exists away from Γ. The ARPES intensity 
pattern closely matches the calculated torus-like Fermi 
surface (green curves). As seen in Fig. 2(c) and (d), the 
outer and inner rings of the Fermi surface are composed 
of hole-like linear dispersion which forms the nodes at 
ky ~ 0.15 Å−1 under negligible SOC. With hole-carrier 
doping, the linear dispersion forms a torus-like Fermi 
surface rather than a nodal ring, as depicted theoreti-
cally in Fig. 2(e) as well as experimentally in Fig. 2(f). 
This observation verifies that the bulk Fermi surface 
is solely derived from the Dirac-like bands forming a 
single line node, unlike other examples of LNSMs which 
contain multiple line nodes and/or additional normal 
bands crossing EF. This characteristic is of particular 

importance since the excitations from the multiple line 
nodes and the normal bands would smear out genuine 
physical properties related to the line node. Thus, the 
CaAgX family is a promising platform to study the direct 
interplay among line nodes, low-energy excitations, and 
transport properties in LNSMs.

Figure 2: (a), (b) ARPES-intensity mapping at EF along the ΓKM and ΓAHK planes, respectively. (c), (d) ARPES intensity and second-
derivative plot along three representative cuts (cuts A-C in (a)) as a function of E and k. Calculated bands with SOC are shown by solid red 
curves in (c), while those without SOC are indicated by dashed curves around the node. Dashed red curves in (d) are a guide for the eye. 
(e) Calculated equi-energy contour maps in k space for selected energy slices. (f) ARPES-intensity mapping for representative EB slices 
compared with (e).
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A Magnetic Weyl Fermion State in Non-Collinear Antiferromagnet 
Mn3Sn

Weyl fermions have been recently observed as gapless topological excitations in a number of inversion-breaking semi-
metals. However, their realization in spontaneously time-reversal-symmetry-breaking phases so far has evaded experi-
mental detection. We present here an angle-resolved photoemission study of a noncollinear antiferromagnet Mn3Sn 
that exhibits a large anomalous Hall effect even at room temperature, and reveal a magnetic Weyl fermion state in the 
quasiparticle electronic structures by a detailed comparison with our density functional theory calculation and transport 
measurements. This discovery lays the foundation for a new field of science and technology involving the magnetic 
Weyl excitations of the novel magnet, “Weyl magnet.”

When either inversion-symmetry or time-reversal-
symmetry (TRS) is broken in solid states, two nonde-
generate energy bands can touch at pairs of isolated 
points in the momentum (k) space, giving rise to Weyl 
quasiparticles. The touching points, the so-called Weyl 
points, act as the monopoles of Berry curvature [1], 
leading to exotic bulk properties represented by a large 
anomalous Hall effect (AHE).

In the past three years, Weyl fermion states have 
been experimentally observed as gapless topological 
excitation in a number of inversion-breaking semimet-
als by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy 
(ARPES) [2]. However, their realization in spontaneous-
ly TRS-breaking phases, the so-called magnetic Weyl 
fermion, has remained hypothetical even though they 
have been theoretically predicted since the early stage 
of research [3].

In this work, by using synchrotron radiation ARPES, 
we observed the magnetic Weyl fermion state in a 
noncollinear antiferromagnet, Mn3Sn. This compound 
is formed by a stacking of kagome lattice and the geo-
metrical frustration leads to a 120° structure of Mn 
moments, whose symmetry allows a very small spin 
canting and thus vanishingly small magnetization [Fig. 
1(a)]. Remarkably, this is the first antiferromagnet (AFM) 
that exhibits a surprisingly large AHE below the Néel 
temperature of 430 K [4]. Such a large AHE in an AFM 
indicates a novel mechanism that induces a large Berry 
curvature [5, 6].

According to our density functional theory calcula-
tion, the TRS-breaking in Mn3Sn lifts the spin degen-
eracy and leads to band crossing at many k points, re-
sulting in various pairs of Weyl nodes. Among them, the 
most relevant for macroscopic measurements are found 
in the kz = 0 plane [Fig. 1(b)]. As an important conse-
quence of the magnetic symmetry, the electronic struc-
ture becomes orthorhombic. For the K–M–K line [arrows 
in Fig. 1(b)], the electron–hole band crossing generates 
the Weyl nodes. Therefore, the presence of the electron 

and hole bands around the M point is key for realizing 
magnetic Weyl fermions in Mn3Sn.

To search for these quasiparticle structures in three 
dimensions, we use synchrotron radiation ARPES. By 
changing h

 
 
 
 

                         ν , we observe clear kz dispersion along the 
H–K–H line with the quasiparticle peak developed near 
the Fermi level (EF) around K in Fig. 1(d). This clari-
fies that the incident h

 
 
 
 

                         ν  of 103 eV selectively detects 
the bulk band dispersion at kz = 0, where the Weyl 
nodes should exist near EF. Moreover, the contour 
of photoelectron intensity clarifies the location of the 
Fermi surfaces (FSs) on the kx–ky plane [Fig. 1(c)]. The 
experiment clearly captures the main elliptical-shaped 
contours centered at the M points, which have the same 
topology as the theoretical FSs (solid circle). This agree-
ment is significant as it is this electron band that creates 
the Weyl points at its intersection with the other hole 
band.

Figure 1(e) shows ARPES images along the K–M–
K high symmetry line obtained before (left) and after 
(right) dividing the intensities by the Fermi–Dirac dis-
tribution function to detect thermally populated bands 
above EF. We observe intensity anomalies particularly 
in the momentum distribution curve [Fig. 1(f)], aris-
ing from the crossings between the electron and hole 
bands. Comparing with theory, we note that the peak 
(red bar) at kx ≈ 0.3 Å−1 (−0.3 Å−1) between K and M 
points most likely comes from the dispersion in the im-
mediate vicinity of the Weyl point W+

1 (W
−

2) [Fig. 1(b)]. 
The peak (red bar) at kx ≈ 0.5 Å−1 (−0.5 Å−1) between the 
K and Γ2nd points corresponds to a large electron band, 
which crosses with another band and forms a Weyl 
point W−

1 (W
+

2) of different chirality. The single peak at 
kx ≈ 0.1 Å−1 [blue bar in Fig. 1(f)] is shifted from kx = 0 by 
the intensity gradient and would arise from the flat hole 
band at ~14 meV above EF. These results appear to be 
consistent with the theoretically predicted FSs and qua-
siparticle band structures.
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Moreover, these results of the spectroscopic mea-
surement of the Weyl points are consistent with our 
transport measurements that show topological transport 
properties such as AHE and chiral anomaly [7]. These 
facts constitute evidence for magnetic Weyl fermions 
realized in Mn3Sn. Our experimental observations thus 
mark the start of basic research on magnetic Weyl fer-
mions in the novel magnet, “Weyl magnet,” which may 
well lead to novel electronic and spintronic technology 
for future applications.

Figure 1: (a) Magnetic texture in the kagome lattice. Arrows indicate Mn moments which have the local easy axis parallel to the in-plane 
direction along the x axis. (b) Distribution of the Weyl points in the bands on the kx–ky plane at kz = 0 near EF for the magnetic texture shown 
in (a), and Brillouin zone, showing the momentum sheet at kz = 0. (c) ARPES intensity at EF in the kx–ky plane using an energy h

 
 
 
 

                         ν  = 103 
eV and the calculated Fermi surface (purple curves). (d) Left: kz dispersion along the H–K–H high-symmetry line [black arrows in (b)], 
and Right: corresponding energy distribution curves (EDC). The ARPES maps are compared to the band calculations with strong band 

renormalization by a factor of five (solid lines). (e) ARPES E-kx cuts and the theoretical band structures along the K–M–K high symmetry line. (f) 
Corresponding momentum distribution curve (MDC) at E−EF ≈ 8 meV.
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Quantum Critical Behavior in Metallic Quantum Well of Strongly 
Correlated Oxides

Control of quantum critical behavior emerging near the quantum phase transition in strongly correlated electron sys-
tems is a major challenge in recent condensed matter physics. The origin of quantum phase transition has been stud-
ied by changing limited external fields such as magnetic field and pressure. Here, we have developed a new way to 
investigate quantum critical phenomena by varying the strength of quantum fluctuation due to dimensional crossover 
in the metallic quantum-well structure of strongly correlated oxides. The result indicates that an artificially controllable 
quantum-well structure provides an ideal platform to study quantum phenomena in strongly correlated oxides.

Reduction of dimensionality affects complex inter-
actions among charge, spin, and orbital degrees of 
freedom of electrons in materials, leading to changes 
of the electronic properties [1, 2]. Generally, the quan-
tum fluctuation of order parameter is too weak in three-
dimensional (3D) systems and too strong in one-
dimensional systems. In two-dimensional (2D) systems, 
intermediate between 3D and 1D, the delicate balance 
between long-range ordering and quantum fluctuation 
results in quantum critical phenomena [3]. Control of 
dimensionality from 3D to 2D in single crystals has been 
investigated in layered oxides such as the Ruddlesden-
Popper series At+1BtO3t+1 (A: alkaline-earth elements, 
B: transition-metal elements) where ABO3 conductive 
layers are sandwiched by insulating block layers AO [4]. 
These layered oxides involve both low dimensionality 
and strong correlation and show extraordinary physical 
properties derived from the quantum fluctuation such 
as high-Tc superconductivity [5]. However, systematic 

growth of layered oxides having different numbers of 
conductive layers is quite difficult, and it is a challenge 
to control the dimensionality from 3D to 2D under fixed 
electronic structure parameters. To address this issue, 
we propose a new way to investigate quantum critical 
phenomena accompanied with the dimensional cross-
over from 3D to 2D using the quantum well of strongly 
correlated oxides. Strongly correlated oxide SrVO3 
(SVO) thin films with the thickness of several monolay-
ers (MLs) show quantum well (QW) states, which have 
been confirmed by in situ angle-resolved photoemission 
spectroscopy (ARPES) [6]. With decreasing film thick-
ness, metal-insulator transition (MIT) on the SVO-QW 
states occurs when the thickness falls below 3 ML [7]. 
Therefore, the SVO-QW structure is an ideal platform to 
investigate quantum critical phenomena originating from 
the increase of quantum fluctuation due to dimensional 
crossover.

Figure 1: A series of ARPES spectra of SrVO3 quantum-well structures with various layer thicknesses. (a) Respective ARPES images of 
ultrathin SVO films with t = 2–8 ML. The ARPES data were acquired with the present photon energy of h   = 88 eV along a kx slice near the X 
point (ky = 0.75 π/a) as shown by the dashed line in the inset, which includes only the quantized dzx band. The dashed lines show the results of 
the tight-binding fitting for each QW state. The inset shows the in-plane Fermi surface and the ARPES measured cut. (b) EDCs corresponding 
to the respective ARPES images. (c) Line-shape analysis for the MDCs at various 

 
 
 

 . The shaded areas indicate the Lorentzian functions for the 
n = 1 states.
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Figure 1 shows a series of ARPES images ob-
served in the SVO ultrathin films with thicknesses from 
2 to 8 MLs. These spectra have been obtained along a 
cut crossing only the dxy band (see the inset), and so the 
ARPES images consist of only the quantized dxy band. 
The number of bands depends on the film thickness, 
and subband structures corresponding to quantum num-
ber n = 1, 2, and 3 have been observed. In the energy 
distribution curves (EDCs) shown in Fig. 1(b), the peak 
intensity near the Fermi level (EF), that is, quasiparticle 
weight, gradually decreases with decreasing thickness 
below 6 ML and finally disappears at 2 ML, indicating 
that MIT depends on thickness and the critical thickness 
tc is 3 ML. Since the quasiparticle weight is proportional 
to renormalization factor Z reflecting the strength of 
electron correlation, the MIT in SVO QW structures 
originates from the electron–electron interaction.

Figure 1(c) shows the momentum distribution 
curves (MDCs). The width of the MCD peak increases 
with decreasing thickness of the QW structure. The 
MDC width ∆k is proportional to the mean free path 
of conduction electron l and imaginary part of the self-
energy ImΣ:

 
 
 
 

ℏ𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = ℏ𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 𝑙𝑙⁄ ≈ |2ImΣ(𝒌𝒌, 𝜔𝜔)| 
 

where 







   is a coefficient reflecting the strength of elec-
tron correlation, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Γimp is the 
inverse lifetime of the quasiparticle, and α is the critical 
index. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the fitting using Eq. (2) well 
reproduces the experimental ImΣ curves. The value of 
α is 2 (parabolic) above 6 ML and gradually decreases 
with decreasing thickness in the 4–6 ML region and be-
comes 1 (linear) at 3 ML, as shown in Fig. 2(b). These 
results suggest that crossover of the ground state of the 
QW from FL to non-Fermi liquid (NFL) occurs in the vi-
cinity of MIT.

Since only one subband exists in the occupied states 
in the 3 ML QW structure as shown in the structure plot 
of Fig. 2(b), the QW state of the 3 ML film is considered 
to be two-dimensional. Therefore, the emergence of NFL 
states near MIT is considered to be a consequence of the 
enhancement of quantum fluctuation near the 2D limit. 
This result strongly suggests the existence of a quantum 

critical point (QCP) in close proximity to the thickness-
dependent MIT. Based on these findings, we conclude 
that the artificially controllable QW structures of strongly 
correlated oxides with adjustable physical dimensions will 
provide a new strategy for investigating quantum critical 
phenomena emerging near a QCP.

where 

 
 
 

ℏ  is the reduced Planck constant and 

 
 
 

𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘  is the 
group velocity. Figure 2(a) shows ImΣ converted from 
the estimated ∆k using Eq. (1) plotted as a function 
of binding energy 

 
 
 

 . The observed 

 
 
 

 2 dependence of 
ImΣ of the 6 ML film suggests that the Fermi liquid (FL) 
ground state of single crystalline (or bulk) SVO [8, 9] 
is maintained in QW structures with thickness above 6 
ML as previously reported [10]. The gradient of the ImΣ 
curve gradually changes from parabolic to linear as the 
thickness approaches tc, and ImΣ becomes linear at 
the critical thickness of 3 ML. To elucidate this change 
quantitatively, the ImΣ curves are fitted to the following 
phenomenological form:

 
 
 

|𝑍𝑍ImΣ(𝜔𝜔)| = Γimp + 𝛽𝛽′(𝜔𝜔2 + (𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘B𝑇𝑇)2)𝛼𝛼 2⁄  ,           (2)

,                               (1)

Figure 2: Self-energy Σ for SrVO3 quantum-well states. (a) 
Imaginary part of the self-energy ImΣ for the n = 1 state as a 
function of 

 
 
 

  for 3–6 ML. The solid curves represent the fitted 
curves based on Eq. (2). (b) (Top) Structure plot of the QW states 
as a function of t. The dashed lines represent the simulation results 
based on the phase shift quantization rule [9]. (Bottom) Plot of 
evaluated exponent α with respect to t. Here, FL, NFL, and MI 
denote Fermi liquid, non-Fermi liquid, and Mott-insulating states, 
respectively.
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Spectroscopic Evidence for the Realization of Two-Dimensional 
Electride States in Y2C

Two-dimensional (2D) electrides are a new material concept in which anionic electrons are confined in the interlayer 
space between positively charged layers. In order to verify that the formation of 2D electride states is realized in actual 
materials, we carried out angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy measurements on Y2C, which is one of the pos-
sible candidates for 2D electrides. We clearly observed the existence of “2D electride bands” near the Fermi level, as 
predicted by ab initio calculations. This is direct proof of the realization of 2D electride states in Y2C.

Electrides are ionic crystals in which electrons 
serve as anions [1]. The breakthrough discovery of the 
first room-temperature, air-stable inorganic electride 
[Ca24Al28O64]

4+·4e- [2] has opened up a new avenue in 
the application of electrides, capitalizing on their low 
work functions, such as their use as electron injection 
layers in organic light emitting diodes [3] and as cata-
lysts for ammonia synthesis [4].

The electronic properties of electrides are expected 
to depend critically on the topology and dimensionality 
of the void space confining the anionic electrons. Thus, 
electrides have recently attracted considerable attention 
as a new class of low-dimensional materials. A recent 
study reported the synthesis of the first possible two-di-
mensional (2D) electride, Ca2N [5], and further, the pos-
sible existence of 2D electride states in Ca2N has been 

supported by ab initio calculations [5]. Subsequently, 
Inoshita et al. predicted Y2C as another possible candi-
date for 2D electrides [6].

These materials have a unique layered structure, as 
shown schematically in Fig. 1. In the case of Y2C, two 
anionic electrons per Y2C unit cell ([Y2C]2+·2e-) are con-
fined in the interlayer space between positively charged 
([Y2C]2+) sheets. The meaning of “2D electrides” is that 
the orbitals of interlayer electrons overlap each other 
in plane, but hardly overlap in out-of-plane directions. 
Thus, the in-plane overlapping of interlayer electrons 
causes the formation of 2D metallic “electride bands” 
near the Fermi level (EF) [5, 6].

The crucial issue in the research of 2D electrides is 
whether or not the material concept is actually realized. 
Although there have been various experimental results 
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such as transport measurements [5, 7] and theoretical 
calculations supporting the realization of 2D electrides, 
these results can at best be considered as indirect 
probes of electronic structures. In order to credibly 
prove that a material is indeed a 2D electride (in which 
anionic electrons are confined two-dimensionally in the 
interlayer space), it is necessary to directly probe its 
electronic structure. As shown in Fig. 1, the existence 
of mobile anionic electrons in the interlayer space has 
a one-to-one correspondence with the formation of 2D 
electride bands near EF as per band-structure calcula-
tions. That is, the direct observation of 2D electride 
bands near EF would be direct proof of the realization of 
2D electride states. In this study, we directly observed 
the band structures of Y2C by using angle-resolved pho-
toemission spectroscopy (ARPES) in order to verify the 
realization of the 2D electride in Y2C [8].

Figure 2 shows the band dispersions determined by 
ARPES along the high symmetry directions, for inves-
tigating the electronic structures and their correspon-
dence with the theoretical calculations of Y2C in detail. It 
is clear that electride bands exist near EF, leading to the 
formation of a small electron and hole pockets around 
the F and B points, respectively. According to the calcu-
lations, the dispersive bands in the energy range from 
near-EF to around 1 eV (red and blue lines in Fig. 2) 
are mainly derived from the anionic electrons in the 
interlayer space. The overall band structures observed 
by ARPES are in good agreement with theoretically 
predicted band structures. Consequently, these results 

indicate that Y2C is most evidently a 2D electride, which 
has electride bands derived from anionic electrons con-
fined in the interlayer space.
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Z()–F–Z() and (b) B–Z–B high symmetry lines. Theoretically predicted band structures are superimposed as solid lines [8].
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Electric Field and Strain-Induced Transformation of Magnetic 
Skyrmion in a Chiral Multiferroic Cu2OSeO3

We have investigated electric-field-induced magnetic phase transition between the skyrmion lattice and the helix, and 
the emergence of the chiral soliton lattice by uniaxial strain in the multiferroic chiral magnet Cu2OSeO3 by means of 
small-angle soft X-ray scattering at the Cu L3 absorption edge. By application of an electric field, the skyrmion lattice 
transforms into helices with distinct modulation vectors depending on the sign of the electric field. On the other hand, 
the tensile strain stabilizes a helical spin structure with the modulation vector along the strain direction. When the field 
perpendicular to the modulation vector is increased, large shrinkage occurs and higher-order diffraction peaks are also 
observed, which is in accordance with a typical feature of the chiral soliton lattice.

Long after the first theoretical prediction of sky-
rmions in magnetic systems in the 1980s [1], skyrmions 
forming triangular lattices have been experimentally 
discovered in B20-type cubic chiral helimagnets [2–4]. 
Owing to their topological stability, nanometric size 
(2–200 nm), formation even above room temperature, 
and versatile electromagnetic responses, skyrmions 
are promising candidates for spintronic applications and 
have attracted extensive experimental and theoretical 
studies. In particular, the creation and annihilation of 
skyrmions is an indispensable function for device ap-
plications and hence an important subject of research. 
One established way is to control magnetic anisotropy 
by applying external fields: transformation between the 
skyrmion and conical spin structure, i.e., a helix with the 
ferromagnetic moment along the magnetic-field direc-
tion, has been demonstrated by application of hydro-
static pressure, uniaxial pressure, and electric fields in 
bulk samples of cubic chiral helimagnets.

In this study we investigated electric-field-induced 
phase transition and tensile strain effect in a thin plate 
of Cu2OSeO3 by means of small-angle resonant soft X-

ray scattering (RSXS) measurement. A single crystal of 
Cu2OSeO3 was grown by the chemical vapor transport 
method. Small-angle RSXS measurement was per-
formed at the soft X-ray beamline BL-16A. We used 
circularly polarized X-ray and the RSXS was recorded 
using a direct-detection CCD camera. Since the at-
tenuation length at the Cu L3 edge (~931 eV) is less 
than 200 nm, to optimize transmission and diffraction 
intensity, a thin plate of Cu2OSeO3 with a thickness of 
about 200 nm was fabricated by using the focused ion 
beam (FIB) technique. The backside of the SiN mem-
brane window was covered with gold film, and a pin-
hole of ~7 μm in diameter was drilled. The sample was 
mounted to cover the pinhole and affixed with tungsten 
contacts on gold electrodes in order to apply the electric 
field [Fig. 1(a)]. We applied a voltage of up to ±150 V 
between two tungsten electrodes a distance of ~100 μm 
apart and estimated the magnitude of the electric field 
by considering this distance. A magnetic field of up to 
0.5 T was applied by using a Helmholtz coil along the 
normal of the plate.

Figure 1: (a) A picture of the thin plate of Cu2OSeO3 fabricated by a focused ion beam thinning technique. Diffraction patterns at 54 K and 30 
mT under (b) E = 0 kV/mm, (c) +1.5 kV/mm, and (d) −1.5 kV/mm. 
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 Figures 1(b)–(d) show typical diffraction patterns 
of the skyrmion lattice under zero, positive, and nega-
tive electric field, respectively. The diffraction intensity 
arising from the skyrmion lattice is basically isotropic at 
E = 0 [Fig. 1(b)], whereas by applying a positive electric 
field, the diffraction intensity of q1 and q3 modulations 
almost disappear and the diffraction pattern becomes 
highly anisotropic [Fig. 1(c)]. At negative E, by contrast, 
the diffraction intensity of the q2 modulation is not so 
changed and those of the q1 and q3 modulations be-
come stronger [Fig. 1(d)]. These asymmetric behaviors 
with respect to the sign of the electric field are distinct 
from those expected for bulk systems and also exclude 
spurious effects such as heating effect. The anisotro-
pic diffraction intensity as observed in Figs. 1(c) and 
(d) can be elucidated by considering the electric field 
induced transformation from skyrmion lattice into the 
distinct helical magnetic structure depending on the sign 
of the electric field [6].

 In addition, when the sample is fixed at both edges 
by electrodes, the difference in thermal expansion be-
tween the sample and the Si3N4 membrane produces 
tensile strain along the [001] axis which is of the order 
of hundreds of MPa. We revealed that the tensile strain 
would strongly stabilize the helical state up to higher 
fields at lower temperatures, and thus typical behaviors 
of the chiral soliton lattice (CSL) [Fig. 2 (a)] appear [7]. 
As shown in Fig. 2(b), the higher-order q diffraction 

peaks are clearly observed and |q| is reduced with in-
creasing the magnetic field. The magnetic-field depen-
dencies of the q vectors and the higher-order diffrac-
tions are in accordance with those of the CSL, whose 
magnetic field dependence can be theoretically derived 
by the analytical solution of the sine-Gordon equation [7].
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic illustrations of the chiral soliton lattice, and (b) the magnetic-field variation of the diffraction patterns at 17 K in 
the strained sample. Diffraction spots existing on the right side are highlighted by white arrows.
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Strain-Induced Anisotropic Spin-Density Distribution in 
La1−xSrxMnO3 Thin Films Revealed by Angle-Dependent X-Ray 
Magnetic Circular Dichroism

We have directly probed the anisotropy of the spin-density distribution in ferromagnetic La1−xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) thin films 
grown on SrTiO3 (tensile) and LaAlO3 (compressive) substrates by angle-dependent X-ray magnetic circular dichroism 
(XMCD) using a vector-type superconducting magnet. We found that the spin density is more preferentially distributed 
along the in-plane (out-of-plane) direction for the SrTiO3 (LaAlO3) substrate. This is consistent with the expectation 
from the epitaxial strain but is in contrast with previous X-ray linear dichroism results, which can be attributed to the 
preferential orbital occupation of the 3z  2 − r 2 orbital in the surface magnetic dead layer.

La1−xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) is one of the most extensively 
studied perovskite-type oxides owing to its intrigu-
ing electric and magnetic properties such as colossal 
magnetoresistance and half-metallicity. It is well known 
that the physical properties of LSMO are significantly 
governed by the orbital occupation of Mn 3d bands. For 
example, LSMO (x = 0.3–0.5) thin films in the ferromag-
netic (FM) metallic phase turn into antiferromagnetic 
(AFM) insulating phases under strong epitaxial strain 
from the substrates [1]. It has also been shown that 
the magnetic anisotropy of the FM LSMO thin films is 
dependent on the epitaxial strain: the magnetic easy 
axis is in-plane (out-of-plane) when the films undergo 
tensile (compressive) strain from the substrate [2, 3]. 
First-principles calculations have predicted that these 
phase transitions are associated with the preferential 
orbital occupation of the Mn 3dx 2−y 2 (3d3z 2−r 2) orbital 
under tensile (compressive) strain [1]. However, previ-
ous X-ray linear dichroism (XLD) studies have shown 
that the d3z 2−r 2 orbital is always preferentially occupied 
irrespective of the sign of the epitaxial strain, which 
has been attributed to the spatial symmetry breaking 
at the surface [4–6]. In the present study, we have di-
rectly observed the preferential orbital occupation of 
spin-polarized electrons in strained LSMO thin films 
via angle-dependent X-ray magnetic circular dichroism 
(XMCD). It is well known that one can deduce the spin 
magnetic moment (Mspin) from the spectral intensities of 
XMCD using a formula called the XMCD spin sum rule 

[7]. It also includes an additional term called ‘magnetic 
dipole term’ MT, which represents the spatial anisotropy 
of the spin-density distribution, i.e. the shape of the or-
bitals for the spin-polarized electrons [7–9]. Especially, 
one can extract the pure MT component when Mspin is 
aligned perpendicular to the incident X-rays [so-called 
transverse XMCD (TXMCD) geometry] [9]. Here, we 
report on angle-dependent XMCD and TXMCD studies 
on ferromagnetic LSMO (x = 0.3) thin films grown on 
tensile SrTiO3 (STO) and compressive LaAlO3 (LAO) 
substrates, which has recently become possible by the 
use of a vector-type superconducting magnet [10].

We have grown LSMO (x = 0.3) thin films on tensile 
STO (001) and compressive LAO (001) substrates by la-
ser molecular beam epitaxy [11]. Figure 1(a) shows the 
measurement geometry for the angle-dependent XMCD, 
with the definition of the angles of incident X-rays (








inc ), 
applied magnetic field (








H ), and magnetization (








M ). In 
the present study, 








inc  was fixed at 45° and the field di-
rection (








H ) was varied. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the 
Mn L2,3-edge XMCD spectra for both the films measured 
at various values of 








H  . The XMCD intensity is approxi-
mately proportional to the spin magnetic moment Mspin 
projected onto the light axis (�̂�𝑷 ∙ 𝑴𝑴spin ) [7]. The XMCD 
spectra change their signs around 








H  = −15° – −20° 
for LSMO/STO and 








H  = −50° – −55° for LSMO/LAO, 
showing that Mspin is directed nearly perpendicular to the 
incident X-rays around these values of 








H . As shown by 
the expanded spectra in Fig. 2(a), however, there exist 
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Figure 1: Angle-dependent X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental geometry with the defini-
tion of the angles of incident X-rays (








inc ) magnetic field (








H ), and spin magnetic moment (








M ).  is a unit vector along the incident X-rays. (b) (c) 

Mn L2,3-edge XMCD spectra for La1−xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) (x = 0.3) thin films grown on (b) tensile SrTiO3 (STO) and (c) compressive LaAlO3 (LAO) 
substrates.
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finite XMCD signals whose spectral line shapes are dis-
tinct from those at other values of 








H  [black curve in Fig. 
2(a)], indicating that the observed spectra originate from 
the magnetic dipole moment MT. Furthermore, as shown 
in Fig. 2(b), the experimental spectra can be well repro-
duced by the Mn3+O6 cluster-model calculation under ten-
sile or compressive strain, suggesting that the obtained 
spectra arise from genuine TXMCD. Comparing the signs 
of the experimental TXMCD spectra with the calculated 
ones, it is demonstrated that the spin-density distribution 
of Mn in the LSMO/STO (LSMO/LAO) thin film is more 
3dx 2−y 2-like (3d3z 2−r 2-like), consistent with the expectation 
for the tensile and compressive epitaxial strain from the 
substrates.

Although the deduced anisotropic spin distribution is 
seemingly inconsistent with the results of previous XLD 
studies [4–6], this difference can be understood if one 
notices that XMCD is sensitive only to the spin-polarized 
electrons whereas XLD is sensitive to all the electrons. If 
the majority of the surface Mn atoms occupy the 3d3z  2−r   2 
orbital but are not spin-polarized, the 3z 2 − r  2-like charge-
density distribution at the surface and interface should be 
observed in the XLD measurements, while the x 2 − y 2-like 
spin-density distribution from underneath layers should 
be observed in the XMCD measurements in the case of 
tensile strain. It is known that magnetic dead layers are 
formed at the surface and/or the interface of FM LSMO 
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thin films [12, 13]. The present angle-dependent XMCD 
and TXMCD studies, therefore, indicate close connec-
tion between the magnetic dead layer of LSMO thin 
films and the 3z  2 − r 2-like preferential orbital occupation 
at the surface.

Figure 2: Transverse XMCD (TXMCD) spectra. (a) Experimental 
TXMCD spectra of the LSMO thin films grown on STO (orange) 
and LAO (green) substrates measured at 








H = −20° and 








H = −50°, 
respectively. The black curve represents the longitudinal XMCD 
(LXMCD) spectra measured at 








H = 45°. The inset shows a 
schematic drawing of the TXMCD geometry. (b) Calculated 
TXMCD spectra based on the Mn3+O6 cluster model with 
tetragonal symmetry. Cp denotes the strength of the tetragonal 
crystal field (the energy splitting between the x 2 − y 2 and 3z 2 − r 2 
levels is equal to 8Cp) [14].

The texts and figures in this article have been adapt-
ed from Ref. [15] with the authors’ permission, based 
on the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 
License.
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High-Pressure in-situ XAFS-XRD Measurements of Liquid Iodine 
with MAX80

Upgrading the AR-NE5C beamline, we developed a new system with the large-volume press MAX80, which enables us 
to conduct high-pressure and high-temperature in-situ X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
measurements. We succeeded in obtaining XAFS spectra and XRD profiles of liquid iodine up to about 9 GPa and 
1100 K. Both types of data suggest that diatomic molecules persist up to the maximum pressure without dissociation. 
Detailed analyses, with the aid of the Reverse Monte Carlo modeling technique, clarified the structural transformation at 
4–5 GPa characterized by the onset (or drastic increase in the probability) of rebonding among adjacent molecules.

Iodine has attracted considerable attention as a 
model material of diatomic molecules and its high-pres-
sure behavior has long been studied in various research 
fields. In particular, numerous studies on metallization 
and molecular dissociation have been conducted since 
the discovery of the metallization of solid iodine at 16 
GPa [1]. It has been found that a monoatomic phase 
appears above 30 GPa [2], and iodine is known as the 
first material whose pressure-induced molecular dis-
sociation was observed experimentally. As for liquid 
iodine, it has been reported that its electrical conductiv-
ity jumps at 3–4 GPa [3]. Also, a possible molecular dis-
sociation has been pointed out by XAFS measurements 
[4]. However, there is only one XAFS spectrum which 
could be evidence of molecular dissociation obtained 
at around 4.5 GPa; there are no spectra at higher pres-
sures. Moreover, no XRD measurements that support 
the molecular dissociation have been reported.

XAFS and XRD provide complementary information 
on the local structure around an absorbing atom and 
the average structure including all atoms, respectively. 
There have been numerous reports of either XAFS or 
XRD measurements under high pressure, but there 
have been no cases in which both XAFS spectra and 
XRD profiles were obtained in a single run as far as 
we are aware. Upgrading the AR-NE5C beamline, we 
developed a high-pressure and high-temperature in-situ 
XAFS-XRD measurement system and obtained XAFS 
spectra and XRD profiles of liquid iodine up to about 9 
GPa and 1100 K [5]. On the basis of the two types of 

data, we discuss the nature of the transformation in liq-
uid iodine.

The large-volume press MAX80 installed at the 
beamline has long been used mainly for high-pressure 
in-situ energy-dispersive XRD measurements with white 
X-rays and a pure-Ge solid-state-detector (SSD) sys-
tem. The existing double-crystal monochromator was 
reactivated to provide monochromatic X-rays. The trans-
mission XAFS measurement system can be switched 
to the XRD measurement system with white X-rays 
within about 5 minutes by moving the first crystal of the 
monochromator (Fig. 1). In addition, the most appropri-
ate thickness of sample is different between XAFS and 
XRD, and it is hard to obtain good data of the two kinds 
of measurements from one sample. Therefore, iodine-
NaCl mixtures with a ratio of I2 : NaCl = 1:9 and 1:3 in 
volume were prepared for XAFS and XRD, respectively, 
and the sample containers for the two measurements 
were located to achieve the same pressure and temper-
ature conditions. XAFS spectra were obtained by scan-
ning the energy of X-rays in the vicinity of the iodine K-
absorption edge (33.169 keV) with a Si(111) double-
crystal monochromator. Intensities of incident and 
transmitted X-rays were measured with two ionization 
chambers (IC) filled with Kr-Ar mixed gas and Kr gas, 
respectively. Samples were heated after being pressur-
ized to predetermined press loads at room temperature. 
Electric power was supplied for heating to temperatures 
about 50 K above the melting point of each pressure.

XAFS system

Si(111)
IC

Large volume press
（MAX80）

XRD system

White X-ray

Monochromatic X-ray

Ge-SSD White X-ray

IC
Ge-SSD

IC IC
Sample

Figure 1: Image and schematic illustration of the experimental setup.
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The pressure dependence of extended X-ray ab-
sorption fine structure (EXAFS) oscillation 









(k) and 
structure factor S(Q) obtained from XAFS and XRD is 
shown in Fig. 2(a). The oscillation in 









(k) showed a sig-
nificant decay above 4–5 GPa but persisted to the maxi-
mum pressure, suggesting that molecular bonds remain 
even at 9 GPa. Our results by XAFS are consistent with 
those by a previous study which suggested a possible 
molecular dissociation [4]. The significant decay of EX-
AFS oscillation might be misinterpreted as molecular 
dissociation. Detailed analyses of XRD data clarified 
that molecules get close to each other but persist even 
at 9 GPa, consistent with the results from XAFS. These 
observations suggest that the molecules in liquid iodine 
interact more strongly with each other with increas-
ing pressure but do not dissociate even at 9 GPa. The 
atomic arrangement was determined with the Reverse 
Monte Carlo modeling technique to reproduce 









(k) 
and S(Q) well. The results of the modeling are shown 
in Fig. 2(b), demonstrating that molecules get close to 
each other with increasing pressure. Detailed analyses 
suggest that the structural transformation at 4-5 GPa is 
characterized by the abrupt increase in the probability 

S
(Q

)

XRDXAFS

1.0GPa 2.7GPa 4.2GPa

5.3GPa 6.9GPa 9.0GPa

Atomic arrangement

(a) Experimental results (b) Modeling results

that the distance between two atoms in different mol-
ecules is shorter than that between two atoms in the 
same molecule, and hence rebonding among adjacent 
molecules is enhanced.

Figure 2: (a) EXAFS oscillation 









(k) and structure factor S(Q) of liquid iodine obtained by XAFS and XRD measurements and (b) atomic 
arrangement by RMC modeling.
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Energy Landscape in the Electronic Glassy State of an Organic 
Conductor

Charge ordering (CO) is a phenomenon in which electrons in solids crystallize into a periodic pattern of charge-rich and 
charge-poor sites owing to strong electron correlations, usually resulting in long-range order. In geometrically frustrated 
systems, however, a glassy electronic state without long-range CO has been observed. In this comprehensive study in-
cluding X-ray diffraction measurements we revealed that a charge-ordered organic material with an isosceles triangular 
lattice shows charge dynamics associated with crystallization and vitrification of electrons, which can be understood by 
an energy landscape arising from the degeneracy of various CO patterns.

Glassy materials are ubiquitous in nature. The his-
tory of glassmaking dates back thousands of years 
and sophisticated glass-forming technology has been 
utilized by humans for centuries. Yet, a fundamental 
understanding of glassy dynamics remains one of the 
most important unresolved problems in both physics 
and materials science. So far, from various fields of con-
densed-matter physics, a rich variety of glass-formation 
phenomena such as spin glasses have been observed. 
However, the mechanisms by which the materials ac-
quire the glassy state have remained unclear in both 
theoretical and experimental physics.

Here, we focused on a unique glassy state of elec-
trons in solids realized in an organic molecular conduc-
tor, where the lack of periodicity of the strongly cor-
related electrons on the triangular lattice is caused by 
geometrical frustration and strong quantum effects. The 
quasi-two-dimensional organic compound       θ m-(BEDT-
TTF)2TlZn(SCN)4 studied here (henceforth       θ m-TlZn) 
undergoes a charge ordering (CO) transition at 170 K 
owing to strong electron correlations [Fig. 1(a)], where 
the charge carriers on the BEDT-TTF molecules are 

localized periodically with a diagonal stripe pattern [Fig. 
1(b)] [1]. Such a periodic CO state can be regarded as a 
“charge-crystal” state. In contrast, above the CO transi-
tion temperature, the charge of +0.5 per BEDT-TTF mol-
ecule is distributed uniformly in space; therefore, such a 
delocalized state can be referred to as a “charge-liquid” 
state [Fig. 1(c)]. In       θ m-TlZn, when the sample is cooled 
faster than a critical cooling rate (~50 K/min), charge 
crystallization is kinetically avoided, leading to a “charge 
glass” state where the charge is randomly quenched 
[Fig. 1(d)]. The mechanism of formation of the glassy 
electronic state has been investigated experimentally 
and theoretically in terms of the geometrically frustrated 
triangular lattice, but still remains rather elusive [2, 3].

To obtain insights into the structural origin of the 
charge-glass state, we performed X-ray diffraction mea-
surements at BL-8A. Oscillation photographs measured 
at various temperatures are shown in Figs. 1(b)–(d). At 
room temperature, only Bragg reflections are observed 
[Fig. 1(c)], whereas in the charge-crystal state, clear 
satellite peaks appear at q0 = (1/2, 1/2), compatible with 
the diagonal CO pattern [Fig. 1(b)]. In contrast, in the 
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Figure 1: (a) Temperature dependence of resistivity for       θ m-TlZn measured in various cooling/heating processes. Tm is the melting temperature, 
Tg is the glass transition temperature, and TX is the crystallization temperature. (b)–(d) Left panels: Illustrations of (b) the charge-crystal state, 
(c) the charge-liquid state, and (d) the charge-glass state in       θ m-TlZn. V1 and V2 are the nearest-neighbor Coulomb interactions, where V2/V1 ~ 
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cooling. The blue arrows in (d) indicate the diffuse lines.
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charge-glass state, diffuse lines at qd = (1/2, l ) are ob-
served [Fig. 1(d)]. The presence of the diffuse lines indi-
cates that the charge-glass state of       θ m-TlZn is described 
by the superposition of various chain-striped states as 
shown in Fig. 2(a). This situation can be understood by 
an energy landscape with multiple local minima, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 2(b), that is, a metastable state with an 
amorphous stripe-glass structure as proposed on the 
basis of recent theoretical calculations [3]. Frustration 
is a key concept for understanding glass transitions in a 
variety of systems. For example, crystallization in metal-
lic glasses is prevented if locally favored structures such 
as icosahedral order do not match the symmetry of the 
system [4]. Likewise, in       θ m-TlZn, locally favored short-
range electronic ordering with qd = (1/2, l ) induced by 
geometric frustration may hinder long-range CO with 
q0 = (1/2, 1/2), thereby causing the slow dynamics. Our 
results provide an experimental demonstration of recent 
theoretical considerations that frustration, in combina-
tion with strong quantum effects, plays an important 
role in the realization of quantum charge-glass states in 

clean systems, essentially free from impurities and de-
fects.
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Figure 2: (a) Schematics of various chain-striped CO patterns. The magenta circles represent the charge-rich sites. (b) Illustration of an 
energy landscape with multiple local minima separated by barriers having an energy scale of the hopping integral thopping and/or the long-range 
Coulomb interaction V. The horizontal axis represents the various spatial configurations of charge patterns as illustrated in (a).
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Surface Structure and Layer-by-Layer Composition of Pt-Skin/
Pt3Co(111) Electrode with Very High Activity for the Oxygen 
Reduction Reaction

The surface structure and the layer-by-layer composition of a Pt-skin/Pt3Co(111) single crystal electrode, which exhib-
ited extremely high activity for the oxygen reduction reaction, were analyzed by multilateral techniques. The topmost 
layer was found to be an atomically flat Pt-skin layer with (1×1) structure. In the second layer, cobalt was enriched up to 
98 at.%. The positively charged Co in the subsurface layer suggests an electronic state of the Pt-skin layer modified by 
Co. The extremely high activity at the Pt-skin/Pt3Co(111) is correlated with such a specific surface structure.

Figure 1: (a) Schematic illustration of the spectro-electrochemical cell used for in-situ SXS measurement. (b) (00) CTR profile of the Pt-skin/
Pt75Co25(111) single crystal electrode in N2-purged 0.1 M HClO4 at 0.4 V vs. RHE and 298 K. Reproduced from Ref. 3 with permission of the 
American Chemical Society.

trodes. Pt-skin/Pt73Co27(111) exhibited the highest jk val-
ue, which was about 27 times higher than that on pure 
Pt(111) [2]. In the present work, we analyzed the Pt-skin 
layer and the underlying alloy of the Pt-skin/Pt3Co(111) 
electrode (with very high ORR activity quite close to the 
maximum value) by multilateral techniques.

 The Pt3Co(111) single crystals were prepared in 
the same manner as described in our previous work [2]. 
They were annealed at 1273 K for 1 h in H2, resulting in 
the formation of a Pt-skin layer on the surface.

 The layer-by-layer composition of the Pt-skin/
Pt3Co(111) electrode at 0.4 V vs. reversible hydrogen 
electrode (RHE) in N2-purged 0.1 M HClO4 solution was 
analyzed by in situ surface X-ray scattering (SXS). The 

(a)

(b)

 The development of highly active, highly durable 
cathode catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction 
(ORR) is essential for the development of polymer elec-
trolyte fuel cells. Bimetallic alloys of Pt such as Pt-Co, 
Pt-Ni, and Pt-Fe exhibited higher activity for the ORR 
than that of pure Pt [1]. Because the surfaces of Pt-
based alloy nanoparticles with a Pt-skin layer usually 
consist of low-index facets such as (111), (100), and 
(110), research using well-defined alloy single crystals 
is important to clarify the mechanism of the enhanced 
ORR activity. Very recently, we demonstrated for the 
first time a distinct composition dependence of kinetical-
ly-controlled area-specific current densities (jk) for the 
ORR at Pt-skin/Pt100−xCox(111), (100), and (110) elec-
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spectro-electrochemical cell for the in situ SXS mea-
surement is shown schematically in Fig. 1 (a). Figure 1 
(b) shows the (00) crystal truncation rod (CTR) profile of 
the Pt-skin/Pt3Co(111). Multiple Bragg peaks were ob-
served in an incident X-ray spot with a diameter of ca. 
700 µm, suggesting that the Pt3Co(111) crystal consists 
of (111) multiple domains tilted within ±0.1°.

 By fitting the data (red circles in Fig. 1(b)) with a 
theoretical equation, the atomic ratios of Pt and Co 
were calculated [3]. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the topmost 
surface layer was found to consist of nearly pure Pt (98 
at.% Pt) with a layer thickness of one atom. Atomically 
flat terraces (Fig. 2(b), 30–40 nm in width) consisting 
of Pt atoms with (1×1) unit cells and steps with monoa-
tomic height were observed by using in situ STM for 
a Pt-skin/Pt76Co24(111) single crystal in N2-purged 0.1 
M HClO4 [3]. In contrast, Co atoms were considerably 
enriched in the second layer to 98 at.%. Such a Co-
enriched layer might lead to strain in the topmost Pt 
layer, resulting in multiple domains of several hundreds 
of µm. The Co contents in the third and fourth layers 
were 21 and 19 at.%, respectively. These were slightly 
lower than that of the bulk Co content of 25 at.%, due to 
the diffusion of Co atoms into the second layer.

 It has been reported for a Pt-skin/Pt3Ni(111) after 
annealing in UHV that the Ni content of the second 
layer was 50 at.% with one monolayer Pt-skin [4]. The 
ORR activity on the Pt-skin/Pt3Ni(111) was ca. 10 times 
higher than that of Pt(111). Thus, the most important 
factor for significantly high ORR activity is the formation 
of a monoatomic Pt-skin layer and the enrichment of the 
second element (Co or Ni) in the second layer. How-
ever, further experiments are necessary to clarify why 
the contents of Co and Ni in the second layers were so 
different.

 To examine the electronic state of Co in the sub-
surface layers, X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) of 
Co for the Pt-skin/Pt73Co27(111) after annealing in H2 
were measured by angle-resolved, grazing-incidence 

XPS (ARGI-XPS) [3]. It was found that the Co 2p3/2 

spectrum at the surface (detection angle = 75º) was 
significantly different from that for the bulk (detection 
angle = 0º). The Co in the subsurface layers was found 
to be positively charged but was not assigned to Co2+ in 
CoO, since the satellite peak observed for CoO was not 
observed. Such an electronically positive state of Co is 
ascribed to an electron transfer from Co into the Pt-skin 
layer, i.e., electronic modification of the Pt-skin layer 
(d-band center downshift). The extremely high activity 
for the ORR at the Pt-skin/Pt3Co(111) single crystal is 
correlated with this specific surface structure: atomically 
flat Pt-skin layer and significant enrichment of Co in the 
second layer.

Figure 2: (a) Alloy composition from the top surface to the bulk of the Pt-skin/Pt75Co25(111) in N2-purged 0.1 M HClO4 at 0.4 V vs. RHE and 
298 K. (b) In-situ STM images for Pt76Co24(111) in N2-purged 0.1 M HClO4, observed at 0.035 V vs. RHE. The tip potential and tunneling 
current were 0.038 V and 35.0 nA. Reproduced from Ref. 3 with permission of the American Chemical Society.
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Real-Time Monitoring of Electrode Surface Structure during 
Electrochemical Reaction

A high-speed surface X-ray diffraction measurement method, which uses wavelength-dispersive convergent X-rays and 
a two-dimensional detector, succeeds in capturing electrochemical processes on a Pt(111) electrode surface on a time 
scale of seconds and less. During the electrochemical oxidation of methanol, a transient vertical displacement of the 
Pt(111) surface atomic layer is revealed, indicating a process of oxidative stripping of CO poisoning layer.

Methods for observing solid-liquid interfaces have 
been developed over several decades, motivated by 
many important phenomena such as electrochemi-
cal energy conversion. The electrochemical reactions 
consist of various elementary steps such as adsorption/
desorption and oxidation/reduction of reactants and for-
mation/destruction of interface layer.  Many efforts have 
been made to understand the interface mechanisms, 
aiming to improve the energy conversion efficiency.  
Novel in-situ techniques, which are capable of determin-
ing atomic or molecular and electronic structures, are 
very helpful in understanding the interface mechanisms.  
However, capturing the dynamics with a sufficient tem-
poral resolution remains challenging.

X-ray crystal truncation rod (CTR) scattering is a 
unique and nondestructive technique for determining the 
atomic structure of buried interfaces and has been used 
for studying electrochemical interfaces. The method is 
often limited to the analysis of static structures because 
the data acquisition of a CTR profile takes several tens 
of minutes or more, which in most cases, is longer than 
the relaxation time of the structural changes. A new 
high-speed method has been developed to acquire a 

wide range of CTR profile at once within few seconds 
or less [1]. The method uses energy-dispersive conver-
gent X-rays instead of the conventional monochromatic 
collimated X-rays.  As shown in Fig. 1, the combination 
of the energy-dispersive X-rays and a two-dimensional 
(2D) detector allows for a single acquisition of the CTR 
profile without moving the specimen and detector, en-
abling the real-time monitoring of the interface phenom-
ena [2].

The high-speed technique was used to capture 
the atomic-scale phenomena at the electrochemical 
interfaces [3]. The time evolution of CTR profile was 
measured during electrochemical decomposition of 
methanol on a Pt catalyst electrode, which is the key 
electrochemical reaction of a direct methanol fuel cell. It 
is known that methanol is decomposed to CO molecule 
immediately after being adsorbed on the Pt surface.  
The CO molecules are strongly adsorbed on the Pt sur-
face and cover most of it resulting in a serious reduction 
in its methanol decomposition efficiency (CO poisoning).  
The clear relationship between the CO poisoning and 
catalytic activities was successfully illustrated by real-
time monitoring.

Figure 1: Energy-dispersive X-ray CTR scattering measurement for operando observation of interface phenomena.
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Figure 2 displays the vertical displacement of the 
surface atomic layer of the Pt(111) electrode during 
cyclic voltammetry (CV).  When the potential is below 
0.4 V (vs. reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)), the 
surface is covered with the CO and the Pt surface 
layer is lifted up by about 0.11 Å due to the interac-
tion with CO.  When the potential is increased above 
0.6 V [Fig. 2(a)], the Pt surface layer starts relaxing 
and the oxidation current increases simultaneously 
[Fig. 2(b)], representing the oxidative desorption of 
CO (CO + OH → CO2 + H+ + e−) and the abrupt in-
crease in methanol oxidation activity. In the negative-
going potential scan, the Pt surface is again poisoned 
by CO with a pathway different from the positive-going 
scan. The hysteretic structural change that can only be 
observed by real-time monitoring, clearly demonstrates 
that the CO desorption is the rate-determining step of 
methanol decomposition.

The time-resolved analysis indicates the CO desorp-
tion process. Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the 
Pt surface layer displacement after the potential steps 
up from 0.0 to 0.8 V. In the beginning, the surface layer 
is further lifted up slightly, and then the relaxation starts 
to occur. This change is not compatible with a simple 

model for CO desorption, which considers a decrease 
in the surface area of the CO layer during CO desorp-
tion, but can be explained by the formation of a more 
strongly adsorbed and less-dense CO layer. The CO 
layer would be tentatively formed by surface diffusion 
of CO during desorption, and suppression of repulsive 
CO-CO interaction in the less-dense layer results in the 
stronger CO-Pt interaction.

Figure 2: (a) Vertical displacement of the surface atomic layer 
of the Pt(111) electrode in the methanol solution during potential 
scan. (b) The reaction current from the Pt(111) electrode [3].

Figure 3: Vertical displacement of the surface atomic layer of the 
Pt(111) electrode in the methanol solution after the potential scan 
from 0.0 to 0.8 V [3].
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Photomodulation of Foldability in Supramolecular Polymers
Well-defined conformations of one-dimensional macromolecular chains exhibit a range of beneficial functionalities, 
which are arguably best reflected in protein folding and functional covalent polymers. However, currently it is not pos-
sible to control the foldability of supramolecular polymers (SPs), which are one-dimensionally elongated molecular as-
semblies. We therefore designed an azobenzene-featured barbiturated naphthalene derivative, which noncovalently 
polymerizes into various quasi one-dimensional structures with spontaneous curvature, ranging from randomly coiled 
to helically folded fibers. Photoisomerization of the azobenzene caused unfolding and refolding of the SPs. This folding 
variation of as-prepared SPs and light-induced changes in their foldability were thoroughly investigated in solution by 
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and confirmed on the surface by AFM.

Our group previously discovered a unique self-
assembly of barbituric acid-conjugated naphthalene 1 
that formed uniform nanorings [1]. A detailed investiga-
tion established that such nanorings were formed by the 
complementary hydrogen-bond-assisted supramolecu-
lar hexamerization of the barbiturate unit and subse-
quent stacking of the hexamers/disk with spontaneous 
curvature [2]. Based on this finding, we have designed a 
new molecule 2 by introducing azobenzene moiety into 
the parent molecule 1, with the expectation of making a 
long helical coil [3]. The trans-isomer, containing an ad-
ditional planar π-surface, should enhance the attractive 
forces between the hexamers. This enhanced attractive 
force could prevent the growing polymer from closing 
into shorter ring assemblies, instead making an extend-
ed supramolecular polymer with helical conformations 
due to the spontaneous curvature. On the other hand, 
reversible photoisomerization of the azobenzene unit 
may allow the construction of photo-controllable confor-
mations.

Natural cooling of a MCH solution of trans-2 from 
90°C to 20°C at 15°C/min resulted in the formation of 
randomly folded coils (SPrandom) with a defined spon-
taneous curvature where the direction of curvature 
changes randomly [Fig. 1(a)]. SPs with more organized 
conformations could be obtained under more thermody-

namic polymerization conditions. For example, a cooling 
rate of 0.1°C/min afforded spirally folded fibers (SPspiral; 
rav = 11.4 ± 0.2 nm) [Fig. 1(a)]. Following this trend, a 
very slow cooling rate (e.g. 0.01°C/min) may be able to 
construct highly folded SPs, but this is experimentally 
impractical. Thus, we altered the solvent system from 
pure MCH to a CHCl3–MCH mixture, where polar CHCl3 
could weaken the intermolecular interactions to push 
supramolecular polymerization under equilibrium. As 
an optimum condition, we eventually found the desired 
morphology—a helical coiled morphology (SPhelical)—by 
cooling at 0.1°C/min in 15:85 (v/v) CHCl3–MCH mixture 
[Fig. 1(a)].

The foldability of the above SPs was studied in solu-
tion by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The SAXS 
data of three folded SPs, SPrandom, SPspiral and SPhelical, 
showed increased scattering at Q < 0.15 nm–1, which 
presumably arises from their elongated polymer chains 
and fractal structures [Fig. 1(b)]. Interestingly, datasets 
exhibit maxima and minima at Q = 0.3–1.2 nm–1, which 
probably originates from the same spontaneous curva-
ture of the polymer as observed by AFM. Similar SAXS 
features were observed for the toroidal nanostructures 
of 1 within that Q-range, as the difference between over-
lapping loops (random/spirals/helical coils) and toroids 
is relatively low at that length scale of ~5–20 nm. Data 
fitted with toroid and hollow cylinder models were found 
to be consistent with the SAXS data, and obtained cur-
vature radii for SPrandom and SPspiral are consistent with 
the values obtained by AFM [Fig. 1(b)].

We further examined the effect of the photoisomer-
ization of the azobenzene moiety on the morphology 
of SPs. Irradiation of an SPspiral solution with UV light 
induced partial photoisomerization (23% cis-2). Despite 
this relatively low isomerization yield, SAXS showed 
significant changes in their features responsible for 
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curvature. A SAXS analysis of the UV-irradiated SPspiral 
solution revealed a complete disappearance of the scat-
tering features attributed to the spiral structures [Fig. 
1(c)]. This implies a loss of the spontaneous curvature 
and hence unfolding of the supramolecular polymer. 
Subsequent irradiation with visible light resulted in a 
partial cis-to-trans isomerization (~11% cis-2 remain-
ing). AFM studies confirmed that the initial SPspiral disap-
pears completely upon UV irradiation and it transforms 
to extended nanofibers without any curvature [Fig. 1(c)]. 
Then, exposure to visible light afforded randomly folded 
fibers. By careful analysis, it was found that the changes 
in curvature are actually responsible for this unfolding/
refolding and the changes are due to the loss of planar-
ity of hexamer caused by photo-isomerization. Remote 
control of conformational changes may advance the 
development of supramolecular polymers by mimicking 
the functionality of biopolymers.

Figure 1: (a) Preparation protocols of SPrandom, SPspiral and SPhelical of 2 and their AFM images. (b) SAXS data of SPrandom with (i) toroid model 
fit and (ii) hollow cylinder model fit (red lines). (c) AFM of UV-irradiated SPspiral and photoinduced change of SAXS profiles of SPspiral upon 
successive exposure to UV and visible light.
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Strain-Induced Deformation of Glassy Spherical Microdomains 
Formed in Elastomeric Triblock Copolymer Films

Block copolymers are well-known polymeric materials forming a phase-separation structure in the order of several 10 
nm with various kinds of morphology. In the case of ABA-type triblock copolymers, in which “A” and “B” are glassy and 
rubbery block chains, respectively, glassy nano-spheres tethered to each other by the rubbery chains can be formed. 
Since the glassy nano-spheres serve as physical crosslinking points for the rubbery matrix, the triblock copolymer film 
generates an elastomeric property. For industrial application of this material, deformation and fragmentation of glassy 
nano-spheres should not take place because these phenomena lead to loss of the crosslinking points and result in deg-
radation of the elastomeric property. In this study, we showed that glassy nano-spheres are easily deformed by stretch-
ing of triblock copolymer films and the deformability significantly affects the elastomeric property of the films.

Block copolymer is a polymeric material composed 
of different kinds of polymer chains covalently bonded 
at each end of the block chains. In cases where the 
block chains are immiscible to each other, a phase-
separation structure is formed in the order of 10 nm 
because macroscopic phase separation is prevented by 
a spatial restriction effect of the covalent bonding at the 
ends of the block chains. Furthermore, the morphology 
of the “microphase separation structure” varies such as 
sphere, cylinder and lamella, depending on the volume 
fraction, segregation power and degree of polymeriza-
tion. When spherical microdomains are composed of 
glassy polymer chains and embedded in a rubbery 
matrix, the block copolymers can be utilized as thermo-
plastic elastomers because the glassy nano-spheres 
serve as physical crosslinking points for the rubbery 

matrix, which imparts the elastomeric property, and the 
block copolymers become a viscous fluid at tempera-
tures higher than the softening temperature of glassy 
block chains, which is the thermoplastic property. In or-
der to utilize the block copolymer forming glassy nano-
spheres for industry, nano-spheres must not deform 
and fragment, because this would result in loss of the 
physical crosslinking points and spoil the elastomeric 
property. However, deformation and fragmentation have 
been assumed not to occur because glassy polymers 
hardly deform under low stress, for instance 1–10 MPa. 
In our previous study [1], we examined the average 
shape and size of nano-spheres under cyclic stretching 
of block copolymer films by performing simultaneous 
measurements of two-dimensional small-angle X-ray 
scattering (2d-SAXS) images and stress-strain curves. 
Consequently, we found that nano-spheres can be eas-
ily deformed by stretching of block copolymer film and 
that the ease of deformation (deformability) changes 
with the initial size of nano-spheres before stretching. 
In this study [2], we examined the relationship between 
the deformability and mechanical properties of block 
copolymer films by conducting time-resolved 2d-SAXS 
measurements for a series of block copolymer films in 
the stretched state.

The samples used were polystyrene-block-
poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-block-polystyrene (SEBS) 
and polystyrene-block-polyisobutylene-block-polysty-
rene (SIBS) triblock copolymers, using two kinds of 
SEBS with volume fraction of polystyrene (PS) of 8% 
(SEBS-8) and 16% (SEBS-16). Although the equilibrate 
morphology for SEBS-16 is cylindrical, spherical mi-
crodomains can be formed from an SEBS-16 solution 
prepared with a solvent selectively good for the middle 
block, poly(ethylene-co-butylene). The time-resolved 
2d-SAXS measurements in the stretched state were 
mainly conducted at BL-6A, where the X-ray energy and 
camera length were 8.3 keV and 1.5 m, respectively. 
Off-line measurements of stress relaxation curves in the 
stretched state were also conducted.

Figure 1: A series of 1d-SAXS profiles extracted from 2d-SAXS 
patterns measured at a given time elapsed from the quick 
elongation of the SEBS-8 specimen at strain of 4.0: (a), (c) parallel 
to SD; (b), (d) perpendicular to SD; (c), (d) highlighting the particle 
scattering peaks at 52 and 572 s in q// and q⊥ directions.
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Figure 1 shows 1d-SAXS profiles for the SEBS-
8 specimen in directions parallel (q//) and perpen-
dicular (q⊥) to the stretching direction (SD), in which 
panels (c) and (d) highlight the change in the par-
ticle scattering peak as a function of time. Here, q is 
magnitude of scattering vector q and is defined by           

 
 
 

q = |q| = (4π/λ)sin(θ/2) , where 

 
 
 

    λ  and 

 
 
 

    θ  are wavelength 
of X-ray and scattering angle, respectively. In general, 
the position and shape of the particle scattering peak 
change depending on the size of particles, dispersion 
of size, and morphology of the particles. In case of the 
q-position of the particle scattering peak, it is inversely 
proportional to the size. Considering this relationship, 
the stretch-induced shifts of the particle scattering peaks 
shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) can be understood as the 
stretch-induced deformation of glassy nano-spheres into 
prolate spheroids with the major axis parallel to SD. This 
stretch-induced deformation was also observed in our 
previous study, in which the deformation was attributed 
to stress concentration onto microdomains. Figure 1 
also shows that the shift of the particle scattering peak 
proceeded further while keeping the stretched state, 
which indicates that the deformation proceeded with 
time. The deformation behaviors of microdomains in the 
stretched state were similarly observed for SEBS-16 
and SIBS specimens. In order to quantitatively discuss 
the deformation behavior, we assumed that the spheri-
cal microdomains were deformed into prolate spheroids 
with major axis parallel to SD and conducted model cal-
culations of 1d-SAXS profiles (the results of the model 
calculations are shown as red curves in Fig. 1 (a) and 
(b)). Finally, we obtained strains of microdomains for 

the q// and q⊥ directions, based on the radii of the major 
and minor axes of the prolate spheroids. In Fig. 2, the 
thus-obtained strain of microdomains is plotted as a 
function of time. It was found that the deformation pro-
ceeds faster for a specimen forming microdomains with 
a smaller radius before stretching. For further discussion 
about the difference in time scale of the microdomain 
deformation, the characteristic time for the deformation 
of microdomains was evaluated by fitting the plots in 
Fig. 2 with an exponential function. The thus-evaluated 
characteristic times for each specimen were compared 
with those evaluated from stress relaxation curves 
shown in Fig. 3. Consequently, the characteristic times 
evaluated from the microdomain deformation and stress 
relaxation curves agreed closely within an order of mag-
nitude. Based on these results, we concluded that 1) the 
deformation of nano-spheres caused fragmentation or 
damage of glassy microdomains, and 2) the fragmenta-
tion or damage increased the stress concentrated onto 
proximate spheres. Through the alternating occurrence 
of 1 and 2, the deformation of microdomains and stress 
relaxation accelerated on a similar time scale, resulting 
in macroscopic breakage of the film specimens.

Figure 2: Change in strains of microdomains for major and minor 
axes, 

 
 
 

      γ maj and 

 
 
 

      γ min, respectively as a function of time for SEBS-8 
(circles), SEBS-16 (triangles), and SIBS (squares).

Figure 3: Stress relaxation curves for SEBS-8, SEBS-16 and 
SIBS stretched at strain of 4.0.
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Structural Dynamics during Metal Deposition on Au(111) 
Electrode

The transitional structures at the initial electrocrystallization of various metal cations on an Au(111) electrode have been 
determined by using time-resolved surface X-ray diffraction. At the initial stage of metal deposition, a characteristic 
intensity transient appears depending on the metal cations. Metal cations with relatively high hydration energies are 
deposited in two steps: first, the hydrated metal cations approach the surface and are metastably located at the outer 
layer, then they are deposited via destruction of the hydration shell. Metal cations strongly interacting with the counter 
coadsorbed anions slow down the deposition rate because of the formation of metal-anion complexes.

Electrochemical deposition of metal cations is widely 
used in various industrial processes such as electrolytic 
refinement and wet metallization on semiconductor. Re-
cently, it was reported that core-shell catalysts modified 
by hetero-atoms could significantly enhance chemical 
reactions [1]. Atomically controlled first or second layer 
deposition techniques are a major issue for the prepara-
tion of nano-catalysts. The under-potential deposition 
(upd) of metal cations can control a well-defined deposi-
tion structure in a few atomic layers, which can be used 
for catalyst preparation, and it is also useful for funda-
mental research as a model of the initial stage of metal 
deposition [2]. An understanding of transient structures 
is also necessary to elucidate deposition/dissolution 
processes. In this study, the deposition processes of 
Tl+, Ag+, Cd2+, Zn2+, Cu2+, and Bi3+ on Au(111) were 
studied by using time-resolved surface X-ray diffraction 
(TRSXRD). Transient structures of metal cations in the 

electrical double layer were captured with a time resolu-
tion of 500 µs [3].

Diffracted X-ray was counted by a multichannel scal-
er synchronized with a function generator [4]. Figure 
1(A) shows TRSXRD profiles at the 0 0 1.4 reflection 
that is sensitive to each upd layer. After the potential is 
stepped from non-upd potential to upd potential, the X-
ray intensity at 0 0 1.4 between Bragg peaks is reduced 
because of interference between the Au substrate and 
the upd layer. However, the intensity at this reflection 
increases within a few ms and then decreases over 
the next 100–300 ms in solutions containing Cd2+, Zn2+, 
Cu2+, and Bi3+. At the non-upd potentials for Cd, Zn, and 
Bi upd, no specifically adsorbed anions are adsorbed on 
Au(111); this supports the observation that the intensity 
increase is not because of the desorption of anions but 
rather because of the existence of a temporal hydrated 
cation layer. Structural analysis was performed from 

Figure 1: (A) TRSXRD at 0 0 1.4 with the time resolution of 500 µs. (B) Schematic model of metastable structure of hydrated cation during 
upd.
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time-resolved measurements at the peak positions 
along the crystal truncation rod. Intensity increase at the 
initial step suggests the presence of outer layer spe-
cies in the electrical double layer, which we assigned 
to the hydrated metal ion as shown in Fig. 1(B). During 
Cd2+, Zn2+, Cu2+, and Bi3+ deposition, hydrated metal 
cations approach the outer layer in the electrical double 
layer and then metal ions are deposited on Au(111) 
with destruction of the hydration shell. However, Tl+ 
and Ag+ upd processes are different from the other upd 
processes; the intensity transients decrease without 
any temporary enhancement. The initial enhancement 
did not appear even at the faster time resolution of 100 
ms. The intensity transients of other reciprocal lattice 
space also rapidly converge to the diffraction intensity 
of the upd potential, which indicates that Tl+ and Ag+ are 
deposited without a metastable state at the outer layer. 
These results indicate that the dehydration process is a 
kinetically controlled step during metal upd.

For Tl+, Ag+, Cd2+, Zn2+, and Bi3+, the deposition rate 
estimated from the intensity decay of Fig. 1(A) has a 
linear relationship with the hydration energy calculated 
from the hexa-aqua metal complexes, supporting the 
conjecture that the interaction between hydration wa-
ter and the metal cation affects the deposition of metal 
cations. However, although the hydration energy of Bi3+ 
is higher than that of Cu2+, the deposition rate of Cu2+ is 
slower than that of the Bi upd. This slow deposition rate 
of Cu2+ is due to the formation of a complex with the (bi)
sulfate anion. The concentration dependence of the (bi)
sulfate anion was investigated for the deposition rate 

of Cu and Ag upd to confirm the effect of the forma-
tion of the complex. Figure 2 shows the concentration 
dependence of TRSXRD on sulfuric acid for Ag and Cu 
upd. The solutions were adjusted to the same pH by 
adding HClO4 to equalize the ratio between [SO4

2−] and 
[HSO4

−]. Although the decay of Ag upd was constant 
and did not depend on the concentration of sulfuric acid, 
the decay of Cu upd was faster as the concentration of 
sulfuric acid increased. In the case of Cu upd in 0.05 M 
H2SO4, the decay convergence did not occur even at 
600 ms. The complex formation process during the Cu 
upd requires (bi)sulfate anion in the interface. For metal 
depositions that are accompanied by strong complex 
formation with the counter anion, the concentration of 
the counter anion is the rate-determining factor of metal 
deposition.

Figure 2: TRSXRD at 0 0 1.4 in x M H2SO4 + 0.5 mM Ag2SO4 and x M H2SO4 + 1.0 mM CuSO4 (x = 0.20 (red), 0.10 (green), and 0.05 (blue)) 
with the time resolution of 1.0 ms.
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Why Is Water More Reactive than Hydrogen in Photocatalytic CO2 
Conversion? – Elucidation by Means of X-Ray Absorption Fine 
Structure

Photocatalytic conversion of CO2 into mainly methane using Pd/TiO2 proceeds faster using water than hydrogen as a 
reductant. This is contradictory because the former reaction consists of water photosplitting and the latter reaction (CO2 
+ hydrogen). To elucidate the reason, Pd and Ti K-edge X-ray absorption fine structure was monitored during CO2 pho-
toconversion using H2 or moisture. As a result, the coordination number N(Ti–O) and N(Ti(–O–)Ti) values decreased 
from the original values for crystalline TiO2 (6 and 12) to 4.9–5.7 and 9.7–10.6 under CO2 and moisture in contrast to 
smaller decreases under CO2 and H2 and under Ar.

Photocatalytic conversion of CO2 into fuels is one 
of the routes to producing C neutral fuels without a net 
increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration associated 
with fossil-derived alternatives [1]. The reaction includes 
two steps: water oxidation to O2 followed by CO2 photo-
conversion to form methane, etc.:

2H2O (g) → O2 (g) + 4H+ (surface) + 4e− (1)
CO2 (g) + 8H+ (surface) + 8e− → CH4 (g) + 2H2O (g) (2)

We systematically tested photocatalytic reaction un-
der CO2 + H2 (Table 1a), essentially identical to equa-
tion 2, for photocatalytic conversion of CO2 into fuels if it 
is combined with the water photo-oxidation step (equa-
tion 1) [2]. Based on the total formation rates of CH4, 
CO, and methanol, water was evidently more reactive 
than H2 for CO2 photoconversion (Table 1a, b).

Table 1. Results of photocatalytic tests for 5 h using 10 mg of 
Pd(0.5 wt%)/TiO2 photocatalysts at 0.80 MPa.

Entry
Reactants (MPa) Formation rates (µmol h−1 gcat

−1)

CO2 H2 H2O CO CH3OH CH4 Σ(C-products)*1

a 0.24 0.56 < 0.08 < 0.004 8.6 8.6

b 0.80 0.002 3 6.3 0.52 30 37

*1 Total rates for C-containing products.

The Pd/TiO2 sample was prepared via liquid phase 
reduction from an aqueous solution of Na2PdCl4 and 
TiO2 (P25, Degussa) [2]. Pd K-edge XAFS spectra were 
measured on beamline AR-NW10A. Ti K-edge XAFS 
spectra were measured on beamlines 9A, 9C, and 12C. 
Spectra for the Pd/TiO2 sample (10 mg) diluted by bo-
ron nitride were measured in the presence or absence 
of UV–visible light irradiation provided by a 500-W Xe 
arc lamp (81.6 mW cm−2) at the beamline. The obtained 

XAFS data were analyzed using the XDAP software 
package.

The X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) 
at the Pd K-edge suggested metallic Pd nanoparticles 
(mean particle size ~3 nm) on TiO2. The extended X-
ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) also did not show 
significant change during photoreactions under CO2 + 
H2 or CO2 + moisture based on the Pd–Pd shell, but the 
coordination number N(Pd–O) decreased from 1.9 for 
fresh sample to 0.6–0.9 after the photocatalytic tests 
under CO2 + H2 at 0.024–0.40 MPa [2] and to 0.8–1.0 
under CO2 + moisture at 0.0046–0.40 MPa [3]. The de-
crease of N(Pd–O) values suggested the formation of 
oxygen vacancy (Ov) sites on/in TiO2 near Pd nanopar-
ticles under the reaction conditions of CO2 photoconver-
sion.
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The change in Ti K-edge XAFS during CO2 photo-
conversion was the key to answer the question: why 
is water more reactive than hydrogen in photocatalytic 
CO2 conversion (Table 1)? Under CO2 (100 kPa), 
moisture (2.2 kPa), and UV–visible light, the change 
in N(Ti–O) values was monitored (Figs. 1A and C). In 
comparison to the initial value (6.0) under CO2, mois-
ture, and dark, the value significantly decreased to 
4.9–5.7 during light irradiation for 3.5 h. At 0.5 h after 
the light was turned off, the N(Ti–O) value increased to 
the original value (6.0). N(Ti(–O–)Ti) values followed a 
similar trend: decrease from the initial 11.3 to 9.7–10.6 
during the irradiation of UV–visible light (Fig. 1B). Tak-
ing the experimental and fitting errors into account 
(Figs. 1A and B), the N(Ti–O) and N(Ti(–O–)Ti) values 
are good indicators to evaluate the concentration of Ov 
sites in/on TiO2 [3].

Two control tests were also performed: (i) using H2 
instead of moisture as reductant and (ii) using only Ar. 
Under CO2 (70 kPa) and H2 (30 kPa), and UV–visible 
light, the change in N(Ti–O) and N(Ti(–O–)Ti) values 
was monitored (Figs. 2A and B). In comparison to the 
initial value (5.9) under CO2, H2, and dark, the N(Ti–O) 
value varied, but within a small range of 5.6–5.8 during 
light irradiation for 125 min. At 50 min after the light was 
turned off, the N(Ti–O) value increased to the original 
value (6.0). In comparison to the reaction of CO2 and 
moisture (starting from 6.0 to 4.9–5.7; Fig. 1A), the de-
crease in N(Ti–O) value was effectively smaller under 
CO2 and H2 (starting from 5.9 to 5.6–5.8) during photo-
irradiation. The N(Ti(–O–)Ti) value remained between 
12 and 11.7 under the irradiation of UV–visible light and 
negligibly changed after the light was turned off: 12–11.2 
(Fig. 2B). Under CO2 and moisture, the decrease was 
from 11.3 to 9.7–10.6 by the effect of light (Fig. 1B). 

These differences in N(Ti–O) and N(Ti(–O–)Ti) values 
occurred because more Ov sites were formed under the 
photoreduction of CO2 using moisture rather than H2 or 
Ar.

Figure 2: Time course of Ti K-edge (A–D) EXAFS for Pd/TiO2 photocatalyst (10 mg). (A. B) under CO2 (70 kPa) and H2 (30 kPa) for 125 min 
irradiated by UV–visible light and subsequently for 75 min under dark. (C, D) under Ar (100 kPa) for 100 min irradiated by UV–visible light and 
subsequently for 20 min under dark. The changes of (A) and (C) N(Ti–O) values and (B) and (D) N(Ti(–O–)Ti) values.

Under Ar (100 kPa) and UV-visible light, the N(Ti–O) 
value changed between 5.7 and 6.0 during light irra-
diation for 100 min. At 5 min after the light was turned 
off, the N(Ti–O) value remained at 5.9 (Fig. 2C). The 
changes in N(Ti(–O–)Ti) values were also minimal 
under Ar: 12–11 throughout the study under light/dark 
(Fig. 2D).

Thus, the answer to the above question is that water 
forms hydroxy radicals under the irradiation of UV–vis-
ible light (equation 3) and then Ov sites are formed but 
not using H2 (equation 4):

H2O + h+ → H+ + ·OH                               (3)
·OH + O (surface) + 3h+ → O2 (g) + Ov + H+ (surface) (4)

Reactions 3 and 4 proceeded over TiO2 spatially 
separated from CO2 reduction sites on Pd for equation 
2. Thus, the effective redox reaction of equations 1 and 
2 proceeded using water. Both reactions 1 and 2 would 
proceed competitively on Pd under CO2 + H2 and the ef-
ficiency followed a volcano-like dependence as a func-
tion of partial pressures of reactants [2].
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Origin of the Blue-Green Light Absorption of Ti-Doped AlN Films

We investigated heavily Ti-doped AlN films that absorb blue-green light. X-ray diffraction, transmission electron mi-
croscopy, and Ti K-edge X-ray absorption fine structure results revealed that most of the Ti atoms occupied Al sites of 
wurtzite AlN. Ab initio calculations revealed that the Ti-driven states were formed just below the bottom of the conduc-
tion band of AlN. The results of N K-edge X-day absorption near-edge structure and X-ray photoionization spectroscopy 
supported the calculation results. Photoelectron yield spectroscopy results implied that the valence and conduction 
bands of the Ti-doped AlN meet the prerequisites for hydrogen gas production via photoelectrochemical water splitting.

For efficient photoelectrochemical splitting of water 
for the production of hydrogen gas, various attempts 
have been made to tune both the band gap energy (Eg) 
and the band edge potential in existing semiconducting 
materials [1]. Recently, group III-nitrides such as GaN 
and InxGa1-xN have gained attention as promising mate-
rials because the well-understood band gap engineering 
technology can be used for preparing visible light driven 
photoelectrochemical cells [2-4]. However, InxGa1-xN 
with Eg of the visible light region encounter the problem 
that the conduction band (CB) minimum falls below the 
potential to produce H2 from H+ ions.

Heavy 3d-transition metal (TM) doping changes the 
band structure of III-nitrides: some 3d-TM doped III-ni-
trides show sub-band gap absorption with high absorp-
tion coefficient >103/cm2 [5, 6]. Exploring the possibility 
of heavy 3d-TM doping of III-nitrides to confer photo-
electrochemical activity under visible light, we have pre-
viously synthesized various 3d-TM doped AlN films and 
investigated their band structures [7-10]. Here we show 
the representative results of Ti-doped AlN (AlTiN, Ti 

concentration up to 11%) that absorbs blue-green light 
accompanied with photoconductivity [10].

AlTiN films were deposited on an SiO2 glass sub-
strate by radio-frequency sputtering. The films showed 
optical absorption with onset energy of 2.2 eV as shown 
in Fig. 1(a). The X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) results revealed that 
the films had a c-axis oriented wurtzite structure the 
same as that of undoped AlN films [10]. The oxidation 
states of Ti were deduced as 3+/4+ by comparing the 
edge energies of Ti K-edge XANES for the AlTiN film 
and standard materials. A strong pre-edge absorption 
peak in XANES spectra was observed in the AlTiN film 
spectrum, indicating that the Ti in AlTiN is surrounded 
by N atoms with non-centrosymmetric conditions such 
as Td and C3v. The results of extended X-ray absorption 
fine structure analysis showed that the bond lengths in 
the two directions (the electric field vectors were paral-
lel and perpendicular to the c-axis of wurtzite structure) 
were similar, which implies that the Ti could have Td site 
symmetry.
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Ab initio calculations were conducted using lattice 
constants estimated from XRD data for supercells with 
Ti atoms occupying Al sites (Al36-xTixN36, x = 0–4). It 
was revealed that the Ti-driven states were formed just 
below the bottom of the conduction band (CB) of AlN, 
and almost merged with it at high Ti concentrations. The 
calculated band structure was experimentally verified 
using X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) of the 
valence band (VB) region and N K-edge XANES. As 
representative data, the N K-edge XANES spectra of 
AlN and AlTiN films are shown in Fig. 1(b). The spec-
trum of AlN coincided with those previously reported for 
single crystals obtained experimentally and theoretically 
[11]. In the spectra of AlTiN films, an additional struc-
ture was observed in the pre-edge region. As N K-edge 
absorption is a transition from N 1s to unoccupied N 2p 
states, the additional structure implies the formation of 
unoccupied N 2p states just below the bottom of the CB 
with Ti-doping.

To investigate their band potentials, photoelectron 
yield spectroscopy (PYS) was carried out. In the PYS 
measurements, the excitation photon energy is swept 
and the photoelectron yield is obtained as a current 
flowing into the sample to compensate for photogen-
erated holes. The onset energy of photoelectron emis-
sion corresponds to the energy for electrons that are 
excited from the highest occupied electron state to the 
vacuum level (VL). For AlTiN films with high Ti concen-
trations, the onset energies were estimated at around 
6.0 eV, indicating that the maximum of the VB lies at 

around 6.0 eV as shown in Fig. 2. As the threshold en-
ergy of optical absorption was 2.2 eV, the minimum CB 
is thought to lie around 3.8 eV with respect to VL. These 
results indicate that AlTiN films can be used for water 
oxidation and hydrogen reduction.

Figure 2: Band diagram for III-nitride and AlTiN with respect to vacuum level (VL). The gray bar is the CB and the blue bar is the VB. For 
AlN, the values were taken from ref. [12]. For GaN and InN, the values were taken from ref. [13]. The water oxidation and hydrogen reduction 
potentials are also indicated.
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Structural Analysis of Ultra-Small Metal or Alloy Clusters
By using XAFS, it is possible to structurally analyze ultra-fine metal particles (clusters) smaller than 1 nm supported on 
carbon or other solid-state materials at the atomic level, together with atomic resolution electron microscopy and el-
emental analysis. This is important for research on microscopic metal clusters which are expected to be used as high-
performance catalysts.

Metallic clusters smaller than nanoparticles are 
expected to be used as catalysts in particular. Indeed, 
many reports have shown their excellent catalytic activ-
ity for molecular conversions [1]. Although both metal 
clusters and metal nanoparticles are aggregates of 
metal atoms, they have different scientific backgrounds. 
Nanoparticles are regarded as finely divided fragments 
of bulk metals, and so are in the category of solid-state 
physics, which is based on band theory. On the other 
hand, clusters are considered as a kind of molecule-like 
substance, which is based on molecular orbital theory. 
Despite this different categorization, the boundary is 
ambiguous. In this boundary region, the correlation 
between composition, structure and physicochemical 
properties is unclear. In particular, clusters composed 
of 10 to several tens of metal atoms are complicated to 
understand as a molecule, and yet are too small to be 
regarded as solids. Particles around 1 nm in diameter 
are remarkable substances as the proportion of their 
atoms that are surface atoms is almost 100%. However, 
there is no systematized theory, synthesis method, or 
structural analysis method at this frontier of material sci-
ence.

Since metal clusters are extremely reactive com-
pared to nanoparticles, most of them without ligand pro-
tection aggregate immediately in a solution, producing 
larger particles. Therefore, it is necessary to stabilize 
them on a solid-based support. Conventionally, only a 
gas phase method has been used to freely synthesize 
metal clusters with a definite number of atoms and 
composition. This gas phase method has extremely low 
synthesis throughput and still faces a major challenge 
for the practical application of catalysts. In contrast, we 
have developed a template synthesis method for metal 
clusters [2]. It is possible to control not only the particle 

size of nanoparticles, but also the atomicity of metal 
clusters by using dendrimers or other multi-nuclear met-
al complexes as precursors. The next challenge is struc-
tural analysis of these subnanometer clusters. When 
the grain size becomes about 1 nm or smaller, structural 
analysis methods that can be used are limited, hinder-
ing extensive research of metal clusters. First, X-ray 
diffraction (XRD), which is commonly used for structural 
analysis of solid-state materials, is not available. As 
the crystal size becomes smaller, the width of the dif-
fraction line widens, which makes the analysis difficult 
in principle. Another issue is a decrease in crystallinity. 
A 1-nm particle is composed of several tens of atoms, 
which is insufficient to make a rigid lattice. Therefore, 
the structure tends to be amorphous because the stable 
crystal structure no longer exists. It is very difficult to ob-
serve the clusters by using a conventional transmission 
electron microscope (TEM) due to the limit of resolution.

An aberration-corrected scanning transmission 
electron microscope (STEM) having atomic resolution 
is the optimal method to observe ultra-small particles 
(particle diameter and their dispersion). It is also pos-
sible to distinguish one heavy atom (metals) on a thick 
support material by using high-angle annular dark field 
(HAADF) imaging. It is possible to analyze what ele-
ment the particle contains. Because the sensitivity of 
energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) has be-
come very high, the resolution of elemental mapping is 
now close to atomic resolution. Whereas STEM enables 
local analysis and observation of an outline, XAFS is a 
complementary analytical method allowing the average 
structure information to be obtained with subatomic res-
olution. It is the only method that can obtain information 
on the internal structure of subnanoparticles (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Synthesis and observations of atom-precise and multi-metallic clusters with very small particle size. HAADF-STEM imaging allows 
atomic-resolution observations [3] and EDS mappings allow nanoscopic element characterization [4].
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The distance to the adjacent atoms can be obtained 
with sub-Å accuracy, and a deviation in the distance can 
also be known from the Debye-Waller factor. Also, the 
average particle diameter is roughly estimated from the 
coordination number (Fig. 2). For example, it has been 
found that the Pt - Pt bond distance of the Pt8 atom clus-
ter is 2.71 Å, which is significantly shortened from 2.77 
Å of the bulk Pt [3]. It is also observed that the Debye-
Waller factor of the bond distance is very high, suggest-
ing an irregular, amorphous structure.
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Figure 2: (a) The synthesis of Pt8 cluster from a platinum-thiolate complex. (b) k3-weighted Pt L3 EXAFS and (c) the Fourier transform of the 
precursor complex and the Pt8 cluster.

In STEM-EDS, it is only possible to distinguish 
whether elements are compounded in particle units or 
not. In XAFS, when multiple metals are included, infor-
mation on adjacent atoms as seen from each element 
is obtained and is essentially mixed, or separated states 
can be distinguished. For example, PtAuCu ternary 
cluster was confirmed to be mixed in STEM-EDS obser-
vation [4]. In this particle, it was proposed that Pt and Au 
are partially mixed while Cu is separated as an oxide, 
although an unambiguous coordination number of each 
element could not be well-characterized (Table 1). Such 
atomic level information is indispensable for exploring 
the origin of catalytic activity.

Table 1: Curve fitting results [4] of the EXAFS of Cu32Pt16Au12. The analysis suggested that Pt and Au are mixed, and Cu is separated as an 
oxide. M denotes Pt or Au.

* Though an ambiguity in the curve-fitting results originated from the poor EXAFS region (up to 9 Å–1) of the Pt L3 EXAFS spectra, we 
assumed that Pt and Au are a mixture but are not perfectly alloyed while Cu is separated as an oxide.

A new synthesis method and a new structural analy-
sis method are necessary for new substance groups. 
XAFS is the only measurement method at present, 
which gives an average structure for each element re-
gardless of the crystal structure, and is an indispensable 
tool for structural analysis of the subnano region. It is 
also suitable for in-situ analysis. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to clarify the origin of its unique characteristics by 
determining changes in structure during catalyst opera-
tion.
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Edge Sample Bond N r / Å σ2 / 10–3 Å2 Rf %

Cu K
Cu foil Cu-Cu 12 2.55

Cu32Pt16Au12
Cu-O 1.4±0.4 1.94±0.02 2.5±1.8 0.05
Cu-M* 4.3±1.7 2.66±0.02 12.5±0.8

Pt L3

Pt foil Pt-Pt 12 2.77

Cu32Pt16Au12
Pt-M* 7.3±3.8 2.68±0.04 2.4±1.8 0.08
Pt-Cu 2.8±1.5 (2.65) 12.5±0.8

Au L3

Au foil Au-Au 12 2.89

Cu32Pt16Au12
Au-M* 7.3±3.1 2.77±0.02 10.6±0.6 0.7
Au-Cu 1.7±0.9 (2.66) (12.5)
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Difference in the Water Solubility of Radiocesium between 
Fukushima and Chernobyl Areas

The adsorption of radiocesium (RCs) on particulate matter (PM) in aquatic environments is important to understand 
its mobility and bioavailability. We have found that the distribution of RCs in the aqueous phase relative to PM in the 
Pripyat River (Chernobyl) is very high compared with that in the Kuchibuto River (Fukushima) as a consequence of 
differences in the Cs affinity for PM in the two rivers based on Cs speciation and organic matter-clay mineral interac-
tion. Our results included the following: (i) extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy showed that 
the contribution of outer-sphere (OS) complex of Cs on PM is larger in Chernobyl than in Fukushima and (ii) scanning 
transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) revealed a larger association of humic substances and clay minerals in Cher-
nobyl partly due to high Ca2+ in the Pripyat River.

A large amount of radiocesium (RCs) dispersed by 
the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (FDNPP) 
accident and deposited in the Fukushima area has 
migrated through river water on land [1]. In aquatic en-
vironments such as in river water, the biggest concern 
is the accumulation of RCs in fish through the food web 
because of the importance of fish in the human diet [2]. 
Such accumulation in the food web begins with the up-
take of RCs by aquatic microorganisms such as plank-
tons, and the amount of intake is controlled by the dis-
solved fraction of RCs. Thus, the solid-water partition of 
RCs in river water is of particular importance in aquatic 
environments.

Various studies have shown that RCs in river water 
in the Fukushima area are highly insoluble in terms of 
solid-water partition: more than 70% of RCs (i.e., dis-
solved fraction < 30%) are strongly adsorbed on PM 
in river water primarily due to the high affinity of Cs 
for phyllosilicate minerals consisting of vermiculite-like 
structures [3, 4]. This characteristic is reasonably inter-
preted by the formation of inner-sphere (IS) complex of 
Cs into the phyllosilicates abundant in the Fukushima 
area, as shown by EXAFS at the Cs LIII-edge measured 
at BL-9A [spectra (iv), (v), and (vi) in Fig. 1]. Its appear-
ance is caused by the presence of oxygen and silicon 

in the siloxane layer as the second neighboring atoms. 
The PM in river water contained such phyllosilicates, 
resulting in the increase of the adsorbed fraction in the 
Kuchibuto River in Fukushima.

By contrast, the opposite case was observed in the 
Pripyat River in the Dnieper River reservoir system near 
Chernobyl in relation to the Chernobyl Nuclear Power 
Plant (CNPP) accident in 1986. Within two years after 
the accident, more than 80% of RCs existed in dis-
solved form in the Pripyat River [2, 5]. The contrasting 
behavior of RCs between Chernobyl and Fukushima 
is important in interpreting the subsequent migration of 
RCs and their incorporation into the food web. Thus, we 
investigated the origin of different solid-water partitions 
of RCs in the Pripyat and Kuchibuto Rivers in the Cher-
nobyl and Fukushima areas, respectively [6]. A plausible 
explanation for the difference is the mineral composition 
of the PM related to the adsorption-desorption reactions. 
A further possible explanation is the effect of natural 
organic matter (NOM) which is abundant in the Cher-
nobyl area supplied from peat wetland, the predominant 
soil type in this area. It has been suggested that RCs 
in the organic soil area are more mobile in the Pripyat 
catchment area, since NOM lowers the affinity of RCs 
for soil particles. This fact is consistent with our findings 

Figure 1: Cs LIII-edge EXAFS in (a) k and (b) R spaces. (i): hydrated Cs+ in water; (vi): Cs adsorbed on vermiculite; (ii) and (iii): Cs adsorbed 
on particulate matter in the Pripyat River before and after the removal of NOM, respectively; (iv) and (v): Cs adsorbed on PM in the Kuchibuto 
River before and after the removal of NOM, respectively.

(a) (b)
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obtained by EXAFS (Fig. 1), which demonstrated that 
the NOM largely inhibits Cs adsorption to PM from the 
Pripyat River [7]. The EXAFS results revealed that IS 
complex is not the dominant species for the original PM 
(spectrum (ii)), but the IS complex fraction increased af-
ter the removal of NOM from PM by treatment with H2O2 
(spectrum (iii)). This fact showed that the PM has the 
potential to form IS species, but the presence of NOM 
inhibits its formation and increases the OS complex, 
which leads to the large distribution of RCs in the aque-
ous phase in Chernobyl.

In this study, the association of phyllosilicates and 
NOM was also confirmed by STXM developed at BL-
13A to obtain more direct evidence of the effect of 
NOM. As a result, it was found that the distribution of 
NOM represented by the C signal in PM is strongly 
correlated with Al-bearing particles collected from the 
Pripyat River, demonstrating the strong affinity between 
NOM and clay minerals in the Pripyat River, but this 
is not the case in Fukushima [(a) in Fig. 2]. Carbon K-
edge XANES also showed that the NOM is a humic 
substance [(b) in Fig. 2]. The much higher abundance 
of Ca2+ ion in the Pripyat River than in the Kuchibuto 
River can facilitate the coagulation of phyllosilicates and 
humic substances. The difference can be interpreted by 
the difference in geology among the two regions: lime-
stone, which is one of the main geologies of this area, 
can supply a large amount of Ca2+ into the river water, 
while weathered granite is the main lithology in the Fu-
kushima area.

Figure 2: Results of STXM analyses. (a) Distributions of Al and C in PM in the Kuchibuto and Pripyat Rivers. (b) Carbon K-edge XANES 
spectra at various carbon-rich spots in PM. Spectra of fulvic (FA; Suwannee River (SR) fulvic acid) and humic acids (HA; SR humic acid) are 
shown for reference.

This study based on various X-ray spectroscopic 
methods showed that the water solubility of RCs in 
Fukushima is much lower than that in Chernobyl due 
to the inhibition effect of adsorption of RCs into phyllo-
silicates, which originates from the difference in the soil 
and rock types in both areas. The lower water solubility 
by the larger affinity of Cs for PM in the Fukushima area 
controls the migration of RCs in the area and further cir-
culation into the ecosystem.
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Organic Components Hosted in Water-Bearing Salt Crystals 
Suggest an Origin from a Water-Rich Parent Body

Two meteorites that separately crashed to Earth in 1998 – Zag and Monahans (1998) – were found to contain 4.5-bil-
lion-year-old halite crystals that are hosts to brine inclusions. Associated with these trapped brines are 15N-enriched 
organic compounds exhibiting wide chemical variations, representing organic precursors, intermediates and reaction 
products that include life’s precursor molecules such as amino acids. The organic content of the halite deviates from the 
matrix of the meteorites, thus the meteorites contain organics synthesized on two distinct parent bodies. The asteroidal 
parent body where the halite precipitated, potentially asteroid 1 Ceres, shows evidence for a complex combination of 
biologically and prebiologically relevant molecules.

Samples of early solar system fluids are contained 
in 4.5-billion-year-old halite crystals hosted in two ordi-
nary chondrite regolith breccias – Monahans (1998) and 
Zag [Fig. 1(A)]. These ancient, millimeter-sized halite 
crystals contain exogenous brine inclusions that record 
primitive aqueous processes on early planetesimals, 
and shed light on the nature, location and timing of the 
aqueous alteration event on a primitive asteroid. 

The host lithologies of the Zag and Monahans mete-
orites are H3-6 which indicate significant thermal meta-
morphism up to 700°C. However, the continued pres-
ence of fluid inclusions in the meteorites indicates that 
the halite was formed and maintained at low tempera-
tures (<50°C) [1]. In addition, the mineral components 
hosted within the halite crystals are comparable to the 
reported mineralogy of the Ceres regolith, which is simi-
lar to that of the CM/CI chondrites [2]. The similarities 
between the orbits of Ceres and asteroid 6-Hebe, a pro-
posed parent body of H chondrites, permit the exchange 
of material today and possibly in the past [3]. We tested 
this hypothesis by studying in detail the organic compo-
sitions of the meteorites and their halite inclusions.

A Zag halite crystal was analyzed with two-step laser 
desorption/laser ionization mass spectrometry (L2MS), 
which was optimized to detect aromatic/conjugated 
organic molecules at the µm-scale and the subatto-
mole level (1 amol = 10−18 mol) [4]. The mass spectrum 
showed signatures of simple, low-mass polyaromatic 

hydrocarbons (PAHs) such as naphthalene, acenaph-
thene and fluorene, and their alkylated derivatives 
indicated by sequences of peaks of methylene (CH2) 
groups [Fig. 1(B)].

We then investigated the crystalline ordering of the 
insoluble organic matter in a selected Monahans halite 
residue with high-resolution confocal Raman spec-
troscopy imaging, using a Witec α-scanning near-field 
optical microscope (SNOM). Macromolecular carbon 
contained in the halite showed variability indicating a 
complex formation and alteration history [Fig. 1(C)]. 
Several analytical points lying along a line trending be-
tween crystalline graphite and the typical chondritic car-
bon suggest partial amorphization of crystalline graph-
ite, probably by shock [5].

Subsequent to Raman imaging, we subsampled a 
halite residue by the focused ion beam (FIB) technique 
[Fig. 2(A)] and analyzed it with scanning transmission 
X-ray microscopy (STXM) utilizing X-ray absorption 
near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy. In good 
agreement with the L2MS and Raman results, the halite 
residue exhibited a highly diverse organic composition, 
which is comparable to that of organic matter in typi-
cal primitive chondrites (CM/CI/CR). The absence of a 
1s-σ* exciton peak (at 291.7 eV) of a graphene structure 
[6] suggests that the organic matter did not experience 
temperatures higher than ~200°C [Fig. 2(B)].

We took C, N, H and O isotopic images of the halite 

Figure 1: (A) A blue halite crystal of the Zag meteorite. (B) L2MS spectrum of a Zag halite. (C) Raman G band spectral parameters (full width 
at half maximum and band center location) of Zag matrix, Monahans halite residues, and carbonaceous chondrite-hosted insoluble organics.
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residue with the JAMSTEC NanoSIMS 50L ion micro-
probe [Fig. 2(D)–(F)]. The C-rich area of the residue is 
depleted in 13C (−37.6‰) and moderately enriched in 
15N (+164.5‰). Although the C and N isotopic composi-
tions are consistent with that of the insoluble organics 
in unweathered CRs [7], the δD value (+42.5‰) is sig-
nificantly lower than that of the CRs (~3,000‰ [7]). As 
the water on C-type parent bodies is typically D-poor [8], 
this δD value suggests that the OM was synthesized in 
and/or processed by the D-poor water on Ceres during 
a prolonged aqueous event.

It has been shown by laboratory experiments that 
macromolecular carbon as well as amino acids can be 
synthesized under hydrous conditions at temperatures 
as low as 90°C [9], and we envision that similar organic 
synthetic processes could have occurred on Ceres 
that synthesized amino acids. Therefore, we opened a 
pristinely-preserved Zag meteorite stone and analyzed 
the newly revealed halite crystals for their amino acid 
contents using the ultra-performance liquid chromatog-
raphy fluorescence detection and quadrupole time of 
flight hybrid mass spectrometry (UPLC-FD/QToF-MS) 
technique. While the Zag matrix was γ-ABA and EACA-
deficient, the halite was shown to exhibit an opposite 
trend and to be enriched in γ-ABA and EACA [Fig. 
2(C)]. The striking difference in the amino acid contents 
between the halite and matrix indicates their separate 
synthetic origins.

Our comprehensive analysis of the soluble and in-
soluble organic compounds found in the brine-contain-
ing halite crystals suggests material mixing between two 
asteroidal bodies. The halite represents an ideal sample 
to study prebiotic and possibly biotic processes on 

cryovolcanically-active bodies such as Enceladus and 
Europa.

Figure 2: (A) STXM-XANES C map of the halite residue. (B) C-XANES spectrum of organic (thick line) and matrix area. 1 = aromatic C, 2 = 
ketone, 3 = graphene. (C) Relative amino acid abundances of the 6M HCl acid-hydrolyzed amino acid extract of the Zag bulk and halite. (D) 
NanoSIMS elemental image. Red, C; green, N; blue, O. (E) H map. (F) Isotope image of δD.
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Distribution and Speciation of Tellurium in Contaminated Soils 
from Abandoned Mine Tailings: Comparison with Selenium

The distribution and speciation of tellurium (Te) and selenium (Se) in contaminated soil were studied by the µ-XRF, 
XRD and XAFS techniques. The results showed that the main host phase of both Te and Se was Fe(III) hydroxides in 
the soil, in which Te was present in the forms of both Te(VI) and Te(IV), while Se(IV) was the dominant Se species. The 
difference in the speciation and solubility of Se and Te can be ascribed to the structures of their surface complexes onto 
Fe(III) hydroxides in soil.

Tellurium (Te) has attracted increasing attention 
from a toxicological point of view, because the expand-
ed industrial application of Te such as for new solar 
panel materials could lead to environmental pollution 
and induce Te poisoning in humans [1-3]. In addition, 
radio-tellurium may have been released into the envi-
ronment by the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant 
accident, posing serious health risks [4, 5]. However, the 
distribution, chemical speciation, and biogeochemical 
behaviors of Te in the environment are still poorly un-
derstood, owing to challenging analytical methods for Te 
speciation. Although the XAFS method has been widely 
used to identify the speciation of metal(loid)s in solid 
samples [6-8], there has been little research on Te spe-
ciation in natural soil due to its low Te content and the 
high absorption energy of the K-edge of Te (31814 eV). 
In this study, we investigated Te speciation in soil from 
abandoned tailings in Kawazu Mine, Shimoda City, Shi-
zuoka Prefecture, Japan, where the Te concentration in 

soils was 15.2±2.7 mg kg-1 (n = 9) [9, 10], by using the 
powerful µ-XRF-XAFS techniques at BL37XU, SPring-8 
(Hyogo, Japan). Moreover, µ-XRD measurements for 
identifying the dominant minerals in soil particles were 
carried out at beamline BL-15A1, Photon Factory (Tsu-
kuba, Japan).

As shown in Fig. 1(A), Te and Se were heteroge-
neously distributed in the thin section of soil by µ-XRF 
mapping, and elevated intensities of Te and Se were 
mainly observed in the iron-rich areas. The µ-XRD 
results suggested that the mineral compositions in 
the hotspots of Te and Se were goethite and a small 
amount of illite [Fig. 1(B)], which is consistent with the 
distribution of Te and Se in soil [Fig. 1(A)] and previous 
laboratory experiments [8]. Thus, the main host phases 
of Te and Se in soil are Fe(III) hydroxides and illite, al-
though the association of Te and Se with amorphous or 
poorly-crystalline material that is not readily identified by 
the XRD method cannot be entirely ruled out.

Figure 1: (A) µ-XRF maps of selected areas in the thin section sample of soil; (B) µ-XRD patterns of interesting hotspots in soil grains; and (C) 
Te K-edge µ-XANES spectra.
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Tellurium K-edge µ-XANES spectra for Te hotspots 
and reference materials are shown in Fig. 1(C). It was 
observed that Te was present as a mixture of Te(IV) 
and Te(VI) species in the contaminated soil. Although 
Te(VI) is prevalent under neutral pH and oxic conditions 
from the Eh-pH diagram of Te [8], dominant Te(IV) spe-
cies can also be observed in some hotspots [e.g., Spot 
1 in Fig. 1(C)]. In contrast, Se(IV) was the predominant 
form in the same soil particles [9]. Interestingly, the 
hotspot with a high ratio of Te(IV) contained more illite 
mineral than others based on their µ-XRD patterns [Fig. 
1(B)], possibly implying that Te(IV) could be retained 
by illite in addition to goethite in soil. Furthermore, Te 
K-edge EXAFS spectra showed that a prominent peak 
(Te-O shell) and further distant peaks corresponding to 
Te-Fe shells were present in the radial structure func-
tion (RSF) of goethite, ferrihydrite, and the Te hotspot 
in soil (Fig. 2). The presence of Te-Fe shells indicates 
that inner-sphere surface complexes are formed in the 
surface of Fe(III) hydroxides and natural soil [7-9]. It has 
been documented that the formation of inner-sphere or 
outer-sphere complexes during the adsorption of oxy-
anions on ferrihydrite can be clearly predicted by the 

average value of pKa1 and pKa2 [9]. Based on the two 
pKa mode, the inner-sphere complexation would be the 
main attachment mode for Te(IV), Te(VI), and Se(IV) 
species, while Se(VI) prefers to form outer-sphere com-
plexes on ferrihydrite. These theoretical predictions are 
consistent with EXAFS spectroscopic observations here 
and previous studies [7, 8].

In addition, a leaching experiment showed that ap-
proximately 0.1% of Se and less than 0.001% of Te in 
the same soil sample were leached by water. This sig-
nificant difference in the solubility of Te and Se can be 
ascribed to a larger affinity of Te, because both Te(IV) 
and Te(VI) can be strong retained by Fe(III) hydroxides 
in soil particles via inner-sphere complexation, while 
Se(VI) is readily distributed to water due to the forma-
tion of weaker outer-sphere complexes. Therefore, this 
study clarified the chemical speciation and host phases 
of Te and Se in the contaminated soil by the µ-XRF, 
XRD and XAFS techniques. These findings provide im-
portant insights into the solubility, mobility, and bioavail-
ability of Te and Se in surface environments.
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The Smart Mechanism of Microtubule Depolymerizing Nano-
Machine

Microtubules (MTs) are dynamic tube-like cytoskeleton composed of tubulin dimers. The proper regulation of the po-
lymerization and depolymerization of MTs is a critical event in cells. KIF2, a type of motor protein, depolymerizes MTs; 
however, the mechanism by which a small number of KIF2 proteins can depolymerize a large number of MTs remained 
unknown. The combination of small-angle X-ray scattering and X-ray crystallography revealed that one KIF2 core do-
main forms a large complex with two sets of tubulin dimers during ATP hydrolysis, suggesting a smart mechanism for 
depolymerizing a large number of MTs efficiently.

In our cells, proteins efficiently fulfill their physiologi-
cal functions through their multidimensional features, 
such as conformational change, interaction, and com-
plex formation. Therefore, precise analyses of their dy-
namic structures in solution may deliver critical insights 
into the physiological mechanisms of their functions.

Microtubules (MTs) are dynamic tube-like structures 
polymerized from large numbers of tubulin dimer pro-
teins. Proper regulation of the polymerization and depo-
lymerization of MTs is critical for fundamental events in 
cells such as the formation of neurons and cell division. 
KIF2, one of the kinesin motor proteins (KIFs), is known 
to regulate MT dynamics by depolymerizing MTs from 
tip ends [1, 2] [Fig. 1(A)]; however, the mechanism by 
which a small number of KIF2 proteins drive the pro-
cessive depolymerization of MTs composed of a large 
number of tubulins remained unclear. To address this 
issue, we analyzed the transitional states of MT depo-

lymerization via KIF2 by small-angle X-ray scattering 
(SAXS) and X-ray crystallography, in combination with 
size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), multi-angle light 
scattering (MALS), analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC), 
and cross-linked mass spectrometry (X-link MS) [3, 4] 
[Fig. 1(B)-(C)].

During MT depolymerization via KIF2, the large 
transitional KIF2-tubulin complex was monitored by 
high-resolution size-exclusion chromatography (HiRes 
SEC); therefore, the large complex was further ana-
lyzed by SAXS beamline BL-15A2 [5] [Fig. 1(B)]. HiRes 
SEC was connected with the following flow-cell for 
SAXS measurement, and the separated sample was 
directly analyzed by SAXS (HiRes SEC-SAXS), thus 
greatly reducing X-ray damage to the protein complex. 
SAXS analysis indicated the radius of gyration (Rg) to 
be 51.5±0.5 Å, with Dmax of 203 Å. By integration with 
HiRes SEC-RI-MALS, AUC and X-link MS, the mo-

Figure 1: Combination of multiple X-ray based approaches at PF. (A) Microtubules (MTs) are dynamic polymer cytoskeletons composed of 
α-/β-tubulin dimers. KIF2 depolymerizes MTs. (B) HiRes SEC-SAXS system at BL-15A2. (C) X-ray crystallography beamline. (D) SAXS model 
of KIF2-tubulin complex.
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lecular weight of the transitional KIF2-tubulin complex 
was determined as 257 kDa, which corresponded to 
the sum of its components: 51 kDa (KIF2) and two sets 
of 103 kDa (tubulin dimer) (1:2 complex). These mea-
surements directly suggest that one KIF2 forms a large 
complex with two sets of tubulin dimers. To reveal the 
structural arrangement and outline of the KIF2-tubulin 
complex in solution, HiRes SEC-SAXS data was further 
analyzed, and the SAXS model of the large 1:2 complex 
displayed a pipe structure with a bulge at one end and 
had a reasonable volume for its components, one KIF2 
and two tubulin dimers [Fig. 1(D)].

When one KIF2 core and two tubulin dimers com-
pose the large transitional complex, it was unknown 
how this large conformation of 1:2 complex is produced 
from the small changes of KIF2 molecules during ATP 
hydrolysis. To reveal the mechanism at atomic resolu-
tion, KIF2 molecules in the transitional state were puri-
fied from the transitional 1:2 complex, and crystallized 
for X-ray crystallography beamlines [Fig. 1(C)]. As a 
result, some critical conformational changes were ob-
served. KIF2 has unique structural features, such as 
a neck, Loop2 (KVD finger), α4, Loop8, and Loop12 
[1]. The binding surface with tubulin, Loop8, Loop10, 
α3 and α2a were shifted upward in the transitional 
KIF2 structure [Fig. 2(A)]. These major conformational 
changes with the greatest curvature were both induced 
by docking with tubulin dimers and by ATP hydrolysis 
to stabilize the transitional 1:2 complex conformation 
[Fig. 2(B)]; these observations serve as direct structural 
evidence for the activation of KIF2 activity at the ends of 
MTs [Fig. 2(C)].

In an in vivo system, large amounts of MTs must be 
regulated efficiently by using the limited resources of 
KIF2 proteins and ATP. In this sense, the 1:2 ratio is a 
fundamental property of the catalytic mechanism of MT 
depolymerization. Therefore, KIF2 functions as a smart 
molecular machine that depolymerizes two sets of tu-
bulin dimers with one ATP [Fig. 2(C)]. The KIF2 protein 
works more efficiently to depolymerize a large amount 
of microtubules when dispersed in a well-balanced fash-
ion, allowing it to bind over the entire tip of the microtu-
bule, instead of gathering in the same spot. Failure to 
properly regulate microtubule polymerization and depo-
lymerization can cause many diseases, including neu-
rodegenerative diseases and cancers. The mechanism 
of microtubule depolymerization revealed in this study 
provides the basis for understanding the pathology and 
establishing effective methods for treating microtubule-
related diseases.

Figure 2: Mechanism of microtubule depolymerization. (A) Transitional conformation of KIF2 structure revealed by X-ray crystallography. 
(B) Transitional conformation of KIF2-tubulin 1:2 complex revealed by SAXS analysis. (C) Model of the efficient mechanism of microtubule 
depolymerization via transitional KIF2-tubulin complex.
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A Novel Mechanism for Inheritance of Cellular Memory: DNA 
Methylation

Recruitment of a DNA methyltransferase, DNMT1, to hemi-methylated DNA sites is crucial for DNA methylation main-
tenance. However, the molecular mechanism of the process remains unclear. Biochemical and structural biological 
processes have demonstrated that dual mono-ubiquitylation of histone H3 functions as a unique signal that recruits 
DNMT1 to the hemi-methylation sites. Further, the ubiquitylated histone H3 enhances the DNA methylation activity of 
DNMT1. The proper location and timing of DNMT1 activation are regulated by the ubiquitylated histone H3 to maintain 
DNA methylation fidelity.

An adult human body consists of about 60 trillion 
cells, all derived from one fertilized egg. One of the ba-
sic principles of biology is the inheritance of genomic se-
quences via semiconservative replication. The number 
of somatic cell types in our body are between 200–230, 
which essentially have the same set of genes in the ge-
nome. Whereas our somatic cells have same genomic 
information, the function and morphology are different 
depending on the cell types, and are maintained after 
several rounds of cell division. How the somatic cells 
obtain and maintain their individual function and mor-
phology is still a mystery. The key regulator for this is 
chemical modification of the genomic DNA (i.e., DNA 
methylation). In vertebrates, the 5th position of cytosine 
base in the cytosine–guanine dinucleotides sequence 
is methylated. The function of DNA methylation is in-
hibition of gene expression. Thus, genes unnecessary 
for the cell are highly methylated. Somatic cells obtain 
cell-type specific DNA methylation patterns during cell 
differentiation. The cell-type specific DNA methylation 

pattern is inherited after every cycle of DNA replication 
as well as genomic information (i.e., DNA methylation 
maintenance). Therefore, epithelial and hepatocyte 
cells remain the same even after cell revision. Thus, 
DNA methylation functions as a “cellular memory” that 
regulates gene expression to maintain cell-type specific 
functions and morphology. Aberration of the DNA meth-
ylation pattern is intimately linked with tumorigenesis [1].  
Therefore, revealing the underlying mechanism of DNA 
methylation maintenance is an important research field. 

Two proteins play a pivotal role in DNA methylation 
maintenance. DNMT1 is a DNA methyltransferase that 
catalyzes the transfer of methyl group to the cytosine 
base in DNA. UHRF1 is a multi-functional protein; it 
recruits the DNMT1 to the hemi-methylation site (men-
tioned later) and has an enzymatic activity that covalent-
ly links a 76-amino acid protein (ubiquitin) to substrate 
proteins.  This modification is called, “ubiquitination.”

After DNA replication, hemi-methylated DNA, where 
only cytosine in a one (parental) strand is methylated 

Figure 1: Crystal structure of RFTS in complex with K18 and K23 mono-ubiquitylated histone H3. (A) Overall structure of the complex. 
DNMT1 is shown as a cyan surface model. Histone H3, K18- and K23-linked ubiquitins are depicted as orange, light pink, and green 
illustrations superposed on transparent surfaces, respectively. Two ubiquitins are separated by the URL region of DNMT1, colored magenta. (B) 
Close-up view of interaction between DNMT1 and K18- and K23-linked ubiquitins.  I44 patches of ubiquitins are tightly interacted with DNMT1. 
(C) Recognition of histone H3 tail by DNMT1 and K23-linked ubiquitin. H3 tail is sandwiched between DNMT1 and K23-linked ubiquitin.

(A) (B)

(C)
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[Fig. 2(A)], is transiently generated, because DNA 
polymerase can only inherit the genomic sequence, not 
DNA methylation. The first step of the DNA methyla-
tion maintenance is that UHRF1 specifically recognizes 
hemi-methylated DNA [Fig. 2(A)] [2, 3].  Subsequently, 
UHRF1 catalyzes the ubiquitination of the lysine resi-
dues in the amino terminal tail of histone H3 (H3 tail), 
which is a component of nucleosome, a basic unit of 
chromatin structure.  The DNMT1 preferentially binds to 
the ubiquitylated histone H3, which enables DNMT1 to 
recruit on the hemi-methylation sites [4]. Finally, DNMT1 
transfers the methyl group to cytosine in the hemi-meth-
ylated DNA.  

Molecular mechanism of DNA methylation mainte-
nance has been elucidated. However, it remains unclear 
how UHRF1 ubiquitylates the histone H3 tail and how 
DNMT1 recognizes the ubiquitylated histone H3 tail.

Mass spectrum analysis demonstrated that multiple 
lysine residues (K14, K18, and K23) in the histone H3 
tail were simultaneously mono-ubiquitylated by UHRF1, 
which is a very unique ubiquitination, because it is 
known that a poly-ubiquitin chain generally functions 
as a biological signal in the cells.  Biochemical analysis 
shows that DNMT1 can bind to K18 and K23 mono-
ubiquitylated histone H3 with high affinity and specific-
ity. Crystal structure of DNMT1 in complex with the K18 

and K23 double mono-ubiquitylated histone H3, deter-
mined using BL-1A, showed that K18- and K23-linked 
ubiquitins in histone H3 were bound to DNMT1 with 
large binding interface [Fig. 1(A)]. A canonical binding 
surface, I44 patch (L8, I44, V70), of K18-linked ubiq-
uitin was recognized by previously identified ubiquitin 
interacting motif of DNMT1. By contrast, the I44 patch 
of K23-linked ubiquitin was bound to novel hydrophobic 
binding surface of RFTS [Fig. 1(B)]. In addition to the 
hydrophobic interactions, the ubiquitin recognition loop 
(URL) of RFTS, which is disordered in free-form RFTS 
structures, physically separated two ubiquitins and con-
tributed to hydrophilic interactions with them [Fig. 1(B)].  
Histone H3 tail was inserted in the shallow cleft.  No-
tably, residues 2–9 of histone H3 were sandwiched by 
DNMT1 and K23-linked ubiquitin [Fig. 1(C)].

In addition to the recognition of the ubiquitylated 
histone H3, the crystal structure also revealed a novel 
activation mechanism of DNMT1: the structural change 
of DNMT1 by binding of ubiquitylated histone H3 
coupled with its enzymatic activation.  It is known that 
DNMT1 alone forms autoinhibition structure [Fig. 2(A)]
[5]. However, upon binding of K18 and K23, double 
mono-ubiquitylated histone H3 undergoes substantial 
conformational change of DNMT1, leading to open form 
of DNMT1. This structural rearrangement allows the 
DNMT1 to bind the hemi-methylated DNA, facilitating its 
methylation [Fig. 2(B)]. 

Whereas the importance of DNA methylation as a 
cellular memory is widely known, the mechanism un-
derlying the localization and activation of DNMT1, an 
essential protein for DNA methylation maintenance, has 
remained a mystery. This report revealed that ubiquiti-
nation of histone H3 is a key event for DNA methylation 
maintenance. Ubiquitylated histone H3 not only recruits 
the DNMT1 to the hemi-methylated DNA region, but it 
also enhances DNA methylation activity for DNMT1.  
The novel mechanism provides new insight into the in-
heritance of cellular memory and DNA methylation.
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Figure 2: Schematic model of hemi-methylated site recruitment 
and activation of DNMT1. (A) UHRF1 recognizes hemi-methylated 
DNA and ubiquitylates the K18 and K23 on histone H3. In this 
situation, DNMT1 forms a closed conformation, which is low 
enzymatic activity. (B) Binding of DNMT1 to ubiquitylated histone 
H3 changes its structure from closed to open, facilitating DNA 
methylation activity.
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Structural Basis for Distinct Oncogenic Activities of Helicobacter 
pylori CagA Variants

Helicobacter pylori CagA undergoes tyrosine-phosphorylation to interact with the pro-oncogenic phosphatase SHP2 
and thereby triggers gastric carcinogenesis. Here we determined the crystal structure of the CagA-SHP2 binding inter-
face. Structure-function analysis revealed that East Asian-specific CagA exploits a characteristic Phe residue present 
at the phosphotyrosine+5 position to achieve binding to SHP2 with more than 100-fold greater affinity compared to the 
world-standard CagA, which contains Asp residue at the equivalent position. Small-angle X-ray scattering also dem-
onstrated the conformational change of activated SHP2 upon CagA-binding in solution. The present study clarified the 
structural mechanism underlying the highest incidence of gastric cancer in East Asia.

Chronic infection with Helicobacter pylori is etiologi-
cally linked to the development of gastric cancer [1-2], 
which occurs most frequently in East Asian countries. 
H. pylori CagA protein is known to play a pivotal role 
in gastric carcinogenesis. Notably, East Asian CagA, a 
CagA subtype produced by H. pylori endemically circu-
lating in East Asia, is epidemiologically associated with 
gastric cancer more intimately compared to Western 
CagA, a standard CagA species found in the rest of the 
world except East Asia [3]. CagA is injected into gastric 
epithelial cells, where it undergoes tyrosine-phosphor-
ylation on multiple Glu-Pro-Ile-Tyr-Ala (EPIYA) motifs 
in the structurally disordered C-terminal portion [4]. The 
sequences flanking EPIYA have defined EPIYA-A, -B, 
-C and -D segments, each of which is composed of 30–
45 residues containing a single EPIYA motif. Whereas 
most CagA subtypes commonly contain EPIYA-A and 
-B segments, EPIYA-C segment is present in Western 
CagA and absent in East Asian CagA, which is instead 
characterized by the presence of EPIYA-D segment [3, 
5]. Upon tyrosine-phosphorylation on EPIYA-C or EPI-
YA-D segment, CagA specifically interacts with SHP2, 
a pro-oncogenic phosphatase containing N-terminal 
tandem SH2 (N-SH2 and C-SH2) and C-terminal cata-
lytic domains [6]. The SHP2-binding capacity of CagA is 

involved in its oncogenic activity in vitro and in vivo [7, 8], 
indicating that CagA-mediated SHP2 deregulation acts 
as a driving force in gastric carcinogenesis. To elucidate 
the mechanism underlying the distinct biological activi-
ties of the geographical CagA variants, structural and 
biochemical analyses of CagA-SHP2 complexes were 
performed [9].

We determined crystal structures of tandem SH2 
domains isolated from SHP2 complexed with tyrosine-
phosphorylated EPIYA-D peptide (EPIpYA-D: AS-
PEPIpYATIDFD) or EPIYA-C peptide (EPIpYA-C: 
VSPEPIpYATIDDL) [Fig. 1(A)]. The co-crystal structure 
revealed that the aromatic side chain of the Phe located 
at the pY+5 position in EPIYA-D was sticking inwards, 
making significant contact with a cryptic hollow pres-
ent on the ligand-binding floor of the N-SH2 surface, 
where a π-π interaction can be observed between the 
phenyl group of the Phe residue and the peptide bond 
connecting Gly-67 and Gly-68 in the N-SH2 domain 
[Fig. 1(B)]. In contrast, no such structure was observed 
in the tandem SH2 complexed with EPIpYA-C, which 
has acidic Asp residue at the pY+5 position. Surface 
plasmon resonance analysis further demonstrated that 
the monovalent interaction of EPIpYA-D with the SHP2 
N-SH2 domain (KD = 0.185 μM) showed ~120-fold 

Figure 1: Structures and biochemical properties of CagA-SHP2 interaction. (A) Crystal structures of tandem SH2 domains of SHP2 
complexed with EPIpYA-D (left, PDB ID: 5X94) or EPIpYA-C (right, PDB ID: 5X7B). The views focus on the N-SH2/peptide interface. (B) 
Possible π-π interaction between the Phe residue specifically present in EPIpYA-D and the peptide bond connecting Gly-67 and Gly-68 in 
N-SH2. (C) Dissociation constants for the interaction of a series of CagA peptides with N-SH2 were measured by surface plasmon resonance 
analysis. Residues at the pY+5 position are highlighted with distinct colors. (D) Phosphatase activities of SHP2 in the presence of CagA 
peptides were examined by measuring the hydrolysis rate of p-nitrophenylphosphate.
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greater affinity than that of EPIpYA-C (KD = 22.7 μM) 
[Fig. 1(C)]. Phe-to-Asp and Phe-to-Ala substitutions at 
the pY+5 position in EPIpYA-D resulted in drastic re-
duction in the SHP2 interaction. Reciprocally, Asp-to-
Phe and Asp-to-Trp substitutions at the pY+5 position 
in EPIpYA-C significantly promoted the binding capac-
ity. These data consolidate the functional relevance 
for the binding structure of the aromatic Phe residue in 
EPIpYA-D. CagA also directly stimulated SHP2 activity 
[Fig. 1(D)] and thereby enhanced the neoplastic trait 
of gastric epithelial cells in a binding affinity-dependent 
manner. Collectively, the Phe residue at the pY+5 posi-
tion in EPIYA-D segment acts as a barb that stabilizes 
the CagA-SHP2 complex, whereas barbless EPIpYA-C 
easily dissociates from the N-SH2 domain. Of note, we 
also found that tandem duplication of EPIYA-C segment 
in a single molecule, which is a characteristic of cancer-
associated Western CagA, enables high-avidity divalent 
interactions with N-SH2 and C-SH2.

To investigate the structural alteration during SHP2 
activation, we performed small-angle X-ray scattering 
(SAXS) analysis (Fig. 2). Scattering profiles of SHP2 
with mutation at the catalytic center (C459A) were ob-
tained in the presence and absence of the EPIpYA-D 
peptide. Peptide-free SHP2 indicated a radius of gyra-
tion Rg (Gunier) of 27.25 Å and a maximum dimension 
Dmax of 103.6 Å [Fig. 2(A)] and fitted well with the calcu-
lated profile of the previously-reported crystal structure 
of the inactive form of SHP2 (PDB ID: 2SHP) with a χ 
value of 1.107 [Fig. 2(B)]. In the presence of EPIpYA-
D, Rg (Gunier) and Dmax were expanded to 30.49 Å 
and 119.5 Å, respectively. Rigid body modeling based 
on the scattering profile of the peptide-bound SHP2 
provided an open conformation of SHP2, in which the 
EPIpYA-D-bound N-SH2 domain is dissociated from the 
phosphatase domain, resulting in enzymatic activation 
with exposure of the catalytic center [Fig. 2(C)]. Muta-

tional analysis also revealed that binding of EPIpYA-
D to the N-SH2 domain but not to the C-SH2 domain is 
required for the structural alteration of SHP2.

The present study demonstrates the structural basis 
for the functional impact of the single amino-acid poly-
morphism in CagA and clarifies the cancer-predisposing 
mechanisms of SHP2 activation that are differentially 
achieved by two major oncogenic CagA isoforms.

Figure 2: SAXS analysis of SHP2-C459A complexed with EPIpYA-D. (A) Summary of structural parameters. (B) SAXS data of peptide-free 
SHP2 was evaluated by the CRYSOL program (left), and the calculated surface and envelope models were obtained (top right). Schematic 
for the closed inactive form of SHP2 is shown (bottom right). (C) SAXS data of SHP2 complexed with EPIpYA-D was refined by the CORAL 
program (left), and the calculated surface and envelope models were obtained (top right). Schematic for the open active form of SHP2 upon 
EPIpYA-D binding is shown (bottom right). The exposed catalytic center in the phosphatase (PTP) domain is indicated in red.
This figure was prepared by modifying the original article [9], the copyright of which is owned by the authors.
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Small-Molecule Inhibition of TLR8 through Stabilization of its 
Resting State

Toll-like receptors (TLRs) play critical roles in the innate immune system by recognizing microbial lipids, carbohydrates, 
nucleic acids, and proteins. However, excessive TLR activation disrupts the immune homeostasis and consequently 
contributes to the development of many inflammatory and autoimmune diseases, such as systemic lupus erythemato-
sus, infection-associated sepsis and so on. Therefore, inhibition of TLR signaling pathways has been predicted to be an 
effective therapeutic strategy for the pathogenesis of a variety of autoimmune diseases. TLR8 senses a single-stranded 
RNA and has been suggested to play pivotal roles in various inflammatory disorders and autoimmune diseases, but 
there have been no reports of small molecule inhibitors of TLR8 in the literature. We identified the first-of-its-kind human 
TLR8-specific small molecule antagonist with high potency and selectivity. We also solved the crystal structure of TLR8-
antagonist complex. The antagonist selectively bound to the unliganded form of TLR8 and stabilized the inactive dimer 
conformation of TLR8. These results not only suggest a novel strategy for TLR inhibitor design, but also shed critical 
mechanistic insight into these clinically important immune receptors.

Toll-like receptors (TLRs) play a key role in the in-
nate immune system by recognizing structurally con-
served pathogen-associated molecular patterns and 
danger-associated molecular patterns. TLR is a type I 
transmembrane receptor consisting of extracellular leu-
cine-rich repeat (LRR) domain, transmembrane domain, 
and intracellular Toll/IL-1 receptor (TIR) domain. The 
LRR and TIR domains are responsible for the ligand 
recognition and signaling, respectively. Among 10 TLRs 
in humans, TLR3, 7, 8 and 9 localize in endosomal 
compartments and detect viral and bacterial signature 
molecules, including double-stranded RNA (TLR3), 
singled-stranded RNA (TLR7/8), or unmethylated CpG 
sequences in DNA (TLR9). There is a considerable 
amount of evidence indicating that excessive activation 
of endosomal TLRs including TLR8 significantly con-
tributes to the pathogenesis of a variety of autoimmune 
diseases, such as systemic lupus erythematosus and 

rheumatoid arthritis. However, few small molecules that 
specifically target TLR8 have been identified, which 
drove us to pursue TLR8 inhibitors in view of their signif-
icant potential. The development of potent and selective 
small-molecule inhibitors targeting TLR8 could provide 
useful tools to further the mechanistic understanding of 
TLR8 inhibition and regulation, and help the future de-
velopment of anti-autoimmune disease therapeutics.

To discover specific TLR8 signaling inhibitors, we 
first developed a cell-based, high-throughput screening 
assay with an engineering HEK293 cells overexpress-
ing human TLR8 and identified pyrazolo[1,5-a]pyrimi-
dine derivatives as potent TLR8 inhibitors with a Kd 
value of 220 nM measured by ITC. With hit-to-lead SAR 
efforts, we successfully identified a highly potent TLR8 
inhibitor, CU-CPT9b, with a Kd value of 21 nM. The de-
rivatives of compound CU-CPT8m  effectively inhibited 
TLR8-mediated proinflammatory signaling in a variety of 
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cultured cell lines (CU-CPT9b inhibited TLR8 signaling 
with a sub ~nM IC50 value in HEK293 cells) [1].

To obtain molecular insights into the inhibition mech-
anism, we solved the crystal structure of TLR8–CU-
CPT8m complex [1]. A diffraction dataset was collected 
on beamline AR-NE3A and BL-5A under cryogenic 
conditions at 100 K. To our surprise, it was found that 
CU-CPT8m selectively bound to the unliganded form of 
TLR8 and stabilized the inactive dimer conformation of 
TLR8 (Fig. 1).

Previously, two ligand-binding sites were identified 
for TLR8 and TLR7 in the agonist bound form [2, 3]. 
In TLR8, small chemical ligands, such as R848 and 
CL097, and uridine bind to Site 1, whereas Site 2 is 
bound by the oligoribonucleotide. Interestingly, CU-
CPT8m is accommodated in a hydrophobic pocket on 
the protein-protein interface of TLR8 and TLR8*. This 
pocket is only formed in the preformed dimer in the 
resting state (unliganded form).

CU-CPT8m is mainly recognized by van der Waals 
interactions with hydrophobic residues (Fig. 2). The 
pocket is mainly created by LRR11-13 and LRR15*-16*. 
Note that TLR8 utilizes LRR11-13 for both agonist and 
antagonist binding on one side of the interface, while on 
the other side LRR17*-18* and LRR15*-16* are used for 
agonist and antagonist binding, respectively. Therefore, 
this new binding site is close to but distinct from Site 1, 
implying a unique inhibitory mechanism by CU-CPT8m. 
We showed that the ectodomains of TLR8 undergo con-
formational changes upon agonist-induced activation, 
resulting in less separation of their C-termini [4]. The 
distances between the C-termini of the two protomers 
of TLR8 dimer are 49 Å in TLR8–CU-CPT8m and 51 Å 
in unliganded TLR8, respectively (Fig. 1). These values 
are obviously larger than that of agonist-bound activated 

dimer (34 Å), in which the two C-termini come closer to 
allow dimerization of intracellular domains and down-
stream signaling.

We also determined the crystal structure of TLR8–
CU-CPT9b complex. CU-CPT9b binds to the same site 
as CU-CPT8m and is recognized in a similar manner 
(Fig. 2).

Our results indicate that apo TLR8 exists as pre-
formed dimer in its resting state and CU-CPT8m rec-
ognizes a novel binding site distinct from Site 1, whose 
occupation prevents TLR8 activation. More importantly, 
such a resting state could provide a novel target for 
TLR inhibitor design, which could be generally appli-
cable to all TLR family proteins. This new mechanistic 
insight may be a crucial step towards solving the global-
inflammation problem that has plagued existing TLR7/8 
vaccine adjuvants.
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Structural Insights into tRNA-Dependent Cysteine Synthesis by 
Transsulfursome

In many methanogenic archaea, Cys-tRNACys, which is used to synthesize protein and produces cysteine, is synthe-
sized through an indirect pathway by a large protein complex, transsulfursome. This complex consists of two enzymes, 
SepRS and SepCysS, and a scaffold protein, SepCysE. Here, we report two crystal structures of transsulfursome: the 
structure of SepCysE-SepCysS-tRNACys showing the interaction among SepCysE, SepCysS and tRNACys, and the 
structure of SepRS-SepCysE(N-helix) characterizing the binding manner of SepRS and SepCysE. Combining SEC-
SAXS results, we established the architecture of transsulfursome, which indicates the dynamic conformation of trans-
sulfursome mediated by SepCysE for Cys-tRNACys synthesis in the indirect pathway.

Aminoacylation of tRNA is the key step in transla-
tion, where aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) ligate 
the cognate amino acid to the specific tRNA (direct 
pathway). Generally, there are 20 kinds of amino acids 
in cells, and accordingly 20 kinds of aaRSs each re-
sponsible for its specific amino acid. Therefore, aaRSs 
are crucial for living creatures and so are almost invari-
able or highly conserved throughout evolution. Sur-
prisingly, whole genome sequencing of methanogens 
showed the absence of CysRS and enzymes respon-
sible for cysteine biosynthesis in ancient life [1]. Further, 
it was discovered that Cys-tRNACys is synthesized by 
enzymes in two-step reactions (indirect pathway). The 
first enzyme, SepRS, attaches a phosphoserine (Sep) 
to tRNACys (Sep-tRNACys), and then the second enzyme, 
SepCysS, converts mischarged Sep-tRNACys to Cys-
tRNACys [2]. This indirect pathway not only provides the 
Cys-tRNACys for protein synthesis, but also paves the 
way for ab initio biosynthesis of cysteine to satisfy the 
cellular requirement in methanogens. However, even a 
decade after the discovery, the mechanism of how the 
two enzymes work together was still unclear.

In our previous research, we found that a scaffold 
protein, SepCysE, is required to bridge SepRS and 

SepCysS to form a stable ternary complex, named 
transsulfursome [3]. However, how the three proteins in-
teract with each other to assemble into transsulfursome, 
and how tRNACys is transferred between each active 
site of SepRS and SepCysS, remain unclear. Here, we 
report the structure of transsulfursome and its working 
mechanism by using crystallography analysis and small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) [4].

To understand the recognition of tRNACys by Sep-
CysS in the second step of the indirect pathway, firstly, 
the complex of SepCysE-SepCysS was overexpressed 
and purified, followed by crystallization together with 
tRNACys. Crystals (P6522) were obtained and the struc-
ture was solved by the molecular replacement method 
using the structure of SepCysE-SepCysS as a search 
model. In the asymmetric unit, there is a SepCysS dimer 
and a SepCysE dimer binding only one tRNACys. The 
structure revealed the interaction between SepCysE-
SepCysS and tRNACys, where SepCysS recognizes the 
U73 discriminant of tRNACys and the C-terminal domain 
of SepCysE binds the elbow of tRNACys to stabilize the 
tRNACys in the second-step reaction of the indirect path-
way.

Figure 1: Crystals of transsulfursome. (a) Photo of the crystal, (b) SDS-PAGE analysis of the crystal, (c) X-ray diffraction of the crystal.

(a) (c)(b)
M wash crystal M

SepRS

SepCysS
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Thereafter, transsulfursome (SepRS, SepCysS and 
SepCysE) complexed with tRNACys was reconstituted in 
vitro, and then crystallized [Fig. 1(a)]. SDS-PAGE and 
Urea-PAGE analysis of crystals confirmed the pres-
ence of all three proteins [Fig. 1(b)], but no tRNACys. 
X-ray diffraction data were collected [Fig. 1(c)] at 3.1 Å 
resolution on BL-5A beamline and crystallographic 
analysis showed the space group as I213. The structure 
was solved by the molecular replacement method, but 
only SepRS tetramer with two additional helix dimers 
was identified, while SepCysE and SepCysS were 
disordered in the crystal structure. Further model build-
ing and sequence analysis indicated that the two helix 
dimers are the N-terminus of SepCysE. This structure 
disclosed the interaction between SepRS and Sep-
CysE, as the N-terminal helix dimer of SepCysE inserts 
into the cleft of SepRS formed by two anticodon-binding 
domains at each side of SepRS tetramer.

Based on these structures, a model of the whole 
transsulfursome was built (Fig. 2), and SAXS with size 
exclusion chromatography (SEC-SAXS) was used to 
validate the model in solution. A sample was loaded 
onto a Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL column (GE 
Healthcare) and the collected fractions were directly 
exposed to X-rays at beamline BL-10C. Simulation us-
ing crystal structure to fit to scattering intensity data was 
carried out using CRYSOL programs. Various models 
were generated by changing the distance and orienta-
tion of two rigid structures, SepRS-SepCysE(N-helix) 
and SepCysE(NTD)-SepCysS, connected by a flexible 
loop of SepCysE (Fig. 2). Simulation results suggested 
that different structures of transsulfursome with vari-

2 = 1.26

2 = 1.28

2 = 1.24

2 = 1.18

ous tilt angles between SepRS-SepCysE(N-helix) and 
SepCysE(NTD)-SepCysS existed in solution. This flex-
ibility of transsulfursome is essential for Cys-tRNACys 
synthesis, which was confirmed by in vivo assay experi-
ments using loop-deletion mutants of SepCysE. Such 
dynamic structure of transsulfursome may be required 
for tRNA transfer between each active site on SepRS 
and SepCysS.

Figure 2: SAXS analyses showing the domain flexibility of the transsulfursome. The theoretical curves (red) calculated from different models 
of transsulfursome (green: SepRS; red: SepCysE; blue: SepCysS) fit well to the SAXS scattering data (blue) with similar χ2 value.
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Structure-Guided Redesign of Fungal Non-Heme Iron Dependent 
Dioxygenases

AusE from Aspergillus nidulans and PrhA from Penicillium brasilianum are the non-heme iron and α-ketoglutarate diox-
ygenases in fungal meroterpenoid biosynthesis. Both AusE and PrhA accept preaustinoid A1 as a common substrate to 
catalyze divergent rearrangement reactions to form the spiro-lactone in austinol and cycloheptadiene moiety in paraher-
quonin, respectively. The crystal structures of AusE and PrhA as well as complex structures with substrates uncovered 
three key active-site residues that control their reactivity. Structure-guided redesign of key residues afforded engineered 
PrhA, which catalyzes AusE-type ring modification reaction. Furthermore, PrhA double and triple mutants expanded the 
catalytic repertoire to generate non-natural novel meroterpenoids compounds.

Non-heme iron and α-ketoglutarate (αKG)-
dependent dioxygenases play an important role in 
diversifying the molecular scaffold of natural products 
[1]. Biosynthetic studies of fungal meroterpenoid com-
pounds revealed that many of the Fe(II)/αKG-dependent 
dioxygenases catalyze multi-step modification reactions 
including simple hydroxylations to remarkable skeletal 
rearrangements [2]. The αKG dioxygenases AusE from 
austinol biosynthesis in Aspergillus nidulans and PrhA 
from paraherquonin biosynthesis in Penicillium brasilia-
num are multi-functional enzymes, sharing ~78% amino 
acid sequence identity with each other. Although both 
AusE and PrhA accept preaustinoid A1 as a substrate, 
these enzymes catalyze different types of oxidation 
reaction [3, 4]. In the first step, while AusE catalyzes 
the desaturation of C1–C2 of preaustinoid A1 to form 
preaustinoid A2, PrhA catalyzes the desaturation of 
C5–C6 of preaustinoid A1 to produce berkeleyone B. 
Furthermore, in the following step, AusE catalyzes the 
dynamic rearrangement reaction of preaustinoid A2 to 
generate the spiro-lactone moiety in preaustinoid A3 
[Fig. 1(A)]. On the other hand, PrhA rearranges the B-
ring to form the cycloheptadiene moiety in berkeleydi-
one.

To clarify the structural basis of such functional dif-
ferences between AusE and PrhA, and to engineer the 
catalytic potential of Fe(II)/αKG dioxygenases, we first 
determined the crystal structures of AusE and PrhA. 
Two crystal structures of AusE complexed with Mn(II) 
and αKG (AusE-Mn/αKG), and structures of PrhA in 
apo-form, in complex with Fe(II), αKG, and the sub-
strate preaustinoid A1 (PrhA-Fe/αKG/ preaustinoid A1) 
were solved at 2.1–2.8 Å resolutions [Fig. 2(A), (B)]. 
The overall structures of AusE and PrhA have a double-
stranded β-helix fold and form a funnel-like reaction 
chamber conserved in the jelly-roll barrel, which is found 
in typical non-heme iron dioxygenases.

The active sites of AusE and PrhA are almost 
identical with conserved 2-His-1-Asp catalytic triad to 
coordinate metal ions in the αKG dioxygenase family. 
The metal ions Mn and Fe were coordinated His130-
Asp132-His214 residues and αKG in the structures of 
AusE-Mn and PrhA-Fe, respectively. Further, the bind-
ing mode of αKG was also conserved. αKG interacts 
with Arg72, Gln127, Thr167, and Arg226 of the en-
zymes with salt bridge and hydrogen bonding networks. 
On the other hand, a detailed comparison of the active 

Figure 1: Reactions catalyzed by (A) AusE and PrhA, and (B) PrhA mutant dioxygenases from preaustinoid A1.
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site architectures between AusE and PrhA revealed 
that almost all of the active site residues are conserved, 
while the residues of 150, 232, and 241 are substituted. 
AusE has Leu 150, Ser232, and Val241 at these moi-
eties, while PrhA has Val150, Ala232, and Met241. 
Especially, the complex structure of PrhA-Fe/αKG/
preaustinoid A1 suggested that two residues of PrhA 
(Val150 and Ala232) and AusE (Leu150 and Ser232) 
interact with the A-ring of preaustinoid A1 [Fig. 2(C)]. 
Therefore, we hypothesized that these substitutions are 
important for the functional difference between AusE 
and PrhA. To test this hypothesis, these residues in 
AusE and PrhA were replaced with respective residues 
in each other.

Surprisingly, a single mutant AusE-S232A showed 
both activities of “spiro-lactone formation” and PrhA-type 
“B-ring expansion” activity. Moreover, the double mutant 
of AusE-L150V/S232A was functionally converted to 
PrhA-type enzyme, which catalyzes only the “B-ring ex-
pansion” reaction instead of the AusE-type “spiro-lactone 
formation” reaction. Similarly, PrhA-V150L/A232S dou-
ble mutant generated preaustinoid A2 through AusE-
type oxidation and rearrangement reactions. Thus, we 
succeeded in complete interconversion of the function 
of the two dioxygenases by replacing only a couple of 
active site residues. Interestingly, careful analysis of 
enzyme reaction products further revealed that PrhA-
V150L/A232S variant yielded two new oxidized prod-
ucts of preaustinoid A2 [Fig. 1(B)].

To understand the structural basis for the expanded 
catalytic functions of the PrhA mutants, we also solved 
the crystal structures of PrhA-V150L/A232S mutant in 

complex with Fe(II), αKG, and its substrates. The crys-
tal structure of PrhA-V150L/A232S variant complexed 
with preaustinoid A3 suggested a potential for further 
engineering of the PrhA active site. The Met241 residue 
protrudes toward preaustinoid A3 and decreases the 
size of the active site [Fig. 2(D)]. Therefore, Met241 was 
substituted with valine residue to increase the volume of 
the active site. As a result, triple mutant catalyzes AusE-
type “spiro-lactone formation” and further three rounds 
of oxidation reactions from preaustinoid A3.

In summary, we have succeeded in the structure-
guided engineering of meroterpenoid dioxygenases 
AusE and PrhA [5]. These findings provide not only 
insight into the catalytic mechanisms but also strategies 
for expanding the catalytic potential of the enzymes to 
generate structurally divergent and biologically active 
novel meroterpenoids for drug discovery.

Figure 2: Structures of AusE and PrhA. (A, B) Overall structures of AusE (A) and PrhA (B). (C) The active sites of AusE-Mn/αKG and PrhA-
Fe/αKG/ preaustinoid A1. (D) The active sites of PrhA-V150L/A232S variant-Fe/αKG/ preaustinoid A3.
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Observation of Oscillatory Rocking Curves by Dynamical 
Diffraction in Protein Crystals

Rocking curves by X-ray diffraction for protein crystals such as glucose isomerase crystals have been investigated by 
digital X-ray topography with a charge-coupled device. The oscillatory profiles of the rocking curves were clearly ob-
served by using different incident wavelengths and sample thicknesses. The observed oscillatory rocking curves were 
in good agreement with those predicted by dynamical theory of X-ray diffraction. This indicates that dynamical diffrac-
tion occurs even in protein crystals. This suggests the need for a dynamical diffraction model in protein-structure analy-
sis by X-ray diffraction, which has not been used for conventional structural analysis so far.

High-quality protein crystals for structural analysis by 
X-ray diffraction have been grown by various methods 
[1]. The observation of dynamical diffraction in protein 
crystals is an interesting topic because dynamical dif-
fraction generally occurs in perfect crystals such as 
silicon crystals. However, there has been no report on 
protein crystals showing clear dynamical diffraction, 
and it is not clear whether the perfection of protein crys-
tals is still low compared with that of silicon crystals. In 
practice, protein crystallographers assume kinematical 
diffraction for low-quality crystals with defects such as 
dislocations [2].

Recently we observed dynamical diffraction in 
protein crystals such as glucose isomerase (GI) from 
Streptomyces rubiginosus crystals by X-ray topography 
as Pendellösung fringes and bead-like contrasts along 

dislocation images [3]. More interestingly, we succeed-
ed in observing for the first time the oscillatory rocking 
curves by dynamical diffraction in protein crystals such 
as dislocation-free GI crystals [4]. These results demon-
strate that dynamical diffraction occurs even in protein 
crystals. Here we present the investigation on oscillatory 
rocking curves by dynamical diffraction in GI crystals.

The rocking curves were measured by digital X-ray 
topography with a charged-coupled device in BL-20B. 
Figure 1 shows a typical digital X-ray topograph of a 
dislocation-free GI crystal with orthorhombic form, taken 
with the 011 reflection, where the thickness of the GI 
crystal is 199 μm. By using such high-quality GI crystals, 
we succeeded in observing oscillatory rocking curves 
due to dynamical diffraction as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 1: Typical GI crystal. (a) Optical micrograph, (b) digital X-ray topograph with CCD camera. No line contrasts corresponding to 
dislocations are observed in the X-ray topograph.

Figure 2: A typical rocking curve profile for the 011 reflection of a GI crystal with a thickness of 199 μm, taken with an incident beam with a 
wavelength of 1.2 Å. The horizontal axis is called the W scale, which is a parameter representing the deviation from the diffraction condition. In 
(a) and (b), the intensities of the same rocking curves are shown on linear and logarithmic scales, respectively.
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To clarify the dynamical diffraction further, the oscil-
latory rocking curves for GI crystals were measured by 
using different incident wavelengths and sample thick-
nesses, as shown in Fig. 3. All of them well-fitted those 
predicted by the dynamical theory of diffraction with 
absorption and angular dispersion of the beam [5]. Thus 
we conclude that dynamical diffraction occurs even 
in protein crystals such as GI crystals. These results 
suggest the need for a dynamical diffraction model in 
protein-crystal-structure analysis and model refinement.
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Figure 3: (a) Measured rocking curves, (b) theoretical rocking 
curves for 011 reflections of the same GI crystals with a thickness 
of 199 μm, taken with incident beams with different wavelengths 
of 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4 Å, respectively. (c) Measured rocking curves, 
(d) theoretical rocking curves for 011 reflections of GI crystals with 
different thicknesses of 824, 362, 260 and 199 μm, taken with an 
incident beam with a wavelength of 1.2 Å, respectively.
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X-Ray Fluorescence Computed Tomography to Visualize the 3-D 
Distribution of Nanoparticles for Biomedical Use

Nanoparticles (NPs) are recently attracting attention in nanomedicine for cancer imaging and radiation therapy. Al-
though in these fields it is very important to image the NPs accumulated in tumors, a decisive imaging technique has 
not yet been established. We have therefore developed an X-ray fluorescence computed tomography technique based 
on a multiple-pinholes scheme (mp-XFCT), which visualizes the 3-D distribution of NPs based on the pinhole camera 
principle using fluorescent X-rays emitted from elements such as I, Gd and Au which constitute NPs. The efficacy of the 
technique was demonstrated by a reconstructed image obtained by an mp-XFCT prototype system constructed at AR-
NE7A.

An imaging method that combines X-ray fluores-
cence analysis with a computed tomography recon-
struction data-processing technique, called XFCT, is 
regarded as a promising candidate for NP imaging. A 
recent report demonstrated that XFCT accurately im-
aged the distribution of Au-NPs injected into a tumor-
bearing mouse in a postmortem animal study [1]. How-
ever, the data-acquisition protocol of the conventional 
XFCT takes too long because the data are obtained 
by sequentially scanning a sample on a point-by-point 
basis [2-6], preventing 3-D reconstruction. To overcome 
the problem, a method based on a pinhole design with a 
2-D detector and full-field volumetric incident beam was 
proposed [7, 8]. Recently, we proposed multi-pinhole 
XFCT (mp-XFCT) to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio 
of the projection and accelerate the acquisition process. 
This approach simultaneously acquires multiple projec-
tions through a multi-pinhole collimator with a 2-D de-
tector and full-field volumetric incident beam [9, 10].

Figure 1: Schematic of mp-XFCT system.

 The mp-XFCT system is composed of a rotational 
stage for sample positioning, a multi-pinhole collimator 
(seven pinholes were used in the present study), and 
a 2-D detector with multiple elements [9, 10]. Figure 1 
shows a schematic representation of the mp-XFCT 
setup. A monochromatic parallel incident beam, which 

entirely covers the object, is propagated in a direction 
parallel to the surface of the multi-pinhole collimator and 
2-D detector. The NPs in the object are excited by the 
incident beam and isotropically emit X-ray fluorescence 
on de-excitation. The emitted X-ray fluorescence pass-
ing through the pinholes is acquired by the detector. 
Thus, each view produces multiple projections. The 
data acquisition process is repeated while rotating the 
object. The 3-D distribution of NPs is estimated by solv-
ing a system of arithmetic equations representing the 
quantitative relationship between the estimated NPs 
concentration and the measured fluorescence count by 
using the maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization 
algorithm [8].

We constructed the mp-XFCT imaging system at 
AR-NE7A. A PILATUS 100K (pixel size: 172×172 µm2) 
was used as a detector. We paid attention to the L-
shell fluorescence of Au (Lα: 9.71 keV, Lβ: 11.4 keV) 
because the quantum efficiency of the PILATUS 100K 
around 10 keV is approximately 90%. We selected an 
incident energy of 25 keV, which was the minimum 
energy set in the beamline, so that the incident energy 
was as close as possible to the L-edge energy of Au 
within the allowable range to produce more L-shell 
fluorescence photons. The flux was approximately 
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5.0×108 photons/mm2/s in front of the object. The cross 
section of the incident beam was collimated to 35 mm 
(horizontal) × 5 mm (vertical) by the slit. The distance 
between the rotational axis and the collimator plane was 
27.5 mm, and the distance between the collimator plane 
and the detector surface was 30.0 mm.

The physical phantom consisted of a 10-mm-diame-
ter PMMA cylinder with three 3-mm-diameter channels 
filled with Au-NPs solution of different concentrations 
(1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 Au mg/ml), as shown in Fig. 2. Au-
roVistTM (Nanoprobes, Inc., New York), for which the 
diameter of Au-NP was 15 nm, was used. The phantom 
was imaged with an exposure time per view of 1 min. 
One hundred and eighty projections were obtained at 
a constant angular step of 2° over 360°. The voxel size 
of the reconstructed image was 70×70×40 voxels; the 
edge of the voxel was 0.172 mm long, which was the 
same as the pixel dimension of the PILATUS detector [8, 
9].

Figure 2: Physical phantom: photograph (left) and cross section 
(right).

Figure 3 shows the cross sections at the central 
level of the 3-D reconstructed image and the 3-D image 
in the volume rendering (VR) representation. While the 
Au regions are distorted in the VR image, the distortion 
was mainly caused by the inhomogeneous distribution 
of intensity in the incident beam cross section. Analysis 
of the image revealed that the spatial resolution was 
about 0.3 mm. We obtained a satisfactory 3-D image.

Figure 3: Reconstructed image: cross-sectional image (left), 3-D 
volume rendering image (right).

In this study, we investigated the feasibility of in 
vivo imaging of gold nanoparticles for biomedical use. 
This preliminary study suggested that mp-XFCT could 
achieve a data-acquisition time of 20 min at a detection 
limit of approximately 0.1 Au mg/ml at a spatial resolu-

tion of 0.3 mm under an ideal experimental environment 
[10]. This finding is very encouraging for in vivo imaging 
of NPs. Next, we will focus on ex vivo imaging of bio-
logical organs containing Au-NPs.
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Bayesian Inference of Metal Oxide Ultrathin Film Structure from 
Surface X-Ray Diffraction Data

Surfaces and interfaces are where useful functionalities appear, but it is not easy to examine the atomic arrangement at 
these locations. Surface X-ray diffraction is a potentially useful method because of its non-contact and high-resolution 
nature, although the difficulty of data analysis makes it a rather special technique. Various methods such as phase 
retrieval [1-3] have been developed to facilitate the analysis. We have applied the Monte Carlo-based technique to 
the analysis of surface X-ray diffraction data on the basis of Bayesian inference [4]. It correctly identified the interfacial 
structure from a crude initial model for a perovskite ultrathin film.

Figure 1: Schematic view of a perovskite oxide interface. The 
interfacial region may have a special electronic state.

Transition metal oxides show various functional-
ities originating from the strong electron correlation. At 
the surfaces or interfaces of such oxides, the electron-
electron interaction must be altered, which leads to a 
new functionality (see Fig. 1). Since the 3d electrons 
couple with the lattice strongly, one can study the inter-
facial phenomena through the interfacial structure. The 
required accuracy of the structural parameters is usu-
ally 0.1Å, because the typical change in metal-oxygen 
bond length caused by the change in valence is 0.1Å. 
Transmission electron microscopy is a powerful tool for 
studying interfacial structure, however, its resolution is 
typically only slightly better than 1Å, which is often in-

sufficient to obtain a detailed physical insight. Instead, 
high-resolution surface X-ray diffraction can greatly as-
sist studies of metal oxide interfaces.

The main difficulty of using surface X-ray diffraction 
for practical oxide studies is the phase problem. For sin-
gle-crystal structure analysis, powerful direct methods 
are available. However, no such methods have been 
developed for cases with surface diffraction. Instead, 
holographic [1, 2] or iterative [3] methods, which utilize 
knowledge of the bulk structure, have been used. As a 
result, strict constraints such as positivity, atomicity, and 
the position of the sample surface as well as the bulk 
structure, are required to obtain a stable answer from a 
surface diffraction dataset. This requirement can be ful-
filled by using specific atomic arrangements instead of 
phasing the surface diffraction intensity profiles, leading 
us to develop a real-space based analysis method [4].

The structure determination process is reduced 
to finding the most probable set of the structural pa-
rameters 

 
 
 

      Θ , i.e., atomic positions and occupancies, 
under the condition of given intensity distribution 

 
 
 

     I(Q) . 
Unfortunately, the conditional probability, P 
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not easy to calculate. In contrast, the conditional prob-
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the experimental result from the structure 
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calculated. According to Bayes’ theorem, P 
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      Θ  happens. Mathematically, we 
can obtain the most probable structure by calculating 
P 

 
 
 

   (I(Q)|Θ )  P(

 
 
 

      Θ ) for all possible structures. Practically, it 
is impossible to calculate the probability for all possible 
structures; instead, we can do sampling by using the 
Monte Carlo (MC) method with varying the atomic posi-
tions and occupancy for the sites close to the surface or 
interface. We defined the cost function to be minimized 
during the MC calculation as −log[P 

 
 
 
 

     (Θ |I(Q)) ]. The ex-
pression for the cost function resembles the ordinary χ2, 
but is not exactly the same.
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Figure 2: (a) Atomic displacement along the surface normal direction of the answer structure, initial model, and the result of MC fitting. The 
displacement is measured from the substrate lattice. (b) Intensity profiles along 00L, 01L and 11L lines for the answer structure, initial model, 
and the result of the MC fitting.

In order to examine the efficiency of the curve fit-
ting based on the MC method (MC fitting), the method 
was applied to artificial intensity profiles calculated 
from the reported structure parameters of a five-unit-
cell-thick LaAlO3 film on a TiO2-terminated SrTiO3(001) 
substrate [5]. Figure 2 (a) shows the atomic displace-
ment from the substrate lattice. Black and blue symbols 
show those of the answer structure and initial model, 
respectively. Panel (b) shows the calculated surface 
diffraction intensity profiles. The symbols and the blue 
curves show those of the answer structure and the 
initial model. After millions of steps of MC calculations, 
the cost function was minimized, yielding the intensity 
profile shown by the red curve in panel (b). The atomic 
displacements are converged to the red plots presented 
in panel (a), which fall on the answer structure. This 
result shows that the surface diffraction data contain 
sufficient information to uniquely reproduce the inter-
facial structure of metal oxides. MC sampling provides 
the probability density, whose distribution shows the 
accuracy of the structural parameters. Typical accuracy 
of the cation position was 0.02Å. The method was also 
applied to real experimental results measured at BL-

3A, and successfully derived a reasonable interfacial 
structure. This method can be used to examine various 
interfacial structures to develop better physical insights 
into transition metal oxides.
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Adaptive Design of Experiment for X-Ray Magnetic Circular 
Dichroism Spectroscopy by Machine Learning

Machine learning (ML) is applied to X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) spectroscopy to improve its efficiency. 
Adaptive design of an XMCD experiment by Gaussian process modeling successfully reduced the total energy points 
for obtaining an XMCD spectrum. An orbital magnetic moment is evaluated from an ML-predicted XMCD spectrum with 
the required accuracy. This methodology paves the way to improving the efficiency of various quantum beam measure-
ments.

Machine learning (ML) is a field of artificial intel-
ligence research. The primary objective of ML is to give 
computers the ability to learn like humans. Machine 
learning techniques can find patterns in data and are 
used for the classification, regression, and clustering of 
patterns. Recently, materials informatics, which is ma-
terials science using ML techniques, is attracting atten-
tion for the efficient discovery and development of novel 
materials. At the same time, metro-informatics, namely 
measurement techniques involving ML techniques, is 
necessary for accelerating materials informatics.

X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) spectros-
copy is an important experimental technique for inves-
tigating magnetic materials such as permanent magnet 
materials, magnetic recording, and spintronic materials. 
The spins and orbital magnetic moments of a specific 
element can be evaluated by XMCD spectroscopy us-
ing magneto-optical sum rules. In this study, we applied 
an ML technique to an XMCD spectroscopy experiment 
to improve its efficiency [1].

Gaussian process (GP) modeling has been used in 
meteorology and geology for kriging. An XMCD spec-
trum is represented as a nonlinear function of X-ray en-
ergy. A GP model is a generalized linear model that can 
approximate such nonlinear spectral shapes by linear 

regression in feature space. The GP model predicts a 
spectrum by learning experimental data points, namely 
photon energy versus intensity. Moreover, both the 
expectation and variance of the prediction can be evalu-
ated.

We used an experimental XMCD spectrum to as-
sess the applicability of GP modeling. Sm M4,5 XMCD 
and XAS spectra of SmCo5, a typical permanent-mag-
net material, were measured using a scanning transmis-
sion X-ray microscope (STXM) at BL-13A [2]. Details of 
the STXM experiment are described in the literature [3].

Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the adaptive design 
of the experiment for XMCD spectroscopy. First, ini-
tial data points are sampled to obtain an experimental 
spectrum as the training data. Next, a spectrum is pre-
dicted by GP modeling fitted to the training data. Then, 
magnetic moments are evaluated from the predicted 
spectra. The experiment is stopped if the values of the 
magnetic moments satisfy the convergence criterion. 
Otherwise, new data points are sampled, and the spec-
trum is predicted again. We examined three methods of 
selecting new sampling data points: (1) sample the data 
point with maximum variance (max. var.) of the pre-
dicted spectrum, (2) random sampling, and (3) random 
sampling weighted with variance (weighted sampling).

Figure 1: Flowchart of an adaptive design of an experiment for XMCD spectroscopy.
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Figure 2 shows the results of the adaptive design 
of the experiment for XMCD spectroscopy. Typical 
XMCD spectra predicted by the GP model are shown in 
Figs. 2(a)–(d). The initial 30 data points were extracted 
from the experimental XMCD spectrum. Variances in 
the predicted spectra (red solid curves) became signifi-
cant among the observed data points. By increasing 
the number of observed data points, the total variance 
of the predicted spectra decreased, and the spectral 
shape of the predicted spectrum became similar to 
that of the experimental (true) spectrum. Figure 2(e) 
shows the orbital magnetic moment mo evaluated from 
the predicted spectrum plotted as a function of the total 
number of data points with different sampling methods. 
True values for the magnetic moments and the ±5% 
errors are indicated by black solid and dashed lines, re-
spectively. The orbital magnetic moment converged to 
the true value at around 40 total data points with maxi-
mum variance sampling. Random sampling showed 
poor convergence to the true value even with 100 data 
points. Weighted sampling behaved halfway between 
maximum variance sampling and random sampling, and 
showed good convergence to the true value. Figure 2(f) 
shows the total number of data points for the various 
sampling methods to satisfy the convergence crite-
rion. All sampling methods satisfied the convergence 
criterion at around 50 points, but the random sampling 
showed convergence with a large error from the true 

value. Thus the maximum variance sampling with fast 
convergence and small error is the best way to select 
the energy point to be measured.

In conclusion, we demonstrated the adaptive design 
of an experiment for XMCD spectroscopy with GP mod-
eling. GP was found to predict the nonlinear spectral 
shapes of the XMCD spectrum successfully. Magnetic 
moments can be evaluated from the predicted spectra 
with the required level of accuracy. The present method 
reduces the total number of data points for an XMCD 
spectroscopy experiment. This method has potential ap-
plicability to various quantum beam measurements.
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Figure 2: (a)–(d) XMCD spectra predicted by the GP model. Sm M4,5 XMCD spectra for (a) 30, (b) 40, (c) 50, and (d) 70 data points in 
total. The black dashed and blue solid curves represent the true (experimental) spectrum and the spectrum predicted by the GP model, 
respectively. The open circles represent observed data points. The red solid curves indicate the variance with a 95% confidence interval (±2σ) 
of the predicted spectrum. (e) Orbital magnetic moment mo versus total data points. The red, blue, and green markers represent the methods 
for data-point sampling: maximum variance (max. var.), random, and random sampling weighted by variance, respectively. The black solid and 
dashed lines represent the reference value and 5% deviations, respectively. (f) The total number of data points needed for convergence of mo 
values.
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Coherent Soft X-Ray Diffraction Imaging of Skyrmion Crystal in a 
Chiral Magnet FeGe

Coherent resonant soft X-ray diffraction was used to visualize the magnetic textures in a thin plate of the cubic B20 
compound FeGe. Small-angle magnetic scattering patterns were successfully measured from a helical magnetic struc-
ture and skyrmion lattice. We first performed the lens-less imaging of an ordered magnetic texture with in-situ controlled 
temperature and magnetic field using an iterative phase retrieval approach. The method can be used with both circular-
ly and linearly polarized soft X-ray beams, and does not require any focusing X-ray optics to perform magnetic imaging 
with a resolution of a few tens of nanometers.

Lens-less imaging with coherent X-rays has been 
successfully performed in various studies in the fields of 
nanotechnology, biology, and condensed matter phys-
ics [1]. The method is extremely useful for the structural 
examination of non-crystalline specimens, and can be 
used to determine the exact positions of individual scat-
tering objects and to map defects in periodically ordered 
structures. One of the promising applications of coher-
ent soft X-rays is the imaging of the local magnetization 
of magnetic specimens. In the soft X-ray regime, by 
exciting electrons from the 2p state to the 3d state of 
transition-metal atoms, it is possible to study the mag-
netic ordering in wide-angle diffraction [2] or small-angle 
scattering geometry [3-4]. Dichroic resonant soft X-ray 
scattering can be successfully combined with coherent 
diffraction approaches such as iterative phase retrieval 
[5] and Fourier transform holography-based methods [6].

In this study, we employed a phase retrieval algo-
rithm to reconstruct lens-less images of the magnetic 
textures from the coherent small-angle resonant soft X-
ray scattering (RSXS) patterns measured from the mag-
netically ordered compound FeGe [7]. Helical magnetic 
ordering appears in FeGe at zero field near room tem-

perature (Tc = 280 K) due to the interplay between the 
exchange interaction, Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interac-
tion, and anisotropy. By applying a moderate magnetic 
field in a range between B = 50 and 100 mT, the helical 
structure can be transformed to the ordered lattice of 
topologically protected vortex-like spin configurations, a 
magnetic skyrmion crystal (SkX) [8]. The typical charac-
teristic length-scale of the skyrmion in B20 compounds 
ranges from a few tens to hundreds of nanometers, 
which corresponds to the small-angle scattering region 
for soft X-rays with energies matching the L absorption 
edges of transition metals [3].

A resonant soft X-ray scattering (RSXS) experiment 
was carried out at BL-16A. The setup was equipped 
with a high-vacuum chamber. The scattered intensity 
was collected by an in-vacuum charge coupled device 
(CCD) detector protected from the transmitted direct 
beam by a tungsten beamstop with a size of 0.2–0.3 
mm situated at a fixed distance in front of the CCD ma-
trix. A magnetic field produced by a Helmholtz coil up to 
400 mT was applied parallel to the incident X-rays and 
perpendicular to the sample plane. A He-flow-type re-
frigerator was used to control the sample temperature. 

Figure 1: (a) A binary image used for real-space support in the iterative phase retrieval algorithm and (b) an SEM image of the sample 
aperture produced in the gold mask by FIB. Coherent resonant soft X-ray diffraction pattern from (c) helical magnetic structure and (d) 
magnetic skyrmion crystal.
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The experiment was performed with a single-crystalline 
thin plate of FeGe using soft X-rays at the resonant 
energy E = 707 eV corresponding to the L3 absorption 
edge of Fe ion. Since the X-ray attenuation length for 
FeGe at this edge is a few hundreds of nanometers, 
a plate with a thickness of l = 200 nm was prepared 
by focused ion beam (FIB) milling and fixed to a Si3N4 
membrane by a tungsten contact. The back side of the 
membrane was coated with a 4-μm Au absorbing layer 
to protect the detector from the transmitted X-ray beam. 
A binary image and an SEM image of the sample ap-
erture produced in the gold mask by FIB are shown in 
Figs. 1(a) and (b), respectively. The asymmetric shape 
of the pinhole was chosen to provide better stagnation 
and verify the reliability of the phase retrieval algorithm. 
The aperture size was chosen based on the longitudinal 
coherence length (less than 10 μm) of the X-ray beam 
to satisfy the oversampling condition.

Small-angle scattering from a helical magnetic 
structure can be clearly observed at zero magnetic 
field [Fig. 1(c)] as two symmetric magnetic peaks cor-
responding to the single-domain helical state. When 
a magnetic field of B = 50 mT was applied, six mag-
netic peaks were clearly observed for the SkX state 
[Fig. 1(d)]. The resultant magnetic coherent X-ray dif-
fraction patterns were employed for the phase retrieval. 
We used the hybrid-input-output (HIO) algorithm with 
improved noise tolerance and did not assume positivity 
or reality constraints. Reconstructed images obtained 
by 1000 individual runs of the algorithm with random 
initial phases were averaged. Imaginary parts of the 
reconstructed complex-valued images of the helical 
texture and skyrmion lattice shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b) 

were obtained from RSXS patterns [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)] 
measured at B = 0 mT and B = 50 mT, respectively. 
The black and white regions in these images indicate 
the magnetic components parallel and anti-parallel to 
the incident soft X-ray beams. Triangle skyrmion crys-
tals are clearly reconstructed at B = 50 mT as shown in 
Fig. 2(c). The spatial resolution of the obtained magnet-
ic structure is estimated to be a few tens of nanometers.
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Figure 2: Imaginary part of the reconstruction of the magnetic texture of FeGe at (a) B = 0 mT (helical phase) and (b) B = 50 mT (SkX 
phase). The black rectangle in panel (b) indicates the magnification area shown in panel (c).
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Development of Nanometer-Resolution Fluorescence-Yield 
Depth-Resolved Soft X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy

Fluorescence-yield depth-resolved soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), as well as X-ray magnetic circular dichro-
ism, have been developed for observing the in-depth distribution of functional materials under the operando condition. 
Compared with the conventional electron-yield depth-resolved technique, it is capable of a wider range observation of 
in-depth magnetic distribution up to several tens of nanometers, and of operando measurements under electric and/or 
magnetic fields. By applying this technique to magnetic thin films, we obtained nanometer-resolution depth-resolved Fe 
L-edge XAS spectra for FeCo thin film, and a peculiar magnetic state of the interfacial Co layer was found for Co/GdOx 
thin film.

Determination of the depth profile in thin layers has 
attracted much interest because the interface shows 
different properties from those of the bulk. Recent 
progress in fine processing technologies is increas-
ingly manifesting the contribution of the interface to the 
properties of thin-film-based devices. In the case of 
magnetic thin films, the interface magnetism is usually 
estimated using the thickness dependence of the aver-
age magnetization over the whole film, based on the 
assumption that the interface magnetism is independent 
of the film thickness. Therefore, to directly observe the 
interface chemical and magnetic states, depth-resolved 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray mag-
netic circular dichroism (XMCD) techniques have been 
developed. The depth-resolved XAS enables determi-
nation of the depth profile of the chemical and mag-
netic states of magnetic thin films with sub-nanometer 
resolution [1, 2]. However, depth-resolved XMCD ex-
periments are limited to investigation of the remanent 
magnetization because they are based on electron-yield 
detection, which is easily affected by external fields. 
Therefore, fluorescence-yield measurement is promis-
ing, and the fluorescence-yield depth-resolved soft X-

ray XAS technique has recently been developed. We 
report here depth-resolved analysis for XAS spectra of 
FeCo thin film [3], and demonstrate the operando study 
of Co/GdOx thin film [4].

All experiments were performed in high-vacuum 
chambers at beamlines BL-7A and BL-16A. A 4.3 nm-
thick Fe50Co50 film was grown on a Ag(100) substrate 
by electron bombardment. In the soft X-ray region, 
XAS data are usually recorded in electron-yield mode. 
The probing depth, λ, of the XAS data is controlled by 
the electron emission angle since the effective escape 
depth of the emitted electron depends on its emission 
angle. Fluorescence-yield depth-resolved XAS mea-
surement is based on the same principle as electron-
yield measurement.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). λ was 
estimated from the attenuation length, l, and the detec-
tion angle, 

 
 
 

                θd , according to the relation λ = l⋅sin 

 
 
 

                θd . We 
arranged the configuration so that the lowest 

 
 
 

                θd  is set to 
0.1°. By analyzing a set of XAS data at different values 
of λ, the depth-resolved XAS spectra can be obtained. 
The XAS spectra of the surface and inner layers are 
extracted by using the standard spectra for Fe metal, 

Figure 1: (a) Experimental setup for the fluorescence-yield depth-resolved XAS measurement and (b) extracted Fe L-edge XAS spectra for 
the surface and inner layers of the FeCo thin film.
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Fe3O4, γ-Fe2O3 and α-Fe2O3, in the fitting procedure. 
Figure 1(b) shows extracted Fe L-edge XAS spectra for 
the surface and inner layers of the FeCo thin film. The 
surface layer shows an oxide-like spectral shape, while 
the inner layer shows a metallic shape. The estimated 
ratio of the metallic component was 46% for the surface 
layer, while that of the inner layer was 88%, and the 
thickness of the surface layer was found to be 3.1 nm. 
We thus observed the in-depth distribution of the Fe 
chemical state in the FeCo film, with nanometer-depth 
resolution.

Depth-resolved measurement under an electric field 
was performed for a Co/GdOx thin film. It was reported 
that the magnetic anisotropy in Co is changed by the 
electric field. To understand the field-induced effect, it 
is important to directly observe the magnetic states at 
the interface. Five nm-thick Au and 2 nm-thick Co layers 
were grown on a (0001) sapphire substrate by electron 
bombardment, and then 5 nm-GdOx was prepared by 
reactive evaporation of Gd with O2. The XMCD spectra 
were taken at the grazing incidence condition because 
the film showed in-plane magnetization. The voltage 
was applied between the film surface and the bottom 
Au electrode. In a similar manner with the FeCo case, 

the Co L-edge XAS and XMCD spectra for the Co/GdOx 
thin film at ±8 V were extracted, as shown in Fig. 2. The 
XMCD signal of the interface layer is considerably small 
for both voltages compared to that in the inner layer, 
which indicates that the field-induced magnetic change 
does not depend on the interface magnetism but on the 
inner layer. Therefore, direct observation of the interface 
magnetic state under the electric field was successfully 
demonstrated, though detailed structural analysis is 
required for further understanding of the field-induced 
effect.

Figure 2: Layer-resolved Co L-edge XAS and XMCD spectra for Co/GdOx thin film at the applied voltages of (a) −8 V and (b) +8 V.
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Non-Empirical Identification of Trigger Sites in Crack-Formation 
during Heterogeneous Reduction of Iron-Ore Sinters Using 
Persistent Homology

Macroscopic phenomena such as fracture, corrosion, and degradation in materials are often associated with chemi-
cal reactions and/or atomic diffusion, which progress heterogeneously among materials. Thus, material properties are 
generally determined not by their averaged characteristics but by specific features of heterogeneity (or ‘trigger sites’) 
of phases, chemical states, etc., where key reactions determining the macroscopic properties initiate and propagate. 
Therefore, in order to control macroscopic properties it is crucial to identify trigger sites, but this is a challenging task, 
especially when using ‘big data’. Here, we introduce a new persistent homology approach for identifying trigger sites 
and apply it to the heterogeneous reduction of iron ore sinters [1, 2].

Previous studies have attempted to determine the 
locations of the trigger sites of heterogeneous process-
es on the basis of materials-science knowledge derived 
from experimental data. However, this approach is not 
valid for more complicated systems such as composite 
materials (e.g. iron ore sinters and carbon fiber rein-
forced plastics (CFRP)), batteries, and catalysts, where 
the heterogeneity of the microstructure and/or chemical 
states as investigated by X-ray absorption spectroscopy 
(XAS) are substantially different depending on their lo-
cations in a material. In this report, we introduce a new 
persistent homology approach for identifying trigger 
sites and apply it to the heterogeneous reduction of iron 
ore sinters.

Sinter specimens were prepared by liquid sinter-
ing from iron ore and limestone. Then, the specimens 
were heated up to 1473 K in a reducing gas, simulating 
the iron-making process. Chemical state mapping was 
carried out using X-ray absorption fine structure spec-
troscopy (XAFS) at the synchrotron undulator beamline 
BL-15A1 [3]. The crack formation and phase mapping 
of larger volumes were investigated by taking measure-
ments using X-ray computed tomography (X-CT).

The X-CT datasets of the reduced sinter were de-
convoluted into (a) the initial pores, (b) the microcracks 
formed during reduction, (c) calcium ferrite phases, and 
(d) iron oxide phases. The analysis using persistent 
homology involves (1) transforming each image into a 
persistence diagram (PD) and then (2) into a vector, (3) 
feeding the vectors together with the measured crack 
areas into the absolute shrinkage and selection opera-
tor (LASSO), (4) identifying the dominant birth–death 
pairs, and finally (5) mapping them back into the original 
image.

The mapping of the valence states of iron oxidation 
revealed the heterogeneous dynamic evolution of the 
chemical states from Fe(III) to Fe(II) during the reduc-

tion process. At an intermediate stage of the reduction 
process, the spatial distribution of the changes in the 
reduced areas was heterogeneous rather than homo-
geneous, leading to an increase in the local stress and 
then to crack formation. The changes in the microstruc-
ture (i.e. the heterogeneity of the phase mapping) are 
very complicated, and we cannot determine how the 
progress of heterogeneous reduction causes crack for-
mation nor empirically identify trigger sites.

However, we have successfully determined the most 
representative topological features characterizing the 
reduction process by PD, and the trigger sites for crack 
formation using LASSO regression techniques. Different 
types of trigger sites, ‘hourglass’-shaped calcium ferrites 
and ‘island’-shaped iron oxides, were determined to ini-
tiate crack formation using only mapping data depicting 
the heterogeneities of phases and cracks without prior 
mechanistic information.

We have proposed a new approach to identify trig-
ger sites determining macroscopic properties in a case 
where heterogeneous reactions progress microscopi-
cally. Identification of these trigger sites can provide a 
design rule for reducing mechanical degradation during 
reduction. Furthermore, this approach is expected to be 
used to deal with multi-dimensional data obtained by 
spectroscopic imaging techniques such as transmission 
X-ray microscopy (TXM) and scanning transmission 
X-ray microscopy (STXM).

Experiments using synchrotron radiation were per-
formed with the approval of the Photon Factory Pro-
gram Advisory Committee (Proposal Nos. 2014G707, 
2015S2-002, and 2016S2-001). The parts of the study 
performed by M.K., I.O., Y.T., and Y.H. were supported 
by the Structural Materials for Innovation of the Cross-
ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program (SIP) 
of the Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST): 
units D66 (M.K., Y.T.) and D72 (I.O., Y.H.).
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Figure 1: Outline of the new approach to non-empirical identification of trigger sites by combination of X-ray microscopy and persistent 
homology.
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Minimization of Emittance Increase in the Diffraction-Limited 
Storage Ring by Improving the Performance of the Harmonic 
Radio Frequency System

For future diffraction-limited synchrotron light sources, it is important to study the beam dynamics for longitudinal bunch 
shaping by adding harmonic radio-frequency (rf) fields to the main accelerating one to realize ultralow emittance beams 
with long lifetimes. In particular, it is important to mitigate the transient beam loading effect, which originates in the unoc-
cupied rf buckets in the fill pattern, since it causes the rf fields to fluctuate and disturbs the bunch shaping. We numeri-
cally demonstrated the promising performance of a new harmonic rf system based on TM020 resonant mode. Further 
improvements in performance are expected by using our proposed active compensation techniques.

A current trend in the design of next-generation 
synchrotron storage rings is to achieve horizontal beam 
emittance of <100 pm.rad with a high beam current. 
In such rings, it is essential to mitigate the increase in 
emittance due to intrabeam scattering in order to pro-
vide high-brightness photons to beamlines [1]. The short 
Touschek lifetime is also a serious concern for stable 
top-up operation and radiation issues.

Longitudinal bunch lengthening by canceling the 
beam focusing force of the main accelerating field, 
which can be realized by adding harmonic radio-
frequency (rf) fields (see Fig. 1), is considered to be a 
promising measure to mitigate the emittance increase 
and short Touschek lifetime. However, the zero-focus-
ing condition, i.e., “flat potential” condition [2], is easily 
affected by disturbances of the fields, and the bunch 
lengthening performance is also limited. In most cases, 
this limitation is caused by the transient beam loading 
effect.

When unoccupied rf buckets, i.e., bunch gaps, are 
introduced in the fill pattern of the stored beam, the 

bunch gaps induce considerable variations in both the 
main and harmonic voltages. In this situation, the total 
rf potential for the electron bunch fluctuates along the 
bunch train, and the bunches are largely influenced.

We confirmed by numerical investigations that the 
transient beam loading effect could be reduced by using 
rf systems having a small total R/Q. Theoretically, the 
voltage fluctuation increases exponentially with the total 
R/Q of the rf system (for details, see Fig. 7 in reference 
[3]).

Following this result, we proposed a harmonic cavity 
(HC) based on the TM020 resonant mode, which was 
pioneered by Ego et al. as accelerating cavities for the 
upgraded SPring-8 storage ring [4]. The estimated R/
Q for the TM020 normal conducting (NC) HC was 77 Ω. 
This value is about one half compared to existing NC 
cavities [5–7]. Moreover, the unloaded-Q of the TM020 
cavity is a factor of 1.5–3 times higher, and so the total 
R/Q can be reduced to less than 30% in the KEK-LS 
case [8]. Assuming the bunch gap of 30 buckets for 
KEK-LS, we expect an average rms bunch length of 31 

Figure 1: (upper) Voltages as a function of the main rf phase of the main and third harmonic cavities are shown in blue and green, 
respectively. The total voltage is shown in red. The “flat potential” condition is obtained at the position of the electron bunch, which is defined 
as the zero phase position. (lower) The electron distribution in the bunch is shown with (red) and without (blue) harmonic voltages as a 
function of the main rf phase.
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ps. This is three times longer than the natural one and 
is longer than those obtained with the existing HCs by a 
factor of 1.8.

If the transient fluctuations can be reduced by using 
the TM020-HCs, we can further reduce the transient 
beam loading effect by using an active compensation 
technique. In our previous paper [3], we investigated its 
performance based on two measures: (a) compensation 
on the main and harmonic cavities, and (b) compensa-
tion using a separate kicker cavity.

A cavity for this purpose should provide an rf volt-
age that is comparable to the fluctuating rf voltages in 
the main and harmonic cavities. When the fluctuation is 
as small as a few percent for the voltage of several MV, 
the amplitude of the compensation rf signal for the cav-
ity is estimated to be several tens of kV. The generator 
power required to induce such voltage with an adequate 
temporal structure strongly depends on the cavity band-
width.

The advantage of compensation method (b) is 
that we can freely tune the cavity bandwidth. This is 
expected to achieve more effective compensation per-
formance compared to method a), while keeping the re-
quired generator power at a modest level. In addition, it 
can also be applied for the superconducting system and 
multiple harmonic system which aims at the simultane-
ous operation of long and short bunches in the same 
train [9].

As a calculation result of method (b), we examine 
the bunch length along one turn for the KEK-LS ring. 
We assume a single high-charge filled bucket separated 
by two sets of 50-empty buckets from the other 375 
filled buckets in the half revolution. In one turn, there are 
two single bunches each with a current of 6.6 mA, which 
is ten times larger charge compared to the other filled 

buckets. In Fig. 2, the averaged rms bunch length with 
the kicker cavity (red) was 25.0 ps, which is 2.6 times 
longer than that obtained without HCs. The required 
voltage for the compensation is ~57 kV, while the peak 
generator power for the 3 MHz-bandwidth kicker cavity 
is ~49 kW. These parameters for the kicker cavity are 
technically feasible.
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 PF ring PF-AR

Energy 2.5 GeV 6.5 GeV

Natural emittance 34.6 nm rad 293 nm rad

Circumference 187 m 377 m

RF frequency 500.1 MHz 508.6 MHz

Bending radius 8.66 m 23.2 m

Energy loss per turn 0.4 MeV 6.66 MeV

Damping time

 Vertical 7.8 ms 2.5 ms

 Longitudinal 3.9 ms 1.2 ms

Natural bunch length 10 mm 18.6 mm

Momentum compaction factor 0.00644 0.0129

Natural chromaticity

 Horizontal -12.9 -14.3

 Vertical -17.3 -13.1

Stored current 450 mA 60 mA

Normal filling 188 bunches (47 × 4 ) Single

Beam lifetime 20 h (at 450 mA) 13 h (at 50 mA)

Hybrid filling Single (50 mA) +  

                                                                 131 bunches (400 mA) 

       Beam lifetime 8 h (450 mA) 

 Table 1: Principal beam parameters of the PF ring and PF-AR.

1. Outline of the Accelerators

Two electron storage rings, namely the PF ring and 
the PF-AR, have been stably operated as dedicated 
light sources at the Photon Factory. The KEK linear 
accelerator (LINAC) with a maximum electron energy 
of 8 GeV is employed to inject electron beams into the 
rings. At the end of FY2016, a full energy injection for 
the PF-AR became possible by completing a new direct 

beam transport line from LINAC to PF-AR. Preparations 
for the simultaneous top-up operation of the PF ring, 
PF-AR, and SuperKEKB main rings are proceeding.

The machine parameters of the rings and the cal-
culated spectral performances are listed in Table 1 and 
Table 2, respectively. The spectral distributions of syn-
chrotron radiation (SR) from the bending magnets and 
the insertion devices are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Synchrotron radiation spectra available at the PF ring (2.5 GeV) and the PF-AR (6.5 GeV). Brilliance of the radiation vs. photon 
energy is denoted by red curves for the insertion devices SGU#01, U#02-1 & 02-2, SGU#03, MPW#05, U#13, VW#14, SGU#15, U#16-1 
& 16-2, SGU#17, Revolver#19-B and U#28, and the bending magnets (PF-Bend) at the PF ring. Blue curves denote those for the insertion 
devices EMPW#NE01, U#NE03, U#NW02, U#NW12, U#NW14-36 and U#NW14-20, and the bending magnets (AR-Bend) at the PF-AR. 
The name of each source is listed in Table 2. The spectral curve of each undulator (or undulator mode of multipole wiggler) is the locus of the 
peak of the first harmonic within the allowance range of parameter K. For SGU#01 and SGU#15, the first harmonic regions are shown. For 
SGU#03, the third harmonic region is shown. For SGU#17, the fifth harmonic region is shown. The spectrum of Revolver#19 for surface B is 
shown.

2. Operation Summary

The operation schedule of the PF ring and PF-AR in 
FY2017 is shown in Fig. 2. The statistics of the acceler-
ator’s operation for the past decade are shown in Fig. 3. 
The scheduled user times in the PF ring were almost 
the same as those in FY2016. In the PF-AR, the times 
increased by about 1000 hours following completion of 
the new direct beam transport line for the PF-AR.

In the PF ring, more detailed operation statistics 
and the number of failures from FY2007 to FY2017 are 
listed in Table 3 and Table 4, and a pie chart of the 
down time in FY2017 is shown in Fig. 4. The mean time 
between failures (MTBF) was over 200 hours, and the 
failure rate was 0.6%, which remained a low value as 
usual.

In FY2017, two vacuum troubles of aged accelera-
tor components occurred though they did not affect the 
failure time for the PF ring. One was corrosion of the 
aluminum vacuum chamber of the superconducting 
wiggler. A slow leakage was observed repeatedly after 
the earthquake of 2011 both in the ring vacuum and the 
thermal isolation vacuum chambers. Though the opera-

tion had continued with a temporary sealing for years, 
it was stopped in December 2016 to prevent any risk of 
secondary damage. The recovery work was conducted 
during the summer shutdown period of 2017. To avoid 
the transport of the superconducting wiggler, the re-
placement and vacuum welding of the chamber were 
carried out in the accelerator tunnel. The superconduct-
ing wiggler was restored to operation in October 2017.

Another trouble was the occurrence of corrosion on 
the copper water cooling pipe installed in the septum 
chamber as shown in Fig. 5. The injection septum mag-
net is placed at the left side of the beam chamber. The 
stored beam travels through the center of the chamber 
in front and the injection beam comes by penetrating 
the SUS foil. A copper plate with water cooling pipe 
is equipped at the left side wall which is irradiated by 
synchrotron radiation (SR). The leakage had been sup-
pressed using a liquid seal for a while. However, the wa-
ter cooling by adding an SR absorber at the upstream 
was stopped and the inside of the cooling pipe was 
evacuated. To solve the trouble completely, an upgrade 
with renewal of the septum magnet is in progress.
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In the PF-AR, similar statistics are listed in 
Table 5 and Table 6, and a pie chart of the down time 
in FY2017 is shown in Fig. 6. The MTBF was about 39 
hours, and the failure rate was 1.2%. In FY2017, the 
number of failures significantly increased as shown in 
Table 5. About half of the failures were due to a sudden 
beam loss caused by dust trapping, and a beam dump 
(or loss) caused by accidental discharge of the injection 
kicker magnet accounted for 15 times. Dust trapping 
in the PF-AR has been observed especially just after a 
large reconstruction. Its frequency is expected to gradu-
ally decrease as the vacuum scrubbing proceeds. The 
accidental discharge of the kicker magnet without any 

injection trigger was an initial failure of the new injection 
kicker system. It could be eliminated by switching off the 
power supply. However, since it is incompatible with the 
top-up injection, the causes and countermeasures for 
noise are being investigated. As these frequently-occur-
ring failures could be quickly recovered by re-injection, 
the mean downtime was as short as 0.4 h.

Full energy injection has become possible by com-
pleting the new direct beam transport line, and accelera-
tion and deceleration between 3 GeV and 6.5 GeV are 
no longer needed. In addition, the injection has been 
carried out without interruption of user operation since 
December 2017.

Timetable of the Machine Operation in FY 2017
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Figure 2: Operation schedule of PF ring and PF-AR in FY2017.
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Figure 3: Total operation time for PF ring and PF-AR.
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Table 3: Operation statistics for PF ring from FY2007 to FY2017.

Table 4: Number of failures for PF ring from FY2007 to FY2017.

Fiscal Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Total operation time (h) 5104 5000 4976 5064 4728 4416 4176 3024 3888 3432 3624
Scheduled user time (h) 4296 4032 4008 4080 2832 3792 3504 2328 3048 2928 3000
Ratio of user time (%) 84.2 80.6 80.5 80.6 59.9 85.9 83.9 77.0 78.4 85.3 82.8
No. of failures 23 18 24 18 18 23 22 15 23 18 14
Total down time (h) 91.1 23.8 42.7 29.2 14.9 37.6 52.1 11.4 14.4 17.3 16.6
Failure rate (%) 2.1 0.6 1.1 0.7 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6
MTBF (h) 186.8 224.0 167.0 226.7 157.3 164.9 159.3 155.2 132.5 162.7 214.3
MDT (h) 4.0 1.3 1.8 1.6 0.8 1.6 2.4 0.8 0.6 1.0 1.2

Fiscal Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
RF 4 5 12 13 5 10 8 1 1 1 1
Magnet 2 3 4 0 2 0 2 4 7 7 6
Injection 3 4 0 1 0 0 1 3 6 0 3
Vacuum 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0
Dust trap 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Insertion Devices 4 3 1 1 4 3 0 1 1 0 2
Control/ Monitor 0 0 3 0 1 6 5 3 3 5 0
Cooling water 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Safety/ Beamline 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 3 2 1 1
Earthquake 2 1 0 0 4 3 1 0 2 2 0
Electricity 4 0 0 1 1 0 4 0 0 0 1
Total 23 18 24 18 18 23 22 15 23 18 14

Fiscal Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Total operation time (h) 5104 5000 4976 5064 4728 4416 4176 3024 3888 3432 3624
Scheduled user time (h) 4296 4032 4008 4080 2832 3792 3504 2328 3048 2928 3000
Ratio of user time (%) 84.2 80.6 80.5 80.6 59.9 85.9 83.9 77.0 78.4 85.3 82.8
No. of failures 23 18 24 18 18 23 22 15 23 18 14
Total down time (h) 91.1 23.8 42.7 29.2 14.9 37.6 52.1 11.4 14.4 17.3 16.6
Failure rate (%) 2.1 0.6 1.1 0.7 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6
MTBF (h) 186.8 224.0 167.0 226.7 157.3 164.9 159.3 155.2 132.5 162.7 214.3
MDT (h) 4.0 1.3 1.8 1.6 0.8 1.6 2.4 0.8 0.6 1.0 1.2

Fiscal Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
RF 4 5 12 13 5 10 8 1 1 1 1
Magnet 2 3 4 0 2 0 2 4 7 7 6
Injection 3 4 0 1 0 0 1 3 6 0 3
Vacuum 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0
Dust trap 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Insertion Devices 4 3 1 1 4 3 0 1 1 0 2
Control/ Monitor 0 0 3 0 1 6 5 3 3 5 0
Cooling water 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Safety/ Beamline 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 3 2 1 1
Earthquake 2 1 0 0 4 3 1 0 2 2 0
Electricity 4 0 0 1 1 0 4 0 0 0 1
Total 23 18 24 18 18 23 22 15 23 18 14
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Figure 4: Pie chart of down time for PF ring in FY2017.
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Fiscal Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Total operation time (h) 4561 4969 5063 4608 4080 4080 3912 2352 3336 1821 2448
Scheduled user time (h) 3624 4344 4392 4032 2904 3672 3478 1992 2784 1104 2136
Ratio of user time (%) 79.5 87.4 86.7 87.5 71.2 90.0 88.9 84.7 83.5 60.6 87.3
No. of failures 60 40 41 74 49 33 47 22 18 13 55
Total down time (h) 45.2 41.7 91.0 73.7 38.7 29.7 99.6 37.0 31.0 18.3 24.7
Failure rate (%) 1.2 1.0 2.1 1.8 1.3 0.8 2.9 1.9 1.1 1.7 1.2
MTBF (h) 60.4 108.6 107.1 54.5 59.3 111.3 74.0 90.5 154.7 84.9 38.8
Mean down time (h) 0.8 1.0 2.2 1.0 0.8 0.9 2.1 1.7 1.7 1.4 0.4

Fiscal Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
RF 1 4 8 10 5 4 5 2 1 3 5
Magnet 1 2 2 10 8 3 4 9 4 5 1
Injection 8 9 1 6 4 3 18 7 1 2 19
Vacuum 2 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
Dust trap 39 15 16 24 20 13 3 2 1 1 22
Insertion Devices 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Control/ Monitor 1 1 1 2 1 2 8 0 0 0 0
Cooling water 0 3 4 4 1 0 2 0 0 0 0
Safety/ Beamline 5 5 7 17 3 4 3 1 8 0 8
Earthquake 1 0 0 0 5 3 1 0 2 1 0
Electricity 2 1 0 0 2 0 3 1 0 0 0
Total 60 40 41 74 49 33 47 22 18 13 55

Table 5: Operation statistics for PF-AR from FY2007 to FY2017.

Fiscal Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Total operation time (h) 4561 4969 5063 4608 4080 4080 3912 2352 3336 1821 2448
Scheduled user time (h) 3624 4344 4392 4032 2904 3672 3478 1992 2784 1104 2136
Ratio of user time (%) 79.5 87.4 86.7 87.5 71.2 90.0 88.9 84.7 83.5 60.6 87.3
No. of failures 60 40 41 74 49 33 47 22 18 13 55
Total down time (h) 45.2 41.7 91.0 73.7 38.7 29.7 99.6 37.0 31.0 18.3 24.7
Failure rate (%) 1.2 1.0 2.1 1.8 1.3 0.8 2.9 1.9 1.1 1.7 1.2
MTBF (h) 60.4 108.6 107.1 54.5 59.3 111.3 74.0 90.5 154.7 84.9 38.8
Mean down time (h) 0.8 1.0 2.2 1.0 0.8 0.9 2.1 1.7 1.7 1.4 0.4

Fiscal Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
RF 1 4 8 10 5 4 5 2 1 3 5
Magnet 1 2 2 10 8 3 4 9 4 5 1
Injection 8 9 1 6 4 3 18 7 1 2 19
Vacuum 2 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
Dust trap 39 15 16 24 20 13 3 2 1 1 22
Insertion Devices 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Control/ Monitor 1 1 1 2 1 2 8 0 0 0 0
Cooling water 0 3 4 4 1 0 2 0 0 0 0
Safety/ Beamline 5 5 7 17 3 4 3 1 8 0 8
Earthquake 1 0 0 0 5 3 1 0 2 1 0
Electricity 2 1 0 0 2 0 3 1 0 0 0
Total 60 40 41 74 49 33 47 22 18 13 55

Table 6: Number of failures for PF-AR from FY2007 to FY2017.
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RF
13%

Magnet
3%

Injection
25%

Dust trap
20%

Safety/ Beamline
39%

Total down time:24.7 hours

Figure 6: Pie chart of down time for PF-AR in FY2017.

 

Figure 5:  Photograph of the inside of the septum chamber.
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:Experimental Stations for Hard X-rays
:Experimental Stations for VUV and Soft X-rays
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3. Experimental Stations

Fifty-three experimental stations are in operation 
at the PF ring, PF-AR and slow positron facility (SPF), 
as shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. Thirty-five stations are 
dedicated to research using hard X-rays, 14 stations 

for studies in the VUV and soft X-ray energy regions, 
and 4 stations for studies using slow positrons. 
Tables 7, 8 and 9 summarize the areas of research 
being carried out at the experimental stations at the 
PF ring, PF-AR and SPF.

Figure 7: Plan view of the PF experimental hall, showing hard X-ray experimental stations (blue), and VUV and soft X-ray experimental 
stations (red).
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Experimental Station

 BL-1             (Short Gap Undulator)

A      Macromolecular crystallography                                                                                             N. Matsugaki 

 BL-4

 BL-5

 BL-6

BL-7

BL-8

BL-9

BL-10

A      High-resolution VUV-SX beamline for angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy              H. Kumigashira

A      X-ray diffraction for material structural science                                                                       H. Nakao

A

B2

C

A

A

B      High-resolution VUV-SX spectroscopies                                                                                 H. Kumigashira

 BL-3             (A: Short Gap Undulator)

Person in Charge 

 Trace element analysis, X-ray microprobe (♠)

 High resolution powder diffraction (♠)

 X-ray diffraction for material structural science

Y. Takahashi [The Univ. of Tokyo] , 

M. Kimura, Y. Niwa

H. Uekusa [Tokyo Inst. of Tech.], 
H. Nakao

H. Nakao

 (Multipole Wiggler)

 Macromolecular crystallography N. Matsugaki

C

 Small-angle X-ray scattering  

 X-ray diffraction and spectroscopy (♠) M. Okube [Tohoku Univ. ],              
H. Kawata

Soft X-ray spectroscopy (♦)

X-ray spectroscopy and diffraction  

J. Okabayashi [RCS, The 
Univ. of Tokyo], K. Amemiya

H. Sugiyama 

Weissenberg camera for powder/Single-crystal measurements under extreme conditions

Weissenberg camera for powder/Single-crystal measurements under extreme conditions

H. Sagayama

H. Sagayama

A

C

A

B

A XAFS

XAFS 

H. Abe

H. Abe

A

C

X-ray diffraction and scattering (♠)

Small-angle X-ray Scattering

A. Yoshiasa [Kumamoto Univ.],
R. Kumai 

N. Shimizu

BL-11

A

B

D

Soft X-ray spectroscopy

Soft X-ray spectroscopy

Characterization of optical elements used in the VSX region♠

Y. Kitajima 

Y. Kitajima 

K. Mase

BL-12

C XAFS H. Nitani

B      VUV and soft X-ray spectroscopy (♠)                                                                                      K. Edamoto [Rikkyo Univ.], 

                                                                                                                                                                      
J. Yoshinobu [The Univ. of Tokyo], 

                                                                                                                                                                      
K. Mase

C      Characterization of X-ray optical elements/White X-ray magnetic diffraction                                 K. Hirano

N. Igarashi

C

Table 7: List of the experimental stations available for users at the PF ring.

 BL-2             (Variable Polarization Undulator for VUV and planer undulator for SX) 
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♠ User group operated beamline

♦ External beamline 

 ◊ Operated by University 

 RCS: Research Center for Spectrochemistry, the University of Tokyo 

SINP: Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics 

Experimental Station

BL-13

Person in Charge 

A/B   VUV and soft X-ray spectroscopies with circular and linear polarization

(Variable Polarization Undulator)

K. Mase

BL-14 

C

B

A

(Vertical Wiggler)

Crystal structure analysis and detector development

High-precision X-ray optics

Medical applications and general purpose (X-ray)

S. Kishimoto

K. Hirano

K. Hyodo

BL-15

A1

A2

Semi-microbeam XAFS

High brilliance small-angle X-ray scattering

Y. Takeichi

N. Shimizu

BL-16

A

(Variable Polarization Undulator)

Soft X-ray spectroscopies with circular and linear polarization K. Amemiya 

BL-17 

A

(Short Gap Undulator)

Macromolecular crystallography Y. Yamada 

BL-18

C

B

High pressure X-ray powder diffraction (DAC) (♠)

A. Bhattacharyya [SINP], 
R. Kumai

H. Kagi [The Univ. of Tokyo], 
N. Funamori

BL-20

B

A

White & monochromatic X-ray topography and X-ray diffraction experiment

N. Kouchi [Tokyo Inst. of Tech],

H. Sugiyama

J. Adachi 

BL-27

A

(Beamline for radioactive samples)

Radiation biology, soft X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

Radiation biology, XAFS

N. Usami

N. Usami

BL-28

A High-resolution angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy with circular and linear 
polarization

(Variable Polarization Undulator)

K. Horiba

High-resolution VUV spectroscopies with circular and linear polarization

(Short Gap Undulator)

B K. Horiba

BL-19

B

Test beamline H. Nakao

Multipurpose monochromatic hard X-ray station (♦)

B

VUV spectroscopy (◊)
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AR-NE1

Laser-heating high pressure X-ray diffraction and nuclear resonant scattering (DAC)

(Multipole Wiggler)

N. Funamori

N. Funamori

K. Hyodo, A. Suzuki [Tohoku 
Univ.]

AR-NE3

A Macromolecular crystallography Y. Yamada

AR-NE5

C High pressure and high temperature X-ray diffraction (MAX-80)

AR-NE7

A High pressure and high temperature X-ray diffraction (MAX-III) (♥), X-ray imaging

AR-NW2

A Time-resolved Dispersive XAFS/XAFS/X-ray Diffraction

(In-vacuum Type Tapered Undulator)

AR-NW10

A H. NitaniXAFS

AR-NW12

A

(In-vacuum Type Tapered Undulator)

Macromolecular crystallography

AR-NW14

A

(In-vacuum Undulator)

Time-resolved X-ray diffraction, scattering and absorption S. Nozawa

M. Hikita

Y. Niwa

♥                 User group operated experimental equipment

NW2A

QC1
QC6

QC7NW14A

NW10A

NW-hall
N-hall

NE-hallNW12A

U#NW12

U#NW2 EMPW#NE1 U#NE3

10m

NE3A

NE1A

NE5C

NE7A

Experimental Station Person in Charge 

A

Figure 8: Plan view of the beamlines in the PF-AR north-east, north, and north-west experimental halls.

Table 8: List of the experimental stations at the PF-AR.

(In-vacuum Undulator)
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Pulse-stretching Section

Experimental Station Person in Charge 

SPF-A3 Total-reflection high-energy positron diffraction I. Mochizuki

SPF-B1  General purpose (Positronium laser cooling) I. Mochizuki

Positronium time-of-flight I. MochizukiSPF-B2

SPF-A4 Low-energy positron diffraction I. Mochizuki

Figure 9: View of the beamlines in the Slow Positron Facility. 

Table 9: List of the experimental stations in the Slow Positron Facility. 

4. Summary of User Proposals

The Photon Factory accepts experimental propos-
als submitted by researchers mainly at universities and 
research institutes inside and outside Japan. The PF 
Program Advisory Committee (PF-PAC) reviews the 
proposals, and the Advisory Committee for the Institute 
of Materials Structure Science approves those that are 
favorably recommended. The number of accepted pro-
posals over the period 2006–2017 is shown in Table 10, 
where S1/S2, U, G, P, and MP denote Special, Urgent, 
General, Preliminary, and Multi-Probe proposals, re-
spectively. Category T is a new type of proposal for 
supporting researches by PhD students. Category MP 
is also a new type of proposal in which no less than two 
of the four beams, synchrotron radiation at the PF, slow 
positron beam at the Slow Positron Facility, and neutron 
and muon beams at the Materials and Life Science Ex-
perimental Facility (MLF) in J-PARC, are required to be 
used, as a multi-probe experiment.

Category C is a proposal for collaboration between

KEK and a research institute including a private com-
pany. Category I is a non-proprietary proposal for the 
integrated promotion of social system reform and re-
search and development, supported by the Ministry of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 
(from 2009 to 2015). Category V is a non-proprietary 
grant-aided proposal that has already been reviewed 
and approved for a research grant; beam time for 
proposals in this category is allocated with high prior-
ity, and applicants are required to pay the regulation 
fees for the beam time. Category Y is a proprietary 
proposal; applicants are required to pay the regulation 
fees for the beam time. The number of current G-type 
proposals each year has exceeded 760 for the past 
few years. In addition to these proposals, 15 projects 
in the Platform for Drug Discovery, Informatics, and 
Structural Life Science were performed at the PF in 
FY2017. A full list of the proposals effective in FY2017 
and their scientific output can be found in the Photon 
Factory Activity Report (https://www2.kek.jp/imss/pf/
science/publ/acrpubl.html).
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tant role in both research and education. The geograph-
ical distribution of the Photon Factory users is shown in 
Figs. 12 and 13, which also indicates the immense con-
tribution of the Photon Factory to research and educa-
tion throughout Japan. The registered number of papers 
published in 2017 based on experiments at the PF was 
533 at the time of writing (July 1st, 2018). In addition, 57 
doctoral and 214 master theses have been presented.

Figure 11: Distribution of users by institution and position.

Others
1.5%

Public University
4.3%

Overseas
7.0%

Industry
7.2%

Public Research 
7.4%

Private University
15.7%

Graduate Students
27.9%

Researchers 
18.0%

Undergraduate Students
7.2%Post Doctoral Fellow

3.1%

Engineers
0.6%

Others
0.0%

National University
56.8%

グラフタイトル

Table 10: Number of proposals accepted for the period 2006–2017.

S-type proposals consist of two categories, S1 and 
S2. S1 proposals are self-contained projects of excellent 
scientific quality, and include projects such as the con-
struction and improvement of beamlines and experimen-
tal stations which will be available for general users after 
the completion of the project. S2 proposals are superior-
grade projects that require the full use of synchrotron 
radiation or long-term beam time. Proposals are catego-
rized into five scientific disciplines, and reviewed by the 
five subcommittees of PF-PAC: 1) electronic structure, 
2) structural science, 3) chemistry and materials, 4) life 
science I (protein crystallography), and 5) life science 
II (including soft matter science). Figure 10 shows the 
distribution by research field of the proposals accepted 
by the subcommittees in FY2017.

Figure 10: Distribution by scientific field of experimental proposals 
accepted in FY2017.

The number of users for all types of proposals ex-
ceeds 3,000. About 20% of the proposals are conducted 
by new spokespersons, which indicates that the Photon 
Factory is open to public academic users. Figure 11 
shows the distribution of users by institution and their 
positions. Over three-quarters of the users belong to 
universities. Over two-thirds of the national university 
users are graduate and undergraduate students; this 
clearly shows that the Photon Factory plays an impor-

Life Science I
28.1%

Chemistry & Materials
20.6%

Life Science II
20.1%

Structural Science
17.6%

Electronic Structure
13.6%

category FY-
2006

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

S1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S2 6 1 4 6 3 2 4 5 4 7 6 1

U 1 7 3 2 2 0 4 1 0 1 0 1

G 386 403 402 397 407 415 454 447 407 361 372 392

P 22 14 14 14 16 11 18 18 5 16 10 16

T 6 4 3 3

MP 4 0 0

C 25 24 18 12 15 19 20 20 25 24 19 21

I 9 17 13 17 13 16 11 - -

V 1 2 2 2 4 4

Y 23 23 22 29 31 30 30 41 22 33 39 30
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Figure 12: Regional distribution of spokespersons of proposals accepted in FY2017. We corrected the pie chart on 2019/09/02.

Figure 13: Geographical distribution of Photon Factory users in FY2017 (domestic users only).
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13

   1. PF Light Source Building 
      Experimental Hall
   2. PF Office Building
   3. PF Preparation Laboratory
   4. PF-AR (PF Advanced Ring)
   5. PF-AR Experimental Halls
  6. Structural Biology Building
    (Structural Biology Research Center)
   7. PF/KEKB (KEK B-Factory) Injector Linac
   8. Slow Positron Facility
   9. Building No.4 
     (IMSS Office/Condensed Matter Research Center)
 10. Kenkyu Honkan Building
 11. Dormitory/Guest House
 12. Restaurant/Cafeteria
13. ERL Test Facility
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KEK consists of four research institutions, i.e., the 
Institute of Materials Structure Science (IMSS), the 
Institute of Particle and Nuclear Studies (IPNS), the Ac-
celerator Laboratory (AL), and the Applied Research 
Laboratory (ARL). As shown in Fig. 1, the IMSS con-

stitutes the Synchrotron Radiation Science Divisions I 
and II, the Neutron Science Division, the Muon Science 
Division, the Structural Biology Research Center, the 
Condensed Matter Research Center and IMSS Instru-
ment R&D Team.

Figure 1: Organization chart of KEK.
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Photon Factory

Synchrotron Radiation Science
Division I
Division II

Accelerators Division VII
(Light Source)

 

 

 

Beamline Engineering & Technical 
Services  

Advanced Detector R&D

Slow Positron

Light Source III (Vaccum)

Light Source VII (Insertion Devices) 

Light Source VI (Electron Gun)

Light Source V (Beam Channel & Safety)

Light Source IV (Beam Diagnostics & Control)

Light Source II (RF) 

Light Source I (Magnet & Orbit) 

Ultrafast Dynamics

Electronic Structure 

Condensed Matter 

Materials Chemistry

Life Sciences

Industrial Application Research

User Support & Dissemination

Safety

Photon Factory (PF) consists of two divisions of 
the IMSS (the Synchrotron Radiation Science Divi-
sions I and II) and the Accelerator Division VII of the 
AL as shown in the organization chart of Fig. 2. The 
staff members of the PF are listed in Table 1. Synchro-
tron Radiation Science Divisions I and II consist of five 
beamline groups (electronic structure group, condensed 
matter group, materials chemistry group, life sciences 
group and slow positron group), four engineering and 

administration groups (beamline engineering & technical 
services group, safety group, user support & dissemi-
nation group and industrial application research group) 
and two working groups (ultrafast dynamics group 
and advanced detector R&D group). The Accelerator 
Division VII has seven groups, which are named Light 
Source Group I to VII. The missions of each group are 
described in parentheses of Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Organization chart of PF (as of March 31, 2018) .
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Table 1: Staff members of the Photon Factory.

Group Name Position
Title

Additional Group Remarks

Research Staff

Director MURAKAMI, Youichi P

Synchrotron Radiation Science Division I & II
Electronic Structure Group

◎ KUMIGASHIRA, Hiroshi P
AMEMIYA, Kenta P BETS ・UD ・AD
HORIBA, Koji AP
MASE, Kazuhiko AP
ONO, Kanta AP AD
HAWAI, Takafumi ASP
INAMI, Nobuhito ASP

Mar. 1, 2018~ 
~Apr. 30, 2017

MINOHARA, Makoto ASP
SAKAMAKI, Masako ASP AD
SHIMADA, Hiroyuki ASP
YUKAWA, Ryu ASP
KITAMURA, Miho PD
KAWAI, Jun R Aug. 1, 2017~
TSUKAHARA, Hiroshi R
(KITAJIMA, Yoshinori, ADACHI, Jun-ichi )

Condensed Matter Group
◎ KUMAI, Reiji P AD
○ NAKAO, Hironori AP UD

ADACHI, Shin-ichi P UD ・AD
FUNAMORI, Nobumasa P
KAWATA, Hiroshi P
KISHIMOTO, Shunji P
MURAKAMI, Youichi P
HIRANO, Keiichi AP
ICHIYANAGI, Kohei AP
IWANO, Kaoru AP
NOZAWA, Shunsuke AP S ・UD
SAGAYAMA, Hajime AP
FUKAYA, Ryo ASP
FUKUMOTO, Keiki ASP
KOBAYASHI, Kensuke ASP
SAITO, Kotaro ASP ~Jul. 31, 2017
WAKABAYASHI, Daisuke PD
HARUKI, Rie R AD
TABATA, Chihiro R
TAMATSUKURI, Hiromu R
YAMAGUCHI, Tokitake R
KIKEGAWA, Takumi SF
(SUGIYAMA, Hiroshi, TAKAHASHI, Yumiko )

Materials Chemistry Group
◎ KIMURA, Masao P
○ ABE, Hitoshi AP

NITANI, Hiroaki ASP BETS ・S
TAKEICHI, Yasuo ASP AD
NIWA, Yasuhiro E BETS ・S ・UD
KITAZAWA, Rumi R ~May 31, 2017
WATANABE, Toshiki R
(KIMIJIMA, Ken'ichi)

Life Sciences Group
◎ SENDA, Toshiya P
○ MATSUGAKI, Naohiro AP S

KATO, Ryuichi AP S
KAWASAKI, Masato AP
SHIMIZU, Nobutaka AP BETS ・S
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Group Name Position
Title

Additional Group Remarks

TANABE, Mikio AP
YUMOTO, Fumiaki AP
ADACHI, Naruhiko ASP
HIKITA, Masahide ASP
SENDA, Miki ASP
YAMADA, Yusuke ASP S
SATO, Tomomi PD ~Feb 28, 2018

PD
R
R
R
R
R

TOMITA, Shogo 
HARADA, Ayaka 
KOIWAI, Koutaro 
KUWABARA, Naoyuki 
MILLER, Simon 
NAGASE, Lisa 
YONEZAWA, Kento R
YOSHIDA, Hisashi R Aug. 1, 2017~
(IGARASHI, Noriyuki, HYODO, Kazuyuki, USAMI, Noriko,  TAKAGI, Hideaki )

Slow Positron Group
◎ NAGAI, Yasuyoshi P Oct. 1, 2017~
○ HYODO, Toshio DF

MOCHIZUKI, Izumi ASP S
Beamline Engineering & Technical Service Group

◎ IGARASHI, Noriyuki AP LS ・S ・AD
○ KOYAMA, Atsushi SE S

SUGIYAMA, Hiroshi ASP CM ・S
MORI, Takeharu EE S
TOYOSHIMA, Akio EE S ・UD
UCHIDA, Yoshinori EE S
KIKUCHI, Takashi E S ・UD
SAITO, Yuuki E S
TANAKA, Hirokazu E S ・UD
MATSUOKA, Ai AE S
ISHII, Haruno TA S
NAGATANI, Yasuko TS
SUZUKI, Yoshio R

Safety Group
◎ KITAJIMA, Yoshinori AP ES ・BETS
○ KOSUGE, Takashi SE BETS ・UD ・AD

User Support & Dissemination Group
◎ HYODO, Kazuyuki AP LS
○ BAN, Hiroshi ScF

USAMI, Noriko AP LS
OHSHIMA,  Hiroko TS

Industrial Application Research Group
◎ KIMURA, Masao P
○ BAN, Hiroshi ScF

KIMIJIMA, Ken'ichi AP MC
TAKAGI, Hideaki TS LS
TAKAHASHI, Yumiko TS ~Sep 30, 2017

Ultrafast Dynamics Working Group
◎ ADACHI, Jun-ichi AP ES ・S

(AMEMIYA, Kenta, SHIMIZU, Nobutaka, KITAJIMA, Yoshinori, NITANI, Hiroaki, KOSUGE,
Takashi, NIWA, Yasuhiro )

(KATO, Ryuichi, IGARASHI, Noriyuki, SHIMIZU, Nobutaka, NOZAWA, Shunsuke,
MATSUGAKI, Naohiro, ADACHI, Jun-ichi, SUGIYAMA, Hiroshi, NITANI, Hiroaki, YAMADA,
Yusuke, MOCHIZUKI, Izumi,KOYAMA, Atsushi, TOYOSHIMA, Akio, MORI, Takeharu,
UCHIDA, Yoshinori, KIKUCHI, Takashi, SAITO, Yuuki, TANAKA, Hirokazu, NIWA, Yasuhiro,
MATSUOKA, Ai, ISHII, Haruno )
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Group Name Position
Title

Additional Group Remarks

YAMAMOTO, Shigeru P

Advanced Detector R&D Working Group
◎ KISHIMOTO, Shunji P UD

HASHIMOTO, Ryo ASP

Accelerator Division VII
Light Source I

◎ NAKAMURA, Norio P
KOBAYASHI, Yukinori P
HARADA, Kentaro AP
OZAKI, Toshiyuki AP
SHIMADA, Miho AP
TAKAKI, Hiroyuki AP
UEDA, Akira EE
NAGAHASHI, Shinya E
TANAKA, Olga ASP
HIGASHI, Nao PD

Light Source II
◎ SAKANAKA, Shogo P

YAMAMOTO, Naoto ASP
TAKAHASHI, Takeshi EE

Light Source III
◎ HONDA, Tohru P

TANIMOTO, Yasunori AP
SASAKI, Hiroyuki ASP
NOGAMI, Takashi E
ASAOKA, Seiji SF

Light Source IV
◎ OBINA, Takashi AP

TAKAI, Ryota AP
TADANO, Mikito SE
SAGEHASHI, Hidenori E

Light Source V
◎ MIYAUCHI, Hiroshi AP

HAGA, Kaiichi AP
NIGORIKAWA, Kazuyuki EE
SATO, Yoshihiro E
TAHARA, Toshihiro E

Light Source VI
◎ MIYAJIMA, Tsukasa AP

HONDA, Yosuke ASP
YAMAMOTO, Masahiro ASP
JIN, Xiuguang ASP
UCHIYAMA, Takashi E
SATO, Kotaro R

Light Source VII
◎ KATO, Ryukou P

TSUCHIYA, Kimichika AP
ADACHI, Masahiro ASP
EGUCHI, Shu TA
SHIOYA, Tatsuro SF

(ADACHI, Shin-ichi, AMEMIYA, Kenta, KISHIMOTO, Shunji, NAKAO, Hironori, NOZAWA,
Shunsuke, KOSUGE, Takashi, TOYOSHIMA, Akio, KIKUCHI, Takashi, NIWA, Yasuhiro,
TANAKA, Hirokazu )

(ADACHI, Shin-ichi, KUMAI, Reiji, AMEMIYA, Kenta, ONO, Kanta, IGARASHI, Noriyuki,
TAKEICHI, Yasuo, SAKAMAKI, Masako,  HARUKI, Rie, KOSUGE, Takashi)
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Name Affiliation

Visiting Professor
ASAKURA, Kiyotaka (Hokkaido Univ.)
KAMIKUBO, Hironari (Nara Inst. of Science & Tech.)
KONDO, Hiroshi (Keio Univ.)
KOSHIHARA, Shinya (Tokyo Inst. of Tech.)
MORITOMO, Yutaka (Univ. of Tsukuba)
NAGASHIMA, Yasuyuki (Tokyo Univ. of Science)
OHKUMA, Haruo (Osaka Univ.)
OKUBO, Masataka (AIST)
SAKASHITA, Hitoshi (AIST)
TAKAHASHI, Yoshio (The Univ. of Tokyo)
YAO, Min (Hokkaido Univ.)

Visiting Associate Professor
NIWA, Ryusuke (Univ. of Tsukuba)

The Graduate University for Advanced Studies (SOKENDAI)
AIZAWA, Kyohei
FURIHATA, Hirotake
HOTEI, Takahiro
KAMEZAWA, Chika Oct. 1, 2017~
KONOSHITA, Aya 
MATSUBARA, Haruki
MIYAZAWA, Tetusya
YU, Hong Yang

Abbreviation for position title
P Professor SE
AP Associate Professor EE
ASP Assistant Professor E
PD Postdoctoral Fellow AE
R Researcher TA
SF Senior Fellow TS
ScF Scientific Fellow DF

Senior Engineer 
Expert Engineer 
Engineer 
Associate Engineer 
Technical Associate 
Technical Specialist 
Diamond Fellow

○ Sub Group Leader

Abbreviation for Group Name of Synchrotron Radiation Science Division 
ES Electronic Structure
CM Condensed Matter 
MC Materials Chemistry
LS Life Sciences
SP Slow Positron 
BETS Beamline Engineering & Technical Services 
S
USD
IAR
UD
AD

Safety
User Support and Dissemination 
Industrial Application Research 
Ultrafast Dynamics
Advanced Detector R&D

(Name in Italic: additional posts)

◎ Group Leader
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  1 IGARASHI, Noriyuki

  2 MISUMI, Yoko

  3 HORIBA, Koji

  4 SENDA, Toshiya

  5 YAMADA, Kazuyoshi 

  6 ADACHI, Shin-ichi

  7 MURAKAMI, Youichi

  8 AMEMIYA, Kenta

  9 KAWATA, Hiroshi

10 YAMAGUCHI, Seiya 

11 KOBAYASHI, Yukinori

12 SAKABE, Noriyoshi

13 SAKABE, Kiwako

14 FURUKAWA, Kazuro

15 HARADA, Kentaro 

16 TAKEICHI, Yasuo

17 NOGAMI, Takashi

18 TANABE, Mikio 

19 NAITO, Shinji  

20 SHIGA, Daisuke

21 EGUCHI, Shu

22 KATO, Ryuichi 

23 SAGAYAMA, Hajime

24 HAMAMATSU, Chikako

25 NOZAWA, Shunsuke

26 TAKAGI, Sota

27 FUKUMOTO, Keiki 

28 TABATA, Chihiro

29 ISHII, Haruno

30 SAKAMAKI, Masako

31 MOCHIZUKI, Izumi

32 SAITO, Yuuki

33 HONDA, Tohru

34 KOIWAI, Kotaro

35 WATANABE, Toshiki

36 SHIMIZU, Nobutaka 

37 MIYAUCHI, Hiroshi 

38 TOMITA, Shogo

39 HAGA, Kaiichi

40 MIYAJIMA, Tsukasa

41 HARUKI, Rie

42 KITAMURA, Miho

43 SENDA, Miki

44 TAKAHASHI, Yumiko  

45 OBINA, Takashi

46 FUKAYA, Ryo

47 TERASHIMA, Naoya

48 MIYAZAWA, Tetsuya

49 KURIHARA, Masashi

50 ADACHI, Junichi

51 ASAOKA, Seiji

52 UEDA, Akira

53 NAGATA, Naomi

54 TOYAMA, Hisako

55 USAMI, Noriko 

56 MATSUOKA, Ai

57 YAMAMORI, Toshiki

58 TSUCHIYA, Kimichika

59 TAKAGI, Hideaki

60 KIMIJIMA, Ken'ichi

61 KOSUGE, Takashi

62 FURIHATA, Hirotake

63 NITANI, Hiroaki

64 KATO, Ryukou

65 HYODO, Kazuyuki

66 HYODO, Toshio  

67 TAMATSUKURI, Hiromu

68 KOYAMA, Atsushi

69 ZENIYA, Tomoko

70 TANAKA, Makiko

71 NAKAJIMA, Mieko

72 TAKAHASHI, Yoshimi  

73 HAYASHI, Yoko

74 HORI, Akiko

75 YAMADA, Yusuke

76 HIKITA, Masahide 

77 IGARASHI, Miho

78 UTSUNO, Emi 

79 SUKEGAWA, Rieko

80 OHSHIMA, Hiroko

81 SAITO, Akane

82 KIKUCHI, Akemi

83 YAMAMOTO, Shigeru

84 ABE, Hitoshi

  85 KUMIGASHIRA, Hiroshi

  86 YAMAMOTO, Ryosuke

  87 HIGASHI, Nao

  88 KUMAI, Reiji

  89 UCHIDA, Yoshinori 

  90 MATSUMARU, Hiroyuki

  91 ADACHI, Masahiro

  92 FUKABORI, Kyoko

  93 AOKI, Tamie

  94 SHIMADA, Miho

  95 YAMASAKI, Tazuko 

  96 KONOSHITA, Aya

  97 TANAKA, Olga

  98 NAGASE, Lisa 

  99 NUMAZAKI, Saori

100 ICHIYANAGI, Kouhei

101 TAKAHASHI, Masatsuyo

102 LEE, SungHee

103 YUMOTO, Fumiaki

104 SAKANAKA, Shogo

105 SAGEHASHI, Hidenori

106 KIMURA, Masao

107 TAKAI, Ryota 

108 NAGAHASHI, Shinya

109 YONEZAWA, Kento 

110 NIGORIKAWA, Kazuyuki

111 NAKAMURA, Norio

112 MINOHARA, Makoto

113 HIRANO, Keiichi

114 BAN, Hiroshi

115 KITAJIMA, Yoshinori

116 TANIMOTO, Yasunori

117 NAKAO, Hironori

118 FUNAMORI, Nobumasa

119 WAKABAYASHI, Daisuke 

120 KIKUCHI, Takashi

121 YAMAMOTO, Masahiro

122 TANAKA, Hirokazu

123 MATSUGAKI, Naohiro 

124 IKEDA, Kiyoshi

125 TOYOSHIMA, Akio

126 YUKAWA, Ryu
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